


                    GLENCOE PARK DISTRICT
                    REGULAR BOARD MEETING 

                    Tuesday, October 16, 2018 – 7:00pm 
                   Takiff Center - Community Hall

Consistent with the requirements of the Illinois Compiled Statutes 5 ILCS 120/1 
through 120/6 (Open Meetings Act), notices of this meeting were posted. 

Meeting Location:  Takiff Center, 999 Green Bay Road, Glencoe, IL 60022 

A G E N D A 
I. Call to Order   

II. Roll Call 
III. Consent Agenda Items 

A. Minutes of September 17, 2018 Regular Board Meeting 
B. Minutes of October 2, 2018 Finance Committee of the Whole Meeting 
C. Minutes of October 2, 2018 Special Projects and Facilities Committee Meeting 
D. Approval of the Bills 
E. Approval of Mandated Reporter Policy 

IV. Matters from the Public 
V. Financial Report 

VI. Presentation on the Glencoe Active Transport Plan 
VII. Review of 2019 Health Insurance Renewal

VIII. Presentation of the Glencoe Lakefront Annual Report 
IX. Staff Reports 

A.  Business 
B. Recreation and Facilities 
C. Parks and Maintenance 
D. Marketing and Communications 
E. Safety and Wellness Committee 

X. Executive Director Report 
XI. Action Items 

A. Approval of Resolution No. 888: Truth in Taxation 
B. Approval of Health Insurance Recommendation for 2019 
C. Approval of Watts Recreation Center Rooftop HVAC Replacement Bid 
D. Approval of IAPD Annual Meeting Delegates 
E. Approval to Change the November Regular Board Meeting to Tuesday, November 13 

XII. Other Business 
XIII. Executive Session 

A. Personnel 5ILCS 120/2 (c)(1) 
XIV. Adjournment 

The Glencoe Park District is subject to the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. Individuals 
with disabilities who plan to attend this meeting and who require certain accommodations in order to allow them to 
observe and/or participate in this meeting, or who have questions regarding the accessibility of the meeting or 
facilities, are asked to contact the Park District at 847-835-3030. Executive Director Email: 
lsheppard@glencoeparkdistrict.com  



III. Consent Agenda Items
Section 2.06(b) of the Open Meetings Act allows a public entity to approve

minutes either within 30 days after the relevant meeting OR at the public body’s
second subsequent regular meeting, whichever is LATER. For consistency, all

minutes will be approved at the subsequent Regular Board Meeting.

Items on the Consent Agenda are representative of routine actions by the Board
of Directors or staff. Members of the Board of Park Commissioners are invited
and encouraged to call the Executive Director prior to the meeting with any

questions about consent agenda items.

The Board President asks for a motion to adopt the consent agenda items.
However, if any member of the Board wishes to discuss any item on the consent
agenda, for any reason whatsoever, he or she may ask that the item be removed

from the consent agenda and the President will change the agenda per the
request.

The Executive Director recommends approval of the consent agenda.

Glencoe Park District
October 2018 Board Meeting



DRAFT

MINUTES OF SEPTEMBER 17, 2018 REGULAR BOARD MEETING 
GLENCOE PARK DISTRICT 

999 GREEN BAY ROAD, GLENCOE, ILLINOIS  60022 

The meeting was called to order at 7:00pm and roll was called. 

Commissioners present:  Staff present: 
Lisa Brooks, President Lisa Sheppard, Executive Director/Secretary 
Stefanie Boron, Vice President Carol Mensinger, Director of Finance/HR
Dudley Onderdonk, Treasurer Chris Leiner, Director of Parks/Maintenance 
Josh Lutton, Commissioner Bobby Collins, Director of Recreation/Facilities 
Bob Kimble, Commissioner   Erin Maassen, Supt. of Marketing/Comm. 
 Jenny Runkel, Administrative Assistant

Members of the public in attendance who signed in or spoke:  Michael Covey, Lynn 
Donaldson, Dan Dorfman, Betsy Leibson

Consent Agenda:  A motion was made by Commissioner Lutton to approve the consent 
agenda items as presented including Minutes of July 10, 2018 Special Projects and 
Facilities Committee Meeting, Minutes of July 17, 2018 Regular Board Meeting, Minutes 
of August 7, 2018 Special Projects and Facilities Committee Meeting, September 11, 
2018 Special Projects and Facilities Committee Meeting, Minutes of September 11, 
2018 Special Board Meeting, and Approval of the Bills. Commissioner Boron seconded 
the motion. No further discussion ensued. Roll call vote taken: 
  AYES: Boron, Kimble, Lutton, Onderdonk, Brooks 
  NAYS: None 
  ABSENT: None 
  Motion passed. 

Matters from the Public: There was no one wishing to address the Board. 

Approval of Resolution No. 887 – Brad Janis 20 Years’ Service: President Brooks read 
the resolution. A motion was made by Commissioner Onderdonk to approve the 
Resolution No. 887 – Brad Janis 20 Years’ Service as presented. Commissioner Boron 
seconded the motion. Commissioners and staff commented on Brad Janis’ service. Roll
call vote taken: 
 AYES:  Boron, Kimble, Lutton, Onderdonk, Brooks 
 NAYS:   None
 ABSENT: None 
 Motion passed. 

Financial Report:  Director of Finance/Human Resources Mensinger stated we are six 
months into the fiscal year. The District is in line with the last two years in comparison. 
The Beach is slightly lower, but when all the numbers are in the Beach will be close to 
the last year at least if not the last two years. 
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Director Mensinger answered commissioner questions. Contractual Recreation 
indicates that the District takes in GJK’s registration and then pays it back to them as a 
contractual provider, the bulk of that line item. Shared services with District 35 includes 
tree trimming and mowing of athletic fields, they do reimburse for fertilizer, etc. A 
standard agreement has been in place for years. 

Presentation by the Friends of the Green Bay Trail on SOSA Project: President Brooks 
introduced Betsy Leibson who thanked the Board and staff and presented the SOSA 
Project including removal of invasive species, fencing, timeline, estimated expenses, 
and scheduled work. The Buckthorn BBQ event is October 17 featuring Bill Kurtis.

Presentation of the 2018 Summer Camp Report: Bobby Collins, Stephani Briskman, 
Chris Pietrini, and Jessica Stockl presented the 2018 Summer Camp Report attached to 
these minutes. 

Commissioner comments included the caring and nice staff and likes the swim shirts 
and camp docs online for next year. Safety Town reduced revenue and changes were 
reviewed. ACA (similar to DCFS, but for day care) requirements are slowly being added. 
We also follow PDRMA and IPRA Camp Committee regulations. Camp Adventure was 
randomly boy heavy although this group of girls had no problem playing sports with the 
boys. Aging trends through our programs was reviewed.

Staff Reports: Staff shared additional information not included in their Board Reports.

Director Mensinger informed the Board that the financial legal calendar is included in 
the packet. 

Director Collins announced that the swimming beach closed for the season although the 
boating beach remains open until October 14. Camp ended and staff are planning for 
next year. A successful Mud Run with 330 children signed up who enjoyed beautiful 
weather and created so much positivity in the community. Full programs and expanded 
Children’s Circle started the first week in September.

Director Leiner expounded on the department synergy for the Mud Run event execution. 
Staff are working on closing the beach, prepping the ice rink, and just finished the 
shutdown. He thanked Erin for doing signage for the closure when Takiff’s main 
entrance was closed. The final layer of asphalt during Columbus Day weekend, 
plantings and bench installation as well, with the project wrapping up in October. 

Superintendent Classen has been busy with Mud Run social media feeds, construction, 
and winter brochure starting in about one week. 

The Safety and Wellness Committee is working on the loss control review. 
Administrative will be next followed by the park section of the review.
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Executive Director Report:  Executive Director Sheppard shared that the Distinguished 
Agency two-year process is coming to an end at 8:00am tomorrow. A panel of 5 
commissioners and executive directors make up the committee to review our 
information.  Please join in for the welcome at 8:00am for about 5-10 minutes.

NRPA this coming Monday through Tuesday to find out if we win Gold Medal. Three 
commissioners are attending the opening session. 

Old Elm Park opening is Friday, September 28. Woodlawn playground construction is 
just starting. Woodlawn construction will take about two months, the playground will be 
first and then the remainder of the work. 

Takiff/Watts Facility Manager Adam Wohl welcomed his first child Henry. 

Action Items: 

Approval of IGS Natural Gas Contract: A motion was made by Commissioner Lutton to 
approve the and authorize the Executive Director to sign an agreement for a 36 month 
contract for fixed, per therm natural gas with IGS Energy at the rate of .3240 per therm 
as presented. Commissioner Boron seconded the motion. No further discussion 
ensued. Roll call vote taken: 
 AYES:  Boron, Kimble, Lutton, Onderdonk, Brooks 
 NAYS:   None
 ABSENT: None 
 Motion passed. 

Other Business: There was no other business.

Executive Session: There was no reason to go into closed session. 

Adjourn: Commissioner Onderdonk moved to adjourn the meeting at 7:49pm. 
Commissioner Boron seconded the motion, which passed by unanimous voice vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

                   
Lisa M. Sheppard 
Secretary 
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In addition to basic camp training, camp staff attend the summer employee orientation led by
Executive Director Lisa Sheppard. At this training, Lisa welcomed staff to the Glencoe Park
District team, explained the SPIRIT values that embody the agency, and impressed upon the
staff the importance of their roles. The camp directors and head counselors also attended a five
hour leadership staff training this season. In this training, the leadership staff was exposed to
many challenging scenarios they would face this summer including staff discipline, dealing with
upset patrons/participants, creating a culture of accountability, and success among the
counselors. To kick off the summer, we invited Eddie Slowikowski to speak to our staff. Eddie
inspired our staff to make meaningful connections with the children we are working with each
day.

Changes Made for the 2018 Camp Season
Each year, Glencoe Park District staff examines and analyzes the successes and areas of
improvement from the most recent camp season in an effort to constantly improve the
experience for every camper and family.

Kinder Korner & Bear Camps
Under the direction of Early Childhood Program Manager Jessica Stockl, the Bear Camps saw
changes in a variety of areas. There were a number of new field trips that were booked for Koala
and Kinder Korner Camps. Some of these field trips included exploring different Glencoe parks
as well as a trip to Medieval Times. These new field trips kept the camp fresh and kept kids
excited about coming to camp every day.

Other changes that were implemented were based off of survey results collected in 2017. We
added AM and PM care options for our younger campers. Pandas and Koalas had the
opportunity to attend AM care from 7:00 9:00am, which gave working parents and families with
early risers the chance to extend their camp day. Koala campers were also able to attend PM
care from 3:00 6:00pm.

Sun Fun Camp and Camp Adventure
Under the direction of Arts and Youth Program Manager Stephani Briskman, Sun Fun and Camp
Adventure saw changes in a variety of areas. New field trips, Camp Adventure Clubs, and special
guests were added to keep the campers excited about coming to camp each day.

New field trips were added such as a trip to the Chicago Dogs baseball game, Roosevelt Aquatic
Center, and the Mobile Escape room. We added a new special event day, Chicago Sports Day
giving campers new and different opportunities to dress up and have fun. We also had the
Chicago Blackhawks inflatable hockey rink visit us at camp.

Continuing for Camp Adventure for the summer of 2018, we offered clubs. Campers chose
activities based on their interests to participate in 2 week intervals. This allowed the Camp
Adventure campers to design their own schedules while Camp Adventure was on site.
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programs. With the use of a safe, nurturing environment and a play based learning approach,
the early childhood camps are very well received by the community!

Sun Fun Camp and Camp Adventure
A highlight of these two camps every year is the “camper’s choice” set of activities. These times
allow for campers to break up into groups and spend time doing activities that specific groups of
campers enjoy which might include sports, crafts, or other special interest games. Another
highlight is the Sun Fun Camp swim lessons. These swim lessons, built into the cost of the
program, utilize the Recreation Center in Highland Park for swim lessons for first, second, and
third graders.

Sun Fun’s field trips are another highlight of a busy camp schedule. Trips to Glencoe Beach,
waterparks, bowling, Lincoln Park Zoo, and much more add variety and excitement to each week
of camp. Camp Adventure also goes on trips, which include Action Territory, Rainbow Falls
Waterpark, Cubs game, and more. A camp favorite is the overnighter at Takiff Center, which
takes place after the regular camp day and includes evening entertainment, dinner, movie, and
special activities.

Sun Fun and Camp Adventure had a large amount of returning staff, which provided an
opportunity for those staff to mentor the new staff. This summer, the camp staff was able to
build upon the bonds made from previous summers, which made a strong impact in a customer
service aspect towards the parents.

When analyzing camp enrollment numbers, grade size is positively correlated. Generally when a
grade size grows or reduces, so does camp enrollment. This summer the incoming 3rd grade was
smaller than the incoming 1st and 2nd grades, leading to a shift in enrollment. Sun Fun’s
enrollment increased by 13, while Camp Adventure’s enrollment was in line with last summer,
as campers aged out of Sun Fun and moved in to Camp Adventure.

Sun Fun was able to manage some additional expenses that occurred in 2017. We utilized the
Park District bus to transport summer school campers . We also worked closely with the Park
District of Highland Park to restore our original swim times, which decreased our bus rental
expenses.

Action Quest Camp & Counselor In Training
The Action Quest Camp has the reputation of being a “traveling camp” with off site activities
planned every day but Thursdays. The highlight is generally the overnight beach campouts at
Glencoe Beach that take place once every four week session. The campers go kayaking and
paddle boarding, make a fire, and spend the night sleeping in tents on the beach. Unfortunately
we had poor weather (rain for the first, 90+ degree heat for the second) on each campout night,
leading to decreased participation.

Another very popular trip is Great America, which is planned for each four week session. On this
day, campers have an extended day so they can spend more time at the theme park. Along with
the Camp Adventure campers, the Action Quest Camp headed to Wrigley Field on July 25.
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Appendix A – Camp Participation Information
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Appendix B – Financial Information
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2016 Actual 2017 Actual 2018 Projected
Revenue $100,635 $79,804 $82,617
Expense $45,751 $35,625 $40,201
Net $54,884 $44,179 $42,416
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Bear Camps Financial Trends

2016 Actual 2017 Actual 2018 Projected
Revenue $51,283 $82,089 $76,245
Expense $22,456 $36,409 $41,606
Net $28,827 $45,680 $34,639
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Kinder Korner Financial Trends
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2016 Actual 2017 Actual 2018 Projected
Revenue $5,678 $5,626 $5,942
Expense $1,802 $1,874 $3,033
Net $3,876 $3,752 $2,909
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Preschool Summer Beginning
Financial Trends

2016 Actual 2017 Actual 2018 Projected
Revenue $49,563 $55,321 $57,942
Expense $9,494 $16,960 $16,600
Net $40,069 $38,361 $41,342
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Summer's Beginning/End Financial Trends
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2016 Actual 2017 Actual 2018 Projected
Revenue $106,610 $109,074 $82,171
Expense $51,303 $56,397 $36,810
Net $55,307 $52,677 $45,361
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Action Quest Financial Trends

2016 Actual 2017 Actual 2018 Projected
Revenue $31,312 $30,313 $29,904
Expense $5,850 $7,526 $6,582
Net $25,462 $22,787 $23,322
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C.I.T Financial Trends

2016 Actual 2017 Actual 2018 Projected
Revenue $645,836 $716,442 $750,886
Expense $308,953 $376,676 $350,000
Net $336,883 $339,766 $400,886
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Overall Camp Financial Trends
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Appendix C – Camp Schedules



MMon Tue Wed Thu Fri 
June 11-15      

11 
Pinstripes Bowling 

Field Trip 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note: Pizza lunch  
provided; bring socks 
for bowling wear GPD 

camp shirt  
(if possible)! 

12  
Laser Quest 

Field Trip 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note: Pizza lunch pro-
vided; wear gym shoes 
for laser tag; wear GPD 

camp shirt  
(if possible) 

13 
Nickel City 
Field Trip 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Note: Pizza lunch provid-
ed;  wear gym shoes for 

laser tag; wear GPD 
camp shirt  
(if possible) 

14 
Hawaiian Day! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note: Chicken Fingers 
and Macaroni lunch 

provided. Pack towel, 
sunscreen, wear GPD 
camp shirt (if possible); 

15 
Beach Day 
Field Trip 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Note: Pack towel, sun-
screen, wear GPD camp 

shirt (if possible); 
 
 

Summer’s Beginning Camp  

Camp Directors: 
Ashley and Riley 
Contact Information 
847-835-3030 
Program Manager: Stephani Briskman 
847-835-7536 or sbriskman@glencoeparkdistrict.com 

Summer’s Beginning is an exciting way to start off summer camp! Each day children will also participate in sports, 
gym games, arts & crafts, and more! Please send your child with a water bottle and sunscreen labeled with their name 

each day.  AM & PM Care is in Community Room 4.  
Regular Drop-Off: 8:45am; at Takiff Center Bleachers;  Pick-Up: 3:00pm; at Takiff Center Bleachers 



MMon Tue Wed Thu Fri 
August 13-17      

13 
Wheeling Water 

Park 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note: Pack towel, 
sunscreen, wear GPD 

camp shirt (if possi-
ble) 

14  
Pinstripes Bowling Field 

Trip 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Note: Pizza lunch  
provided; bring socks for 

bowling, wear GPD 
camp shirt (if possible) 

15 
Sports Day! 

 
 
 
 
 

Note: Wear your favorite 
sports gear while partici-
pating in many activities 
around Watts! We will 
also be making a Rice 

Krispie treat 

16 
Beach Day Field 

Trip 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note: Pack towel, sun-
screen, wear GPD 

camp shirt (if possible) 
 
 

17 
AMC Theatres Field 

Trip 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note: Popcorn snack pro-
vided. Wear GPD camp 

shirt (if possible) 

Summer’s End Camp  

Head Camp Staff 
Ashley and Riley 
Contact Information 
847-835-3030 
Program Manager: Stephani Briskman 
847-835-7536 or sbriskman@glencoeparkdistrict.com 

Summer’s End is an exciting way to end your summer!! Each day children will also participate in sports, gym games, 
arts & crafts, and more! Please send your child with a water bottle and sunscreen labeled with their name each day.  

AM & PM Care is in in the Program Room at Watts.  
Regular Drop-Off: 8:45am; at Watts;  Pick-Up: 3:00pm; at Watts 

**Lunch is provided on days indicated on the calendar** 



Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri 
 
 
6/18 
Orientation: 
10-10:45am 

 
 

 
 
6/19 

First Full 
Day of 
Camp! 

 
 
6/20 

 

 
 
6/21 

Skokie  
Exploratorium  

10-12 
Wear camp shirt 

 

 
 
6/22 

 
 

6/25 
 

6/26 
Tots & Tunes  

10-10:45 

06/27 6/28 
 

6/29  
Super Stolie 

Music  
performance 

10am  
 
 

07/02 
 
 
 
 
 

7/3 
Local Park 

Trip 
 
 
 

Wear camp 
t-shirt 

 
 

7/4 
 

No Camp  
 

Happy July 4th! 

7/5 
 
 

7/6 
BG Spray & Play 

10-12 
 
 
 
 

Wear camp t-shirt 
 
 

7/9 
 
 

 
 

7/10 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7/11 
 

Beach Trip 
Drop off/Pick up at 

Beach 
 
 
 
 

Wear camp shirt 

7/12 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

7/13 
 
 

WEEK 2: WEEK 2: WEEK 2:    

WEEK 1: WEEK 1: WEEK 1:    

WEEK 3: WEEK 3: WEEK 3:    

1st Session: KOALA CAMP 20181st Session: KOALA CAMP 2018  

WEEK 4: WEEK 4: WEEK 4:    

 
 

 

W



Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri 
 
7/16 

 
 

 
7/17 

 

 
7/18 

 

 
7/19 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
7/20 

 
Pirates Cove  

10-12 
 
 
 
 

Wear camp Shirt 

 
7/23 

 
 

 
7/24 

 
Tots & Tunes  

10-10-45 
 
 

 
7/25 

 

 
7/26 

 
Buffalo Grove 
Spray & Play 

 
 
 
 

Wear camp shirt 

 
7/27 

 
 
 
 
 

 
07/30 

 
 
 
 

 
07/31 
Beach Trip 
Drop off/Pick 
up at Beach 

 
 
 
 

Wear camp shirt 

 
8/1 

 

 
8/2 

8/ 
8/3 
 

The Frog  
Lady  

10:30-11 
 
 
 
 
 

 
8/6 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
8/7 
 
 
 

 
 

 
8/8 

 
Friends Park 

Trip:  
Drop off/ Takiff 

Pick up at Friends 
 
 
 
 

Wear camp shirt 

 
8/9 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
8/10 

 
Last Day 

 
 
 

2nd Session: KOALA CAMP 20182nd Session: KOALA CAMP 2018  

WEEK 5: WEEK 5: WEEK 5:    

WEEK 6: WEEK 6: WEEK 6:    

WEEK 7: WEEK 7: WEEK 7:    

WEEK 8: WEEK 8: WEEK 8:    

Wearaaaaraaaaaaaaraaaar ccccaaaaamaaaaaaaaaaaaa p

 
 

10:30 11

ar ccccammmmammmmammmmmammmmmp



Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri 
 
 
6/18 
First Day of 

Camp! 
 
 

 
 
6/19 
Music with Mr. 
Shaun 
 

 

 
6/20  

 
6/21 

Friends Park 
Trip:  

 
 
 

Wear green camp 
shirt 

 
6/22 

 
 
 
 
 

6/25 
Beach Trip 

Drop off/ Pick up 
at Beach 

 
 
 

Wear green camp  
shirt 

6/26 
Music with Mr. 
Shaun 

6/27 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

6/28 
 

6/29 
Super Stolie 

Music  
performance 

10am  
 
 
 

07/02 
Field Trip to  
BG Spray & Play 

 
 
 

Drop off/Pick up 
at Takiff  

Wear green camp  
shirt 

 
 
 

 
07/03                 
Music with Mr. 
Shaun 
 

 

07/04 
No Camp  

 
Happy July 4th! 

 

07/05 
 
 
 
 

7/6 
 
 
 

7/9 
Beach Trip 

Drop off/Pick up 
at Beach 

 
 
 
 

Wear   green camp  
shirt 

 
 
 

7/10 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7/11 
Medieval Times 

 
 
 

Wear green camp 
shirt  

7/12 
 
 
 
 

 

7/13 
 
 
 

WEEK 2: ALOHA SUMMER 

WEEK 1: FRIENDSHIP/WE ARE FAMILY 

WEEK 3: PARTY IN THE USA 

1st Session: KINDER KORNER 2018 

WEEK 4: PIRATES AND PRINCESSES 



Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri 
 
7/16 
Field Trip to  
BG Spray & Play 

 
 
 
 

Drop off/Pick up 
at Takiff     Wear 
green camp shirt 

 
7/17 

Music with Mr. 
Shaun 

 
 
 
 
 

 
7/18 

 
7/19 
Field Trip to  

Khols children’s 
Museum 

 
 
 

Drop off/Pick up 
at Takiff    Wear 
green camp shirt 

 

 
7/20 

 
 

 
7/23 
Beach Trip 
Drop off/Pick up 

at Beach 
 
 
 
 

Wear  green camp 
shirt 

 

 
7/24 

 
Music with Mr. 
Shaun 

 
 

 
7/25 

 
 
 
 
 

 
7/26 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
7/27 

 
 
 
 
 

 
7/30 

 
Field Trip to  
BG Spray & Play 

 
 
 

Drop off/Pick up 
at Takiff    Wear 
green camp shirt 

 
07/31 
Music with Mr. 
Shaun 

 
08/1 

Field Trip to  
Lincoln Park Zoo 

 
 
 
 

Drop off/Pick up at 
Takiff                         

Wear green camp 
shirt 

 
8/2 

 
8/3 

 
The Frog  

Lady  
10:30-11 

 
8/6 

 
Beach Trip 

 
 
 

Drop off/Pick up 
at Beach 

Wear green camp  
shirt 

 
 

 
8/7 
 
Music with Mr. 
Shaun 
 
 

 
 

 
8/8 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
8/9 
Friends Park 

Trip:  
 
 

Drop off/ Takiff 
Pick up at 

Friends    Wear 
green camp shirt 

 
 

 
8/10 

 
Last Day 

 
 
 

2nd Session: KINDER KORNER 2018 

WEEK 5: SCIENCE LAB 

WEEK 6: WILD WEST 

WEEK 7: NATURE 

WEEK 8: SUPERHEROS 
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Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri 
 
 
6/18 
First Day of 

Camp! 
 
 

 
 
6/19 
Brunswick 

(Wear socks!) 
 

 

 
 
6/20 

 
Campers’ Choice 

 
 
 

 
 
6/21 

Olympics 
(Wear your country’s 

colors) 
 

        

 
 
6/22 

Hidden 
Creek 

 
 
 

 
 

 

6/25 
Beach Trip 

(All Day) 
 
 

Pizza lunch included 

6/26 
NEW! 

Mobile Room  
Escape 

 

6/27 
 

Campers’ Choice 
 
 
 
 
 

2nd Grade  
Swim Lessons (PM) 

6/28 
Gold Rush 
(Wear your best 
Western gear) 

Hot Dog Cookout! 

6/29 
Wheeling 

Water Park 

7/2 
Hidden 
Creek 

 
 
 
 
 

1st Grade  
Swim Lessons (PM) 

7/3 

Funtopia 
Wear Socks! 

 
 
 

AM Field Trip– PM Campers 
welcome to join! 

 
 

7/4 
No Camp  
Today! 

Join us at the parade 
or at the fireworks. 

 
 
 
 

Happy 4th of  
July!!! 

7/5 
Carnival Day 

(Dress in your  
favorite costume!) 

 
 

 

7/6 
Beach Trip 

(All Day) 
 

 
 
 
 

Pizza lunch included 

 
 

7/9 
 

Vernon Hills 
Water Park 

 
 

 
 

7/10 
 

Pump It Up 
(Wear socks) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7/11 
 
 

Campers’ Choice  
 
 
 
 
 
 

7/12 
COLOR WARS 
(Wear your team 

color!) 
Hot Dog Cookout! 

 
 
 
 
 

Popsicle Treat! 
 
 

7/13 
Barefoot 

Bay Water 
Park 

 

WEEK 2: Goal of the Week: TeamworkWEEK 2: Goal of the Week: TeamworkWEEK 2: Goal of the Week: Teamwork   

1st Grade  
Swim Lessons (PM) 

WEEK 1: Goal of the Week: SportsmanshipWEEK 1: Goal of the Week: SportsmanshipWEEK 1: Goal of the Week: Sportsmanship   

WEEK 3: Goal of the Week: AppreciationWEEK 3: Goal of the Week: AppreciationWEEK 3: Goal of the Week: Appreciation   

1st Session: Sun Fun 20181st Session: Sun Fun 2018  

WEEK 4: Goal of the Week: RespectWEEK 4: Goal of the Week: RespectWEEK 4: Goal of the Week: Respect   

 3rd Grade 
Swim Lessons (PM) 

 3rd Grade 
Swim Lessons (PM) 

PP

= Lunch available to purchase through North Shore Catering                                       =Pack Lunch 

1st Grade  
Swim Lessons (PM)  

2nd Grade  
Swim Lessons (PM) 

3rd Grade 
Swim Lessons (PM) 

 
Sun Fun Over-

nighter 



Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri 
 
7/16 

First Day of  
second session! 

 
 
 

 
7/17 

Libertyville 
Sports 

Complex 
 

 
7/18 

Campers’ Choice 
 
 
 

Sports 
With Coach Tommy  

 
7/29 
Superhero Day 

(Dress like your    
favorite superhero)  

 
 
 

 
7/20 

 Beach Trip 
(All Day) 

 
 
 
 
 

Pizza Lunch 
Included 

 
7/23 

Wheeling 
Water Park 

 
 
 

 
7/24 

NEW! 
Chicago Dogs 

Baseball 
Game! 

 
7/25 

NEW! 
Roosevelt 

Aquatic Center 
 
 

 
7/26 

NEW! 
Chicago Sports 

Day! 
 

Show your pride in Chicago by 
wearing your favorite Chicago 

sports team’s gear 
 
 
 

Hot Dog Cook Out  

 
7/27 

Hidden 
Creek 

 
 
 
 
 

 
7/30 

Beach Trip 
(All Day) 

 
 
 
 
 

Pizza Lunch 
Included 

 
 

 
7/31 
Lincoln Park 

Zoo 
 
 

 
8/1 

Campers’ Choice  
 
 

Sports 
With Coach Tommy 

 
 

 
8/2 

Hollywood 
Day 

Dress as your favorite TV, 
movie or book character! 

 
8/3 

Beach Trip 
(All Day) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pizza Lunch 
Included 

 
8/7 

1st Grade:  
Hidden Creek  

Water Park 
 
 
 

2nd & 3rd Grade: 
Vernon Hills  
Water Park 

 
 

 
8/8 
 

1st. Gr. Only: 
Pirates Cove 

 
 

2nd Gr. Only: 
Pump it Up! 

 
 

3rd Grade:  
On Site 

 
 

 
8/9 

Campers’ Choice  
Sports 

 
With Coach Tommy  

Gr. 1&2 
 

3rd grade only 
Field trip with 

CA to Action Territory 
 
 
 

 
8/10 
COLOR WARS II 
(Wear your team 

color!) 
 
 
 

Popsicle Treat! 
 

Parent Night 6:00pm  
 
 

 
8/11 
Beach Trip 

(All Day) 
 

DJ Party 
PIZZA LUNCH @ 

BEACH 
 
 

Sign up for  
Summer’s End! 

2nd Session: SUN FUN 20182nd Session: SUN FUN 2018  

1st Grade  
Swim Lessons PM 

WEEK 5: Goal of the Week: FriendshipWEEK 5: Goal of the Week: FriendshipWEEK 5: Goal of the Week: Friendship   

1st Grade  
Swim Lessons (PM) 

WEEK 6: Goal of the Week: I Believe in Myself/PerseveranceWEEK 6: Goal of the Week: I Believe in Myself/PerseveranceWEEK 6: Goal of the Week: I Believe in Myself/Perseverance   

1st  Grade  
Swim Lessons (PM) 

WEEK 7: Goal of the Week: SensitivityWEEK 7: Goal of the Week: SensitivityWEEK 7: Goal of the Week: Sensitivity   

3rd Grade 
Swim Lessons (PM) 

2nd Grade  
Swim Lessons (PM) 3rd Grade 

Swim Lessons (PM) 

2nd Grade  
Swim Lessons (PM) 

3rd Grade 
Swim Lessons (PM) 

WEEK 8: Goal of the Week: Health and FitnessWEEK 8: Goal of the Week: Health and FitnessWEEK 8: Goal of the Week: Health and Fitness   

1st Grade  
Swim Lessons (PM) 

2nd Grade  
Swim Lessons (PM) 

3rd Grade 
Swim Lessons (PM) 

= Lunch available to purchase through North Shore Catering                                       =Pack Lunch 

WWW

2nd Grade  
Swim Lessons (PM) 



Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri 
 
 
6/18 

First Day of 
Camp! 

 
 

 
 
6/19 
Brunswick 

Bowl 
(Wear socks!) 

 
 

 
 
6/20 

Camp Adventure  
Club Day! 

 
 

 
 
6/21 

Olympics 
(Wear your group’s 
assigned country’s 

colors!)        
 

 
 
6/22 

Glencoe 
Beach 

 
 
 

Pizza Lunch  
Included 

 

6/25 
Wheeling 

Water Park 
 
 

6/26 
 

Camp Adventure  
Club Day! 

6/27 
NEW! 

Mobile Room  
Escape 

 
 

6/28 
Gold Rush 
(Wear your best 
Western gear) 

Hot Dog Cookout! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6/29 
Glencoe 
Beach 

 
 
 
 
 

Pizza Lunch  
Included 

 

7/2 
Glencoe 
Beach 

 
 
 
 
 

Pizza Lunch  
Included 

 
 

7/3 

 
Camp Adventure  

Club Day! 

7/4 
No Camp  
Today! 

Join us at the parade 
or at the fireworks. 

 
 
 
 

Happy 4th of  
July!!! 

 

7/5 
Carnival Day 

(Dress in your  
favorite costume!) 

 
 

7/6 
Hidden 
Creek 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

7/9 
Glencoe 
Beach 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Pizza Lunch  
Included 

 

7/10 
 

Camp Adventure  
Club Day! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7/11 
NEW! 

Roosevelt 
Aquatic Center 

7/12 
 

COLOR WARS 
(Wear your team 

color!) 
Hot Dog Cookout! 

 
 
 
 

Popsicle Treat! 
 

7/13 
Barefoot 

Bay Water 
Park 

 
 
 
 
 

WEEK 2: Goal of the Week: TeamworkWEEK 2: Goal of the Week: TeamworkWEEK 2: Goal of the Week: Teamwork   

WEEK 1: Goal of the Week: SportsmanshipWEEK 1: Goal of the Week: SportsmanshipWEEK 1: Goal of the Week: Sportsmanship   

WEEK 3: Goal of the Week: AppreciationWEEK 3: Goal of the Week: AppreciationWEEK 3: Goal of the Week: Appreciation   

1st Session: Camp Adventure 20181st Session: Camp Adventure 2018  

WEEK 4: Goal of the Week: RespectWEEK 4: Goal of the Week: RespectWEEK 4: Goal of the Week: Respect   

= Lunch available to purchase through North Shore Catering                                           =Pack Lunch 

Escappe

 
Camp Adventure  

Overnighter 



Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri 
 
7/16 

First Day of  
Second 

Session! 
 
 
 

 
7/17 

 
Camp Adventure  

Club Day! 
 
 
 

Sports 
With Coach Tommy 

 
7/18 

Funtopia 
(Wear socks) 

 

 
7/19 
Superhero 

Day  
 
 
 
 
 

 
7/20 
Vernon Hills 
Water Park 

 
 
 
 

 
7/23 

Glencoe 
Beach 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Pizza Lunch  
Included 

 
7/24 

 
 

Camp Adventure  
Club Day! 

 
 
 

Sports 
With Coach Tommy 

 
7/25 

Chicago 
Cubs Game 

Bring $$ for Dinner!! 

 
7/26 

NEW! 
Chicago Sports 

Day! 
 

Show your pride in Chicago by 
wearing your favorite Chicago 

sports team’s gear 
 
 
 
 

Hot Dog Cook Out  

 
7/27 

Wheeling 
Water Park 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
7/30 

 

Bartlett 
Water Park 

 
 
 
 

 
7/31 

 
Camp Adventure  

Club Day! 
 
 
 

Sports 
With Coach Tommy 

 
 

 
8/1 

Lincoln Park 
Zoo 

 

 
8/2 

Hollywood 
Day 

Dress as your favorite TV, 
movie or book character! 

 
 

 
8/3 

Rainbow 
Falls 

 
8/6 
 

Wheeling 
Water Park 

 
 

 
8/7 
 

Camp Adventure  
Club Day! 

 
 
 
 

Sports 
With Coach Tommy 

 
8/8 

Action 
Territory 

 
8/9 
COLOR WARS! 
Wear your team 

color!) 
 
 
 
 

Popsicle Treat! 
Parent Night 

6:00pm   

 
8/10 
Beach Trip 

 
DJ Party 

PIZZA LUNCH @ 
BEACH 

 
Sign up for  

Summer’s End! 

2nd Session: Camp Adventure 20182nd Session: Camp Adventure 2018  

WEEK 5: Goal of the Week: FriendshipWEEK 5: Goal of the Week: FriendshipWEEK 5: Goal of the Week: Friendship   

WEEK 6: Goal of the Week: I Believe in Myself/PerseveranceWEEK 6: Goal of the Week: I Believe in Myself/PerseveranceWEEK 6: Goal of the Week: I Believe in Myself/Perseverance   

WEEK 7: Goal of the Week: SensitivityWEEK 7: Goal of the Week: SensitivityWEEK 7: Goal of the Week: Sensitivity   

WEEK 8: Goal of the Week: Health and FitnessWEEK 8: Goal of the Week: Health and FitnessWEEK 8: Goal of the Week: Health and Fitness   

WWWW

= Lunch available to purchase through North Shore Catering                                                   =Pack Lunch 
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DRAFT

MINUTES OF OCTOBER 2, 2018 FINANCE COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MEETING 
GLENCOE PARK DISTRICT 

999 GREEN BAY ROAD, GLENCOE, ILLINOIS  60022 

The meeting was called to order at 7:01pm and roll was called. 

Committee Members present:  Staff present: 
Dudley Onderdonk, Chair/Treasurer Lisa Sheppard, Executive Director/Secretary 
Lisa Brooks, President  Carol Mensinger, Director of Finance/HR 
Stefanie Boron, Vice President Chris Leiner, Director of Parks/Maintenance 
Josh Lutton, Commissioner Bobby Collins, Director of Recreation/Facilities 
Bob Kimble, Commissioner  Erin Classen, Supt. of Marketing/Comm. 

Members of the Public who signed in or spoke:  Michael Covey, Dan Dorfman, Jim
Nyeste, Barbara Sideman 

Matters from the Public: Jim Nyeste asked about the timeline and changes to the Old 
Green Bay Linear Parks Plan, asked the Board to take into account the deferred capital 
projects in the decision, as well as, the maximization of open space, minimize clutter, 
locate fitness equipment within the playground area, minimize maintenance and 
upkeep, encourage kids creativity in play and open space play, path is redundant, and 
the mountain bike course is unnecessary. Mr. Nyeste gave positive feedback on making 
Veteran’s Park Memorial more visible, improving drainage, and the playground 
refurbishment.

Barbara Sideman of Highland Park, asked the Board to consider restoring Stanley 
Shuman’s prairie grass and leave the plan as green as possible.    

Discussion of Proposed 2018 Tax Levy Amount:  Director Mensinger explained that the 
Board tonight is determining the amount to levy for tax year 2018 for amounts to be 
received in fiscal year 2019/20. The Truth in Taxation Resolution would be passed at the 
October Regular Board Meeting, from which, the actual Levy Ordinance would be 
created and passed at the November Regular Board Meeting and then filed by the last 
Tuesday in December. Director Mensinger is recommending a 4.21% operating levy 
and reviewed detail behind the recommendation. The debt service levy is determined by 
the outstanding bond ordinances on file with the county. The total levy increase for 
operating and debt service would be 2.17%. Discussion ensued. 

Chair/Treasurer Onderdonk, based on committee discussion, moved the 2018 Tax Levy 
amount forward for approval at the October 16 Regular Board meeting. 

Other Business:  There was no other business.

Adjourn: Commissioner Lutton moved to adjourn the meeting at 7:21pm. Commissioner 
Brooks seconded the motion, which passed by unanimous voice vote. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

                   
Lisa M. Sheppard 
Secretary 



DRAFT

MINUTES OF OCTOBER 2, 2018 SPECIAL PROJECTS AND FACILITIES 
COMMITTEE MEETING 

GLENCOE PARK DISTRICT 
999 GREEN BAY ROAD, GLENCOE, ILLINOIS  60022 

The meeting was called to order at 7:22pm and roll was called. 

Committee Members present:  Staff present: 
Josh Lutton, Chair/Commissioner Lisa Sheppard, Executive Director/Secretary 
Lisa Brooks, President Carol Mensinger, Director of Finance/HR 
Stefanie Boron, Vice President Chris Leiner, Director of Parks/Maintenance 
Dudley Onderdonk, Treasurer  Bobby Collins, Director of Recreation/Facilities 
Bob Kimble, Commissioner Erin Classen, Supt. of Marketing/Comm. 

Members of the Public in attendance who signed in or spoke:  Michael Covey, Dan 
Dorfman, Jim Nyeste 

Matters from the Public: There were no matters from the public.

Discussion on Three Year Capital Projects including Old Green Bay Linear Parks Plan:
Executive Director Sheppard presented the three-year capital plan with the committee. 
The Executive Director discussed the list of infrastructure needs (list attached). 
Committee discussion ensued. 

Executive Director Sheppard asked the Board to take into account all the infrastructure 
needs of the District before deciding on adding new amenities. If new amenities are 
added, then commissioners may need to inform the community that they will need to 
wait for repairs on other items listed. 

Fund 69 historical shows that we have been able to add additional monies to fund 69 
through transfers from the Recreation department. However staff cautioned that we are 
expending more operationally to keep up with expectations and the District may need to 
increase hourly rates based on competition and potential minimum wage increase. This 
will all affect how much may be transferred in the future. 

Discussion ensued.

After the discussion, the Board is leaning towards the following projects in 2019; Lincoln 
and Crescent Playground, Takiff Playground, North Overlook Stabilization, ADA 
Improvements, and design fees for the Green Bay Linear Park Trail. The Board also 
discussed the need to budget for a professional fundraiser to assist the District in raising 
funds for other components of the Green Bay Linear Park Design. The Board agreed to 
think about this and discuss further at the next Special Projects & Facilities Committee 
meeting.
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Other Business:  There was no other business.

Adjourn: President Brooks moved to adjourn the meeting at 9:04pm. Commissioner 
Kimble seconded the motion, which passed by unanimous voice vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

                   
Lisa M. Sheppard 
Secretary 



PROPOSED 3YR Master Plan Staff Recommendation
OCTOBER 2018 Actual Actual Current Proposed Proposed Proposed

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 and later

Estimated Beginning Balance, 3/1/xx 2,480,432 1,500,569 1,673,805 1,096,095 (21,745) (358,745)

Funding Sources:
Transfer from Corp Fund 150,000 600,000 500,000 300,000 300,000 300,000
Transfer from Recreation Fund 250,000 1,100,000 500,000 700,000 500,000 500,000
Transfer from Impact Fund 24,040 28,313 8,000
Donations 10,100 2,000
Potential Sale of Linden house TBD
Interest Income 925 22,270 20,000 20,000 15,000 15,000
Annual ADA monies Special Recreation Fund 150,000 Shown as reduction of expense moving forward
New bonds (Non Referendum Watts Debt retires 12/1/2020) TBD

Total Funds Available 3,065,497 3,253,152 2,701,805 2,116,095 793,255 456,255

Projects To Be Funded:

Design Services Dog Park (for potential donor) 15,307
Central Park/Berlin Project 824,593 41,524
Shelton Park Playground 263,865
Kalk Park Project 279,504
Watts BB Court Project 9,823 47,603 25,000
Design Services Astor Park 3,246
Design Services Lakefront 1,383 35,636
Design Services West Playground Renovation 16,105
Design Services Takiff Parking Lot 1,102
ADA Monies Special Recreation Fund 150,000 (120,000) (175,000) (175,000) (175,000) (175,000)

Playground West School (approved base bid)/design svcs 506,076
Less: SD 35 contribution (262,310)
West Playground (Alternates 1, 2, and 3) 165,805
Less: SD 35 contribution for Alternates 1, 2, and 3 (165,805)

Playground Astor Place (appvd bid/design svc/owner items) 162,987
Fitness Center including Fitness Equipment 392,821
Lakefront Park Improvements tabled for this year wait for geotech

Takiff Parking Phase A,B,C 637,495 113,500
Takiff Parking UST 40,453 15,000
Beach Geotech and LT Maintenance Plan moved from 18/19 951 80,000

Shelton Pathway (grading and minor drainage) 20,000 70,000
Playground Replacement Lincoln & Cresent (By Camp Drop Off) 2,160 222,840
Playground Replacement Vernon and Jefferson 21,267 201,230
Lakefront Park Tennis Court 150,000
Playground Replacement Old Elm (Behind Takiff) 19,117 205,880
Takiff Parking Lot Phase D 9,102 447,000

Playground Replacement Lakefront Park 225,000
Playground Replacement Woodlawn 41,520 458,100
Secret Garden Park and WLC Park Retaining Walls 200,000
Everly Wildflower Sanctuary moved to operating

Playground Replacement Milton Park and pathway (Off Dundee Rd) 130,000

Playground Replacement Takiff Early Childhood 300,000
Playground Replacement Surface Only 100,000
Playground Improvements Friends Park Phase 2 25,000 300,000

Park Maintenance Garage 3,000,000
Lakefront North Schuman Overlook 315,000
Lakefront Center/South Bluff 302,000
Lakefront Halfway House Architectual Survey 135,000
Lakefront Park Other TBD
Watts Ice Rink Total Board Replacement 300,000
Old Green Bay Linear Parks 65,000 365,000

Less: Village Contribution
Replacement Skate Park TBD 350,000
Kalk Park Phase 2 300,000
Sports Fields at West Park 800,000
Sports Fields at Watts Park 400,000
Veterans Park 275,000

Annual ADATransition Costs 150,000 150,000 150,000

Contingency 2,945 25,000 25,000 25,000
Design Fees for the FOLLOWING Year Projects 100,000 100,000 100,000
Dog Park Donation Item
North Field (Takiff) Athletic Field Donation Item

Total Projects 1,564,928 1,579,347 1,605,710 2,137,840 1,152,000 5,300,000

Ending balance, 2/28/xx 1,500,569 1,673,805 1,096,095 (21,745) (358,745) (4,843,745)



CURRENT ASSESSMENT OF FUTURE CAPITAL OCTOBER, 2, 2018
All figures are estimates!
Projects listed in no particular order

PLAYGROUND REPLACEMENTS:
Playground Replacement Lincoln & Cresent (By Camp Drop Off) 275,000
Playground Replacement Takiff Early Childhood 525,000
Playground Replacement Milton Park and pathway (Off Dundee Rd) 130,000
Playground Improvements Friends Park Phase 2 325,000

(fix poured and place and add one element)
Lakefront Park playground 225,000

SPORTS FIELD IMPROVEMENTS:
Sports Fields at West Park 800,000
Sports Fields at Watts Park 400,000
North Field Athletic Field TBD

FACILITIES:
Watts 2nd Floor 750,000
Watts Ice Rink Total Board Replacement 300,000
Watts Ice Rink System Replacement 10 year out TBD
Park Maintenance Garage 3,000,000
Takiff Roof Replacement 1,000,000

PARK IMPROVEMENTS:
Replacement Skate Park TBD 350,000
Kalk Park Phase 2 300,000
Dog Park TBD
Secret Garden Park and WLC Park Retaining Walls 200,000
Everly Wildflower Sanctuary moved to operating

Shelton Pathway (grading and minor drainage) 70,000
Park Areas that retain water TBD
Lighted Tennis Court 100,000

OLD GREEN BAY LINEAR PARKS:
Veterans Memorial and expanded entrance 275,000
Playground 315,000
Train 165,000
Interactive Water Feature 151,000
Children's Bike Circuit 122,000
Fitness Stations 77,000
Multi Use Trail 845,666
Native Plantings 45,000



LAKEFRONT PARK AND BEACH:
Lakefront North Schuman Overlook 315,000
Lakefront Center/South Bluff 302,000
Lakefront Halfway House 156,000
Bluff and Beach Surface Water Management 264,390
Lakefront Park includes Entry and Pathways 1,250,000
Playground Replacement Lakefront Park 225,000
Lakefront Park Tennis Court 150,000
Pier Replacement TBD
Beach House 56,000

Annual ADA Infrastructure Improvements 150,000
Annual Design Fee Costs (for the following year) 100,000
Annual Infratructure Replacements 100,000

Recommend designating $50,000 a year for next 10 years for future roof replacement.

While all items are important, there are items that need to be addressed in a certain timeframe
or risk of failure.

Key: Subtotal (by color):
Light Green = Items that should be done within the next 1 3 years or risk failure 2,020,000
Light Blue = Items that should be done within the next 4 6 years or risk failure 1,064,000
Orange = Potential new improvements 3,505,666
White = Current infrastructure that will require replacement or improvement 7,224,390
within 10 years

GRAND TOTAL: 13,814,056

































Approved by the Board of Park Commissioners Abused & Neglected Child Reporting Act Policy
MM/DD/YYYY Page 1 of 3

Glencoe Park District
Abused and Neglected Child Reporting Act Policy

It shall be the policy of the Glencoe Park District to fully comply with the State of Illinois Abused
and Neglected Child Reporting Act. The Park District will make every reasonable effort and
precaution to prevent, detect, handle, and report cases of suspected child abuse and neglect
for children that come in direct contact with Park District programs, areas, and facilities.

ABUSED AND NEGLECTED CHILD REPORTING PROCEDURES
Specific hiring, training, supervision, employee conduct, and reporting procedures have been
developed for applicants and employees who will supervise children, specifically:
1. An acknowledgment form will be signed by all full and part time staff and by contractual

service providers who work with children.
2. Prior employment verification will be completed by the Park District and is inclusive with

the policies set forth by the Board of Park Commissioners.
3. All prospective staff will be interviewed in person prior to the decision to accept them as an

employee for the Park District. Reference checks will be conducted.
4. All full and part time staff will receive in service training by supervisory administrative staff.

This orientation may include audio visual, verbal, and/or written materials on Park District
policies and procedures regarding child abuse and neglect. Specific training guidelines will
also include:
a. Periodic training programs to explain what are abuse and neglect indicators and

reporting procedures
b. Appropriate discipline and rewarding practices
c. Using expressions of normal affection through physical contact
d. Requiring that one adult and one child situations be avoided
e. Respect and protecting the privacy of children, as well as their own
f. Avoiding sexually suggestive discussions in front of children
g. Wearing a means of staff identification at all times, when appropriate
h. Being alert to the physical and emotional state of children in their care

5. Administrative/supervisory staff will make periodic unannounced visits to program sites to
observe staff interaction with children and the behavior of individual children.

6. Attendance/illness records of children participating in programs will be periodically
reviewed by administrative/supervisory staff for instances of unusual absenteeism or
reluctance of children to participate in the programs.

7. All reports of suspected child neglect or abuse will be channeled through the Director of
Recreation/Facilities or the Executive Director. A written notice will be submitted to the
Director of Recreation/Facilities within 24 hours of the suspected child neglect or abuse.
Details of the report shall not be discussed with other staff or participants.

8. The Executive Director will notify the President of the Board of Park Commissioners of all
reports of child neglect/abuse, which are suspected and reported to the Department of
Children and Family Services.



Approved by the Board of Park Commissioners Abused & Neglected Child Reporting Act Policy
MM/DD/YYYY Page 2 of 3

Excerpts from the State Of Illinois Abused and Neglected Child Reporting Act

“Abused Child” means a child whose parent or immediate family member, or any person
responsible for the child’s welfare, or any individual residing in the same home as the child:
1. Inflicts, causes to be inflicted, or allows to be inflicted upon such child physical injury, by

other than accidental means, which causes death, disfigurement, impairment of physical or
emotional health, or loss of impairment of any bodily function.

2. Creates a substantial risk of physical injury to such child by other than accidental means,
which would be likely to cause death, disfigurement, impairment of physical or emotional
health, or loss of impairment of any bodily function

3. Commits or allows to be committed any sexual offense against such child, as such sexual
offenses are defined in the Criminal Code 1961, as amended, and extending those
definitions of sexual offense to include children under the age of 18 years of age.

4. Commits or allows to be committed an act or acts of torture upon such a child.
5. Inflicts excessive corporal punishment

“Neglected Child” means any child whose parents or other person responsible for the child’s
welfare, withholds or denies nourishment or medically indicated treatment including food or
care denied solely on the basis of the present or anticipated mental or physical impairment as
determined by a physician acting alone or in consultation with other physicians or otherwise,
does not provide the proper or necessary support, education as required by law, or medical or
other remedial care recognized under State Law as necessary for a child’s well being, or other
care necessary for the child’s well being, including adequate food, clothing and shelter or a
child who is abandoned by their parents or other person responsible for the child’s welfare. A
child shall not be considered neglected or abused for the sole reason that such child’s parent or
other person responsible for the child’s welfare depends upon spiritual means through prayer
alone for the treatment or cure of the disease or remedial care.

Reporting
Any recreational program or facility personnel having reasonable cause to believe a child known
to them in their professional or official capacity may be an abused child or a neglected child
shall immediately report or cause a report to be made to the Department of Children and
Family Services (DCFS). Whenever such person is required to report under this Act in their
capacity as a member of the staff, they shall make the report immediately to DCFS in
accordance with the provisions of this Act and may also notify the person in charge of the
facility, or agency, or their designated agent that such report has been made. Under no
circumstances shall any person exercise any control, restraint, modification or other change in
the report or forwarding of such report to DCFS. The privileged quality of communication
between any professional person required to report and their client shall not apply to situations
involving abused or neglected children, and shall not constitute grounds for failure to report as
required by this Act. In addition to the above persons required to report suspected cases of
abused or neglected children, any other person may make a report if such person has
reasonable cause to believe a child may be an abused or neglected child.
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Any person who enters employment on or after July 1, 1986 and is mandated by virtue of that
employment to report under this Act, shall sign a statement on a form prescribed by DCFS, to
the effect that the employee has knowledge and understanding of the reporting requirements
of this Act.

By signing the Personnel Policy Employee Acknowledgement Form, you are affirming that you
have read this statement and have knowledge and understanding of the reporting
requirements, which apply to me under the Abused and Neglected Child Reporting Act. If you
instruct a DCFS program, you will be required to sign the DCFS Acknowledgement of Mandated
Reporter Status Form.

More Information and Training

DCFS Website
https://www.illinois.gov/dcfs/Pages/default.aspx

DCFS Mandated Reporter Training
https://mr.dcfstraining.org/UserAuth/Login!loginPage.action;jsessionid=6DB263FF0EA78A7982
19768DE2A5FBE1

DCFS CANTS22 Form (Acknowledgement of Mandated Reporter Status Form)
https://www.illinois.gov/dcfs/aboutus/notices/Documents/cants22.pdf

Abused and Neglected Child Reporting Act
https://www.ilga.gov/legislation/ilcs/ilcs3.asp?ActID=1460&ChapterID=32

PDF Version: insert hyperlink to document following approval
Word Version: insert hyperlink to document following approval
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Glencoe Park District
Monthly Financial Analysis
September 2018

As of As of As of
9/30/2016 9/30/2017 9/30/2018

Recreation Department - Programs
Revenues 2,469,033 2,531,840 2,632,670
Wages (402,471) (417,883) (425,777)
Contractual (919,325) (955,461) (937,608)
Supplies (60,989) (43,088) (70,616)
     Net Surplus 1,086,248 1,115,408 1,198,669

Day Care Department
Revenue 511,149 526,811 659,156
Expense (410,316) (422,060) (559,408)
     Net Surplus/(Deficit) 100,833 104,751 99,748

Fitness Department
Revenue n/a n/a 21,885
Expense n/a n/a (21,423)
     Net Surplus/(Deficit) n/a n/a 462

Beach Department
Revenue 323,837 318,034 321,353
Expense (204,479) (208,255) (190,094)
     Net Surplus/(Deficit) 119,358 109,779 131,259

Boating Department
Revenue 95,464 104,738 94,791
Expense (80,382) (103,379) (118,471)
     Net Surplus/(Deficit) 15,082 1,359 (23,680)

Beach/Boating Total: 134,440 111,138 107,579

Watts Department
Revenue 1,037 4,520 4,240
Expenses (72,973) (86,556) (83,525)
     Net Surplus/(Deficit) (71,936) (82,036) (79,285)

G & A (Administration)
Revenue (excl G&A Tfr) 17,170 19,950 19,288
Expense (619,583) (666,922) (684,361)
     Net Surplus/(Deficit) (602,413) (646,972) (665,073)

Parks Department
Revenue 19,863 755 16,859
Expense (609,084) (647,718) (634,751)
     Net Surplus/(Deficit) (589,221) (646,963) (617,892)

Rec-Admin/Takiff  Department
Revenues 1,086,324 1,113,527 1,152,796
Expenses (1,243,138) (1) (2,133,537) (1) (1,573,829) (1)
     Net Surplus/(Deficit) (156,814) (1,020,010) (421,033)

(1) Due to interfund transfers to Master Plan Capital Fund 69.
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Glencoe Active 
Transportation Plan

Glencoe Park District Board



Introduction

Timeline

• Detailed Action Plan for
Biking/Walking
Improvements
• Study Cost $20,300.

• Includes:
• Safe Connections
• Improving Access
• Public Engagement
• Recommendations

Background

• Steering Committee
established

• Study began in October
2017

• Public engagement
throughout the planning
process

• Community open house
meeting on October 10



Support and Funding
• Presented proposed study to School District

and Park District Boards.
• Commitment from governance organizations

Community
Support

• Pledge of funding amounting to $11,900
• Applied for Invest in Cook ProgramFunding

• Reduced cost of study
• Retained important components of the

study

Scope
Refinement



Sustains Ongoing Initiatives

• The approved Downtown Plan by the Village Board includes
recommendation to prepare bicycle and alternative vehicle
accommodation plan.

• Glencoe Park District Master Plan includes recommendations to
complete sidewalk or trail improvements to increase connectivity.

• Advances School District #35’s guiding principle to provide and
promote a safe and secure learning environment.

• Biking and walking plan can result in more efficient capital planning,
and coordination for educational and encouragement campaigns.

• Continues to foster intergovernmental cooperation and partnership.



Plan Deliverables

Existing Condition
Assessment

• Review of Local and Regional Plans for
consistency

• Locate shortfalls in our public infrastructure
system (i.e. sidewalk gaps, trail improvements)

Public
Engagement

• Planning workshops open to all residents
• Prioritization workshops open to all residents

• Community members invited to prioritize
recommended capital projects

Recommendations
• Map of community wide network and

recommendations.
• Project list and implementation matrix

• Total Cost: $20,300
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• Introduction 
• Existing Conditions
• Recommendations
• Implementation

Glencoe Park District Board Presentation
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• Why active transportation matters?
• Vision
• Process

Chapter 1: Introduction
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• Health
• Safety
• Transportation
• Connectivity
• Social
• Economic 

development
• Environment
• Equity

Why active transportation matters
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Imagine a Glencoe where people of all ages are 
encouraged to walk and bike to its many 
amenities. Its streets and sidewalks are packed 
with children each day on route to schools and 
parks. Its downtown bustles with activity as people 
shop, eat and linger. Its lakefront bike racks are full 
on summer days. Its trails burst with walkers, 
runners and bikers of all ages and abilities.

Vision
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Walking and biking are healthy and fun modes of transportation 
for people of all ages, but Glencoe residents do not yet have 
complete access to all active transportation options. By working 
together to build a consistent network of sidewalks, bike facilities, 
safe crossings and increasing awareness of transportation 
options, the District 35, Glencoe Park District, Sustainability Task 
Force and the Village of Glencoe can provide the tools necessary 
to reach our vision and derive the many benefits of a walking and 
biking friendly community, including: a better quality of life, 
improved public health, reduced negative impacts to the 
environment, new opportunities for economic development

Mission
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Actions and strategies

Strategies
Create Safe Routes to Schools for 

Pedestrians and Cyclists
Improve Walking and Biking Access to 

Parks
Build and maintain a network of Complete 

Streets

Actions

Build a comprehensive network 
of comfortable sidewalks in good 

repair

Create a network of bikeways 
that connect to local destinations 

and link to the neighboring 
communities 

Create safe crossings for 
pedestrians and cyclists

Develop a community-wide 
campaign to promote walking 

and biking
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Process
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• Service areas for select parks
• Sidewalks
• Multi-use paths and bikeways
• Intersections
• Parent survey responses

Chapter 2: Existing Conditions
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Service areas

• More than 67% of 
Glencoe residents live 
within ½ mile of a 
park. 

• The Takiff Center is 
centrally located, but 
is challenging to 
access.

Sources: US Census, Glencoe CIP, 
Glencoe Park District Master Plan
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Sidewalks

• 70 miles of sidewalks in 
Glencoe. 

• Intermittent gaps throughout the 
Village

• The Village will replace 20,000 
square feet of sidewalk this year
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Multi-use paths and 
bikeways

• 3 north/south routes: Green 
Bay Trail, North Branch Trail, 
Sheridan Road

• Many neighborhood paths 
and cut-throughs

• No official east/west routes
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• Traffic controls

Intersections
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• The grass and hill near Maple Hill and Green Bay Road obstruct 
driver views of pedestrians

• Pedestrians cannot tell when flashing light at Green Bay Road 
and Vernon is activated

• Driveway configurations at the Takiff Center make crossing the 
street difficult for pedestrians

• Drivers can’t see cyclists in the morning due to the angle of the 
sun on Green Bay Road

• Needs more bike parking at the Takiff Center
• Need a curb ramp at the Early Childhood entrance adjacent to 

the crosswalk

Survey results: Takiff Center
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• Additional comments by people about parks included:
• The Lakefront Park needs more bike racks to accommodate 

cyclists visiting the beach in the summer.
• The Village and Park district should partner on installing a 

sidewalk on Old Elm Lane in conjunction with reconstruction of 
the Old Elm Park and Playground.

• It’s difficult to cross Dundee Road at Greenwood to get to Milton 
Park because drivers are traveling too fast.

Survey results, continued
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Chapter 3: Recommendations

• Education
• Encouragement
• Infrastructure
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• Offer learn to ride classes for 
adults

• Offer bike maintenance 
classes for people of all ages

• Distribute information about 
proper helmet fitting

• Educate park users about the 
benefits of walking and biking

Education Initiatives
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• Continue to host bike safety 
rodeo and Summer Safety

• Co-host community-wide 
active transportation challenge

• Encourage park district users 
to participate in walk to/from 
park days

• Distribute park walking/biking 
route maps

Encouragement
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Sidewalks
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• Install new sidewalks
• Continue to work with 

residents to improve 
landscaping 
encroachments

• Install school crossing 
ahead pavement 
markings (Dundee Road, 
Green Bay Road)

Pedestrian tools
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Intersections
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• Curb ramps (Sycamore and 
Forest Way)

• School, pedestrian, and bike 
crossing signage Pedestrian 
waiting areas (TBD)

• Stand back areas (Dundee at 
Hohlfelder/Forestway)

Intersection tools
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• Reduced corner radii (Green 
Bay Road at Westley)

• Pedestrian crossing islands 
(Green Bay Road at Linden)

• Bump-outs (Green Bay Trail 
at Hazel & Park)

• Raised crosswalks or 
intersections  (Vernon at 
Hazel, Vernon at Jefferson)

Intersection tools, 
continued
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• Bicycle loop 
detectors (Green 
Bay Road)

• Countdown signals 
(Sheridan Road)

• Rectangular rapid 
flashing beacons 
(Takiff Center)

• Bicycle crosswalk 
(Green Bay Trail)

Intersection tools, continued
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• Bike lanes
• Sharrows
• Trails and sidepaths
• Bike parking (South School)

Bike network
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• Implementation matrix
• Other best practices

Implementation
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Implementation Matrix
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• Partner with agencies, businesses and residents to implement 
plan

• Establish a system for vetting and approving projects that 
impact roads

• Set realistic and measurable goals for each initiative
• Inform the community about initiatives and measure project 

impact
• Seek out grant funding & private donations

Other best practices
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INTRODUCTION 
Glencoe Beach is one of the premier lakefront facilities on the north shore region of Chicago on Lake 
Michigan. The beach sits below a towering bluff and spans almost a quarter mile of shoreline. The beach is 
accessible by two access roads leading down the bluff as well as a flight of stairs from the “halfway house” 
which acts as a check-in point for guests when a cashier is staffed. Glencoe Beach is comprised of the south 
side of the beach featuring a swimming area and beach house and the north end, which features boat 
storage as well as a boathouse. The Glencoe Public Works Water Plant divides the beach.  

In 2018, a revitalized focus was placed on a number of areas of beach operation including revenue 
collection, facility cleanliness, patron safety, and customer service. Beach Facility Manager, Matt Walker, as 
well as Director of Recreation and Facilities, Bobby Collins, took a fresh approach at beach operations and 
were able to work with agency leadership and the Parks staff to implement a number of changes and 
improvements that significantly improved the operation as well as resulted in a better experience for 
beachgoers.  

FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS 
Prior to the start of the season, a number of upgrades and repairs were made to the swimming beach, beach 
house, and boathouse. Based on the replacement of the water main on the Boating Beach the existing boater 
lockers and boat racks were demolished. Staff constructed new larger lockers and new boat racks. Staff 
battled against very poor weather to complete three sections of lockers before the start of major operations. 
This was a major construction project completed in-house by Parks & Facilities maintenance staff. In addition, 
the sanitary sewer line at the Boat House collapsed and required replacement mid-season. This was a 
significant project due to the site conditions. 

Built new paddleboard racks on the boating and swimming beaches 
Painted pier railings 
Routine repairs were made to the stone stairs 
The trellis picnic tables were replaced 
Dead trees were removed from the bluff 
Replaced the boardwalk on the boating beach 
Painted the interior of the beach house 
Replaced three control valves on the spray park 
Removed the arch climber on the swimming beach due to safety concerns 
Replaced shower valves in the beach house 

MARKETING  

Traditional Marketing 
Staff included beach articles and information in the Spring/Summer Brochure, the summer Inside Glencoe 
newsletter, and the Summer Sampler, our 4-page mailer to residents. Information on pass sales, special 
events, and classes was also promoted on District TVs, flyers, posters, website, at special events, and on 
signage at 
the beach. 
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Staffing Levels by Position 

 Total 
Staff 

Operations 
Manager 

Beach/Boat 
Manager Lifeguards Beach 

Services 
Boat 

Guards 
Sailing 

Instructors 
2018 62 1 7 35 24 15 6 
2017 61 2 8 26 21 27 9 
2016 44 1 9 26 15 25 7
2015 55 2 8 14 12 13 6

 
Cross training and job rotation also improved staff morale by reducing fatigue and developing new skills. A 
notable improvement in lifeguard moral was noted when they worked additionally as boat guards. 
Supervisors on both beaches also observed an improvement in communication between the boating and 
swimming beach.  

Training 
Lifeguard training 

In addition to successfully completing the Red Cross Lifeguard Certification, Matt Walker, Arun Sundarum 
Justin Wong, Giulia Liebovich, and Jackson Brownlee led 16 hours of preseason training at Centennial Pool in 
Wilmette. During this training, guards were required to demonstrate their swimming abilities by passing a 
timed 500-yard swim, treading water for 2 minutes, and swim a timed event. Guards also practiced rescue 
techniques and watched videos on active/passive/multiple/submerged victim rescues, water entries, and back 
boarding. 

During on land training, emergency action plans, blood borne pathogen training, first aid training, CPR with 
AED training and operating protocols were discussed in detail. Guards also completed 8 hours of training at 
the beach. During the training guards were walked through an average day at the beach, learned how to 
administer swim tests, practiced a “Code Adam”, performed deep water line searches, and practiced 
activating the EAP. At the end of this training, all guards were required to pass a waterfront exam, practical 
exam, and written exam in order to receive their Red Cross Waterfront Lifeguard certification. 

Additional in-service training was held one day per week for one hour throughout the course of the summer. 
Lifeguards, Boat Guards, and Beach Services were required to attend four hours of training every month and 
could come based on their preference. Additionally, lifeguards were required to complete twenty minutes of 
daily physical training in the form of running, swimming or in the event of inclement weather, online training 
via training portals offered through the American Red Cross Trainers Corner.  

Boathouse Training 

Boat guards and sailing instructors were all required to complete nine hours of training at the Glencoe 
boathouse prior to the season starting. During this training staff learned about the daily operations of the 
boathouse, safety equipment, water/medical emergencies, “Code Adam”, and radio use.  

Some boat guards also took an 18-hour powerboat training course led by Martin Heft with the Northwestern 
Sailing School. During this training, our boat guards first learned about boat safety/parts, safety equipment, 
docking, storage, and rescue equipment. After learning these basic skills guards were then taught how to 
drive and dock our boats used for on water assistance to our boaters as well as for observation of our 
Aquatics and Sailing Camps. At the end of this course all participating boat guards were required to pass 
both a written and practical exam.  
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This training course is recommend by PDRMA and is a Coastguard recognized qualification. Any staff member 
who operates a Park District motorized vessels must complete the course.  

All lead and sailing staff either obtained or renewed their US Sailing instructor qualifications. The program is 
a 40-hour training course that focuses on running safe sailing classes, developing teaching skills, and creating 
a fun learning environment for students. This qualification is required for our head sailing instructor and 
strongly encouraged for all sailing staff.  

Beach Services 

Beach services staff engaged in four hours of pre-season training that took place at the Glencoe Beach. 
During this training, staff were taught the basic functions of the beach house, how to use the point of sale 
computer system, beach rules/regulations, customer service skills, and were run through an average shift. Staff 
members who were qualified to drive the golf cart underwent additional training to become familiar with that 
position. 

Manager Training 

A manager training was held again this year to improve customer service both internally and externally. 
Bobby Collins conducted leadership and customer service training for all beach and boathouse managers. The 
focus of the training was to develop leadership skill in managers and help them trouble shoot common staffing 
conflict. Customer service expectations were a core element and the end of season survey results reflect the 
diligent work of the staff to improve customer experiences at the beach. Managers were additionally 
scheduled for shadow shifts so they could learn how to manage tasks such as deposits and opening/closing 
procedures.  

All managers were required to attend a managers meeting held every Tuesday morning at 8:00am in the 
Beach House during the regular beach season. This meeting was developed to keep all managers up to date 
on each aspect of the operation as well as discuss any issues that may have come up during the previous 
week’s operation. Matt Walker led the meetings with specific agendas and each manager had time to discuss 
any issues during a round table discussion.  

In-Service 

Bi-monthly, 2-hour lifeguard trainings were conducted to ensure guards were prepared to deal with 
emergencies throughout the season. These in-services covered various topics ranging from CPR to mock rescues 
to “Code Adams”.  

In addition to these in-services, guards were also audited by beach managers on a regular basis with 
simulated rescue/emergency scenarios. This heighted degree of training that was implemented this year 
allowed the beach to be significantly more successful in the audit conducted by PDRMA.  

Camp Staff Training 

Camp staff spent approximately four hours training on location at the boathouse. Led by the Aquatics and 
Sailing Camp Director, Jackson Brownlee, staff training focused on daily operations at the boathouse, 
emergency procedures, as well as camp curriculum. Staff reviewed procedures for inclement weather, beach 
closure, and special accommodations for campers who needed them. Any Aquatics or Sailing camp counselor 
operating a Park District powerboat was required to successfully obtain their powerboat certification from 
Martin Heft. Any new or returning Aquatics or Sailing Camp counselor directly supervising children in the 
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SWIMMING BEACH OPERATION 

Swimming Beach Overview 
The swimming beach is staffed from Memorial Day to Labor Day. Outside of those dates, the beach is still 
accessible to the public but visitors are not charged and lifeguards are not staffed. The swimming beach uses 
the Paul and Ada Safran Beach House as its hub. This facility features men’s and women’s changing rooms, a 
customer service desk, manager’s office, staff break room, maintenance closet, and a concession stand which is 
contracted out to local vendor, North Shore Catering. The swimming beach also features a designated 
swimming area measuring 50’ deep by 175’ long, a playground in the sand, a large trellis and five sun 
shelters available for rent, two volleyball nets, a pier, and boardwalk.  

Daily Operations and Usage  
Dates and Hours of Operation 

Preseason:  May 26-28, June 2-4     10:00am-7:00pm 
Regular Season:  June 4-July 29      10:00am-8:00pm 
Post Season:   July 30-August 19, August 25-26, Sept. 1-3  10:00am-7:00pm 
*Glencoe Beach is CLOSED July 4  | Boating Beach Open July 4 from 10:00am-6:00pm

During the pre-season, all areas of beach operations were examined. Looking back at the 2017 season and 
survey results, improving customer service, increasing revenue collection and cleanliness of the beach house 
were identified as operational priorities for 2018. 

Customer Service 
Weekends and holidays are traditionally high traffic days for the swimming beach. To improve the quality of 
customer service, on weekends a front desk cashier was again assigned to the beach house. This position 
increased the level of customer service by reducing the number different staff interactions necessary to help 
the customer. In previous years, lifeguards would attend the front desk for 30 minutes and would then rotate 
to a different area of the beach. Customers would end up interacting with multiple guards and become 
frustrated with miscommunications and a lack of continuity.   

After Labor Day, the beach house was opened almost daily to accommodate beach goers. The bathrooms 
were accessible but no staff was on site. On weekends with nice weather, an attendant would maintain the 
beach house. Positive feedback was received by many patrons for having access to the restroom during this 
time of year when this facility is usually closed.  

Facility Cleaning 
During peak times, the cleanliness of bathrooms, trellis, and sun shelter were identified as areas needing 
improvement. Beach services and supervisors made diligent efforts to ensure that these areas were attended 
to on a regular basis. Patrons noted noticeable improvements. 

After the beach closes at 8:00pm during the regular season, many patrons would remain on the beach until 
10:00pm when they were required to leave. To increase beach cleanliness, the Parks team performed early 
morning beach grading and cleaning to ensure that the beach was ready for residents and patrons who 
utilize the facility early in the morning and that the beach was ready for daily opening.  

Revenue Collection 
Again this season, we collected revenue for daily admission at the halfway house. We had one POS station 
located at the Park Ave ramp and one by the steps on the Hazel entrance side. We staggered staff over the 
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middle of the day, so we could direct guests to the appropriate cash register either to swipe their season 
membership card or to pay the daily admission. On busy weekends, an additional staff member was also 
scheduled between 11:00am and 6:00pm to rove the area between the two cash registers and keep visitors 
from walking down the ramp or steps without paying. This proved to be very helpful in getting those guests 
who may have slipped by without paying while one of the cashiers was assisting another visitor with their 
payment.  

Private Fitness Classes 

Private fitness classes utilizing the Glencoe Park District beach facilities are now required to purchase season 
permit at a cost of $75 and produce a certificate of insurance. This was implemented to formalize 
relationships with local fitness businesses and reduce the potential liability to the Park District. Two permits 
were filed this summer and staff will continue to be vigilant with the enforcement of these permits.  

Outside Camps and Swim Testing 

Visiting camps love coming to the Glencoe Beach and often comment on their positive experience. Statistically, 
camps visiting a beach facility increase the risk of potential rescues and other emergencies at that facility. To 
improve the level of safety, management staff worked with PDRMA to develop operating standards 
necessary to ensure camper, counselor, and staff safety. A revised camp check-in form was developed and 
sued again this season. All camps, both internal and external, were required the check in with the manager on 
duty on each visit to the beach to ensure the head counselor was aware of swim test procedures, safety 
concerns, and facility rules. In addition to talking to the head counselor, staff talked to all the campers about 
beach rules and meeting locations.  

Lifeguards and supervisors were trained in the new swim test wristband coloring system recommend by 
PDRMA. The yellow band (identifying weak swimmers) has been removed. Swimmers are identified as 
swimmer (green band) and non-swimmers (red band). Swim tests were only administered to Glencoe Park 
District camps. External camps were required to pre-swim test their campers and maintain accurate lists of 
swimmers and non-swimmers. 

Swim Area  

This summer the width of the swim area was consistent with the past couple of years. Three long white buoys 
define the swim area, which was 50 feet into the lake and spanned 175 feet of sand. This designated space 
has proven to be more than adequate in accommodating swimmers on even the busiest of days and still 
provides a 40-second response time to the farthest corner of the swim area by our lifeguards. The size of a 
swim area is tested each year to ensure Glencoe Park District lifeguards can meet PDRMA requirements. 

Water Testing  

A high bacteria count is difficult to predict and unfortunately the testing methods currently used to test for 
bacteria takes 24 hours to complete. This is the current testing method required by the Illinois Department of 
Health. Staff has continued to stay current with the Lake Michigan Federation, the Illinois Department of Public 
Health, the U.S. and Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, as well as the Metropolitan Water Reclamation 
District in order to share information on new methods for water testing and to prevent closures.  

The swimming beach was closed a total of 22 days in 2018. This was due to a combination of high bacteria 
closures, bad weather, and dangerous surf. The water was closed 10 times in 2018 due to high bacteria 
(E.coli), nine times due to poor weather conditions (rain/low temperatures and three times due to high surf 
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Because the Red Cross does not visit sites and provide lifeguard audits, PDRMA offers a program where 
another lifeguard certification company, Councilman-Hunsaker, will provide an audit of the lifeguards to 
ensure they are well trained to proactively prevent emergencies before they occur or respond appropriately 
in the event of emergency. This summer, the beach was audited on July 8, a very busy Sunday afternoon. 
Staff was secretly videotaped while scanning the water so that a realistic representation of that skill could be 
captured. Staff was also asked to perform skills like first aid and a simulated CPR scenario. Staff performed 
admirably during this audit and received an overall score of “A”.  

Rentals 

Trellis & Sun Shelter Rentals 

The trellis is a covered outdoor structure located on the south side of the Safran Beach House. The trellis is 
available for rent daily during the beach season from 5:00-10:00pm to both residents and non-residents. It 
typically can hold 75-100 people. Peak rental times are Saturday and Sunday evenings in July and August. 
The Park District uses the area for special events including the Beach Campout and Tails and Ales. 

Typical parties that rent the trellis are birthdays, weddings, family reunion's, church groups, and corporate 
functions. The rental price for the trellis includes admission to the beach for up to 75 guests. The beach house 
and trellis are staffed with one manager and one attendant for the duration of the rental who keep the 
facility and restrooms clean during the party. For an additional fee of $25 an hour, patrons can pay for a 
staff member to operate the golf cart for the evening to transport their guests after the beach closes. Parties 
are eligible to purchase an alcohol liability insurance policy for $175. Approximately 50% of parties 
purchase the alcohol permit. In 2018, the trellis was rented 26 times generating $9,091 in revenue. 

Sun Shelters 

Five sun shelters are located on the north side of the beach house between the stairs and ramp. There are four 
12-person shelters and one 24-person shelter. They are available to rent in three-hour increments. 
Reservations can be taken in advance and walk-ins are subject to availability. Staff is investigating the ability 
to reserve shelter online for the 2019 season. 

The shelters are generally rented for small family gatherings or birthday parties. Each sun shelter is equipped 
with its own grill. Renters are responsible for bringing their own grill supplies and food. Alcohol is not allowed 
in the shelters. Rental of a shelter does not include admission to the beach. A group admission rate of $10 per 
person is available to parties of 10 or more.  

The resident rates are $20/$40 for residents compared to $40/$80 per time slot for non-residents. Peak 
rental times are generally Saturdays and Sunday in July and August. Internal and external camps use the 
shelter on weekday visits to the beach 

In 2018, sun shelter revenue was $8,677. In 2017, sun shelter revenue was $13,034. The decrease is 
attributed to low attendance in the month of June and the overall number of closures recorded during the 
summer. 

Equipment Rentals  

To further improve the level of customer service and satisfaction, new beach rental equipment including chairs 
and umbrellas were purchased for the 2018 season. The operational process to rent equipment remained the 
same and rentals were conducted in the beach house. The rental signs and visibility of the equipment led to 
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being sold out on busy days. Both chairs and umbrellas were popular. During periods of windy weather, 
umbrella rentals were suspended as damage to umbrellas would occur and increased the potential for it 
becoming air born and potentially causing an injury. Staff is examining new rental options to introduce for the 
2019 season. 

Patrons can rent chairs for $4, umbrellas for $3, or $6 for both. Revenue from beach rentals this summer was 
$3,639 compared to $2,967 in 2017.  

BOATING BEACH OPERATION 
The boating beach opens in early May each season and operates into mid-October. Patrons are able to store 
their boats on the boating beach for a fee both in-season and during the winter. Boats that are stored include 
Hobie Catamarans, Hobie Getaways, Qubas, kayaks, and paddleboards. Larger boats are stored on the 
sand in designated spots, whereas smaller crafts are stored in racks. The Pearlman Boathouse consists of a 
manager’s office, restrooms, storage areas, and as a place where boaters can congregate, regattas can be 
organized and as a base for our Aquatics and Sailing Camps. The District powerboat assistance fleet is also 
stored in the boathouse. The boathouse staff organizes the rentals of sailboats, catamarans, kayaks, and 
paddleboards. Boathouse staff also assists boaters in moving, rigging, and repairing their boats as well as 
offering boater assistance up to one mile out into the lake.  

Boat Storage  
As with most other beaches along the Northshore, sand erosion is a continuing problem on the boating and 
swimming beaches. This was very problematic again this year as a significant portion of the north beach was 
lost due to heavy wave action of heavy storm water runoff. In addition to the sand erosion, Lake Michigan 
water levels are still elevated. With this water height, the number of sand spots has been reduced by 
approximately 10 on both beaches. Currently there are no available sand spots to new boaters. Looking 
towards 2019 boat storage, the beach is at full capacity. Staff will be identifying ways to increase storage 
for stand up paddleboards and other vessels as necessary.  

112 new personal lockers and 66 rack spaces were constructed in the spring of 2018 after the north side 
lockers and racks were removed in the fall of 2017, so the Village could replace a water main line that was 
unearthed during a severe fall storm.  

Staff has sent out winter storage forms and has started to collect and process them. 

To prevent delinquent boat issues in the future, a new data collection and boat identification process was 
designed. A paperless master grid was created and is stored on the cloud for controlled access and version 
control. Important information such as model and color of boat, serial number, and unique features are now 
being collected. Lockers and sail storage numbers are now being tracked and linked to specific boats and 
owners on the grid.  

Boat Rental Spaces by Boat Type 
Kayaks& Sups Lasers/Sunfish/Others Catamarans Total 

2018 103 6 59 168 
2017 100 6 66 172
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Daily Operations 
Dates and Hours of Operation 

Preseason Hours: May 12-June 3 | Saturdays & Sundays, Memorial Day |11:00am-6:00pm 
Regular Season Hours: June 4-August 12 | Monday-Thursday | 11:30am-7:30pm 
 Friday-Sunday | 10:00am-8:00pm 
 July 4 | 10:00am-6:00pm 
Post Season Hours: August 17-October 14 | Saturdays, Sundays, Labor Day | 12:00am-6:00pm 

Powerboats 

The Park District maintains three support boats, three inflatable Zodiac motorboats. These support boats are 
used for rental and boater assistance, aquatics/sailing camps and other various beach maintenance tasks. All 
three boats are stored inside the boathouse and launched as needed. A Toro Dingo (tracked machine) was 
purchased this year and has been a reliable machine to assist in the daily launching and retrieval of our 
powerboat fleet.   

A new Zodiac Milpro 4.7 was purchased for the 2018 season and has been a tremendous addition to the 
powerboat fleet. The new Zodiac replaced our old red zodiac, which had passed its useful life span. 

Boat Valet, Boater Assistance, and Safety 

The boathouse is staffed with boat guards and a manager. Boat guards maintain the boathouse and beach; 
they offer boater and rental assistance while maintaining surveillance and a boat valet service. This valet 
service helps boaters move their boats to and from the water. Catamarans are heavy and two or more 
people are needed to move them. This valet service is highly valued by boating beach patrons. 

Boater assistance is a high priority for boating beach patrons. Boat guards maintain surveillance for boaters 
only within the sailing boundary. That boundary stretches north to south from Tower Road Beach to Highland 
Park Beach and east of Glencoe Beach by one mile. That one mile is signaled by a marker buoy placed one 
mile east of the boathouse. If boater assistance is required for a boater outside of the boundary, boat guards 
will call the Coastguard to assist the boater. The Coastguard did not have to be notified for assistance during 
the 2018 boating season.  

Safety training and the safety of patrons is of highest priority. Boat guards are trained in boater assistance 
through a 16-hour US Powerboating program (Safe Powerboat Handling and Safety and Rescue).  Staff 
consistently receives in-service training and is encouraged to complete daily on-water training as much as 
possible when it does not interfere with normal daily operations.  

Regattas 

Glencoe Boat Club co-hosted a four regatta series that constituted the George Cup. The boathouse provides 
staff and equipment necessary to run the regattas, including race officials, racing marks, safety boats, and 
drivers. A long distance format was chosen to entice new boaters to participate. The average attendance of 
each regatta was between 7-10 boats. After each regatta, social events were held at the boathouse. 
Feedback from competitors was very positive. Staff was praised for their organization and professionalism in 
running the events. 
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Kayak, Paddleboard, and Sailboat Rentals 
Providing patrons with access to enjoy the water improves the beach experience and attracts new and 
returning patrons to the beach. The extra revenue generated from rentals offsets some of the expenses for 
the boathouse. The rental equipment can also be used for camps and recreation programs, such as aquatics 
camp and stand-up paddleboard yoga.  

Revenue for 2018 was $15,500 compared to $17,215 in 2017. Rental revenue fluctuates depending on lake 
conditions, weather, and the volume of patrons at the beach. This year offered more challenging conditions 
and resulted in less rental activity.  

Stand-up paddle boarding was the most popular activity, accounting for 41% of rental revenue with 
kayaking similar at 40%. Sailboat rentals account for 19% of rental revenue, but sailboats are utilized for 
adult sailing and beach camps. Peak rental times are Sunday afternoons, with long waitlists experienced on 
nice weather days.  

Lake Rental Revenue by Craft 
 Kayak Paddleboard Hobie Quba Total 

Total Revenue $6,190 $6,350 $2,460 $500 $15,500 
% of Total Revenue 40% 41% 16% 3% 100% 

 

Beach Programming 
Aquatics Camp is operated and administered by beach staff. Day to day activities include kayaking, paddle 
boarding, sailing, beach volleyball, along with many other outdoor beach activities. The camp is available in 
1-week sessions and runs from 9:30am-12:00pm Monday through Friday. Total enrollment for 2018 was 142 
participants.  
 
Sailing Camp was extremely successful again this summer. This camp operates Monday through Friday from 
12:30-3:30pm. Participants were divided into two groups based on skill levels. Like Aquatics Camp, Sailing 
Camp ran every week starting in early June until early August. Participants could extend their day at the 
beach by signing up for both camps. Total enrollment for 2018 was 141 participants.  
 
A four week adult learn to sail class was offered again this summer. We had three participants and staff has 
recognized this is an area of opportunity to expand enrollment for 2019.  
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FINANCIALS AND FUTURE PLANNING 
The summer of 2018 was very positive with many aspects of the operation. With the addition of a new 
facility manager, there was a learning curve on behalf of both the new manager and the returning staff 
members. The beaches management team was able to work with one another in order to streamline the 
processes of the past operation and the vision of new manager and their goals for the beach season.  

Operationally, the beach was at its best right from the beginning of the season. The weather over Memorial 
Day weekend was optimal for beach goers with temperatures in the 90’s, with partly cloudy skies. Our busiest 
day of the season was Memorial Day with 1,444 visiting the beach. Overall, the summer of 2018 had very 
good weather on the weekends, which is by far our busiest time of the season. Statistically, Sundays are our 
busiest day of the week with an average attendance of 782 guests for 2018. Most of our guests came to the 
beach between 11:00am-2:00pm.  

Resident pass sales were only slightly lower in revenue at $35,207 for 2018 compared to $36,804 in 2017. 
Revenue remained steady, as there was a $15 increase in the season pass fee for additional family members. 
The average number of visits per season pass hold was 3.56 over the course of the summer. Daily resident 
guest visits tor 2018 totaled 10,005 visits compared to 19,387 total visits by non-residents. We also had a 
significant jump in resident daily fees from $25,763 in 2017 to $40,288 in 2018. Staff attributes the 
increase in daily fees to the lower number of season passes purchased by residents for the summer of 2018.  

Staff worked hard again this summer in a concerted effort to make sure all available sand rental spaces 
were paid for by our boaters. The slight decrease in revenue for summer storage is due to the loss of sand 
spaces on both the north and south boating beaches. Staff was also able to assign new paddleboard and 
kayak spaces to help offset some of the revenue lost from the loss of sand spaces. Staff will review the layout 
of the sand and rack spaces to make sure all available space is utilized within the current space available.  

In an effort to consolidate training and to insure all lifeguards and boat guards are properly trained, Matt 
Walker will be obtaining his Lifeguard Instructors Certification through the American Red Cross in the off-
season. This will give Matt the opportunity to train lifeguards in house and provide the onsite training 
necessary to work an open waterfront environment. A focus will also be placed on continuing to ensure 
lifeguards exceed standards of training, are the most knowledgeable, and well prepared on the north shore. 
Staff will also continue to review and refine process and procedure to ensure efficient operation and a great 
experience for guests.  

 It will be required again that all lifeguards, boat guards and camp staff have a valid Red Cross Lifesaving 
Certification in order to work on the beach. Matt will also obtain his Powerboat Instructors certification through 
US Powerboating. All boathouse and camp staff will have to pass a 16 hours course in order to operate and 
powerboat owned by the Park District.  

Staff will also look into the concession operation given the current vendor’s agreement is only though 2018. 
One of the areas of concern from our annual beach survey was the concession operation and the same 
concerns were expressed in 2017. Staff will weigh the options of continuing to out-source the operation or 
bring the operation back in house under the direct supervision of Park District staff.  
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APPENDICIES  

Appendix A – Detailed Financial Trends 

*Although we saw a decrease in the resident season pass revenue, we did have a large increase in the
amount of resident daily fees. 

*Dai ly Revenues were strong due in part to very hot weather over Memorial Day weekend.

2015 Actual 2016 Acutal 2017 Actual 2018 Projected
Resident $37,920 $42,804 $36,804 $35,207
Non-Resident $5,775 $5,186 $6,421 $7,699
Northbrook Reciprocal $8,793 $8,532 $8,662 $10,017
Total $52,488 $56,522 $54,607 $52,923
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2015 Actual 2016 Acutal 2017 Actual 2018 Projected
Resident $16,100 $19,329 $25,763 $40,288
Non-Resident $148,516 $187,452 $168,910 $184,340
Total $164,616 $206,781 $194,673 $224,628
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Staff salaries were increased by 12% over 2017 wages in order to stay competitive with surrounding 
beach operations. Staff was diligent about watching staff hours on days when the beach was closed for 
high bacteria, inclement weather, or high surf. The month of June was particularly low for staffing costs 
due to the large number of beach closures. 

*The loss of sand spaces on both the north and south beach has played a major role in
revenue col lect ion.  Staff has maximized the number of sands spaces avai lable and wi l l  
cont inue to monitor the water levels  to determine if  we can accept new boaters off of our 
growing wait l is t .   
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2015 Actual 2016 Acutal 2017 Actual 2018 Projected
Winter Storage $9,965 $11,338 $11,300 $12,764
Summer Storage $56,082 $68,678 $83,121 $77,491
Total $66,047 $80,016 $94,421 $90,255
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Appendix B –Attendance Comparisons 
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Appendix C – Pricing Comparisons  
Standard Daily Admissions and Passes 

Town Hours Daily Fees Res/NR Individual Pass Res/NR Family Pass for 4 Res/NR 

Glencoe 10:00a–8:00p Adult $7/$14 
Child $5/$10 $95/$132 $140/$219 

Wilmette 9:00a–8:00p 
Adult $6/$10 

Child $4.75/$9.50 
Daily Parking $12/$15 

$45/$115 
Parking Pass $25/$150 

$115/$273 
Parking Pass $25/$150 

Winnetka 9:00a–7:00p Adult $5/$10 
Child $5/$10 $60/$128 $95/$125 

Evanston 10:30a–7:30p Adult $8/$8 
Child $6/$6 $34/$58 $136/$232

Last Daily Rate Increase: 
2002: $1 increase for nonresident only; resident rate remained $4/$6  
2012: $1 increase for nonresident adult fee only to $10 
2017:  $1 increase for residents, $4 increase for non-residents  
2018:  Group rate increased to $10 per person for groups of 10 people or more 

Last Season Pass Increase: 
2010: $5 increase to all pass types 
2012: New rate created for seniors (age 65 and older) 
2017: $26 decrease for resident first member and $22 decrease for non-resident first member 
2018: $19 increase in additional pass cost 

Note: Due to Illinois Department of Natural Resources and the OSLAD Grant the District received in 1996, the 
non-resident rates/fees for the Beach are not allowed to be more than twice the resident rate. 

Sun Shelter and Trellis Rentals 

Town Sun Shelter (12 person) 
3 Hour Rental R/NR 

Sun Shelters (24 person) 
3 Hour Rental R/NR 

Trellis (75-100 person) 
5 Hour Rental R/NR 

Glencoe $20/$40 $40/$80 M-Th $232/$348 
F-Sun $370/$556 

Wilmette Free/$30 Free/$60 Not Available
Winnetka Not Available Not Available $125/$225 
Evanston Not Available Not Available Not Available 

Lake Rentals* 

Town Kayak Res/NR Paddleboard Res/NR Sailboat Rental Res/NR 
Glencoe *$25/$30 * $25/$30 *$40/$50 

Wilmette *M-F $40/$40
Sa-Su $50/$50 

*M-F $25/$25
Sa-Su $35/$35 

*M-F $63/$63
Sa-Su $83/$83 

Winnetka Not Available *M-F Not Available
Sa-Su $25/$40 Not Available 

Evanston 
(45 min rentals) 

*M-F $25/$35
Sa-Su $25/$35 

*M-F $25/$35
Sa-Su $25/$35 

*M-F $50/$60
Sa-Su $50/$60 

*Prices per hour
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Boat Storage Spaces 

Town Sand Res/NR Rack Paddle Res/NR Winter Sand Res/NR Winter Rack Res/NR 
Glencoe $607/$936 $365/$563 $248/$310 $128/$192 
Wilmette $673/$953 $391/$653 $296/$296 $206/$206
Winnetka $375/$500 $335/$670 $100/$150 $100/$150 
Evanston $370/$500 $230/$290 Not Available Not Available 
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IX. Staff Reports

No Safety & Wellness Committee meeting minutes this month
as two were included last month.

Glencoe Park District
October 2018 Board Meeting



Glencoe Park District 
Business Department Report 

October 2018 

2018 Tax Levy 
The proposed 2018 tax levy was discussed at the Finance Committee of the Whole meeting on 
October 2. Given the Board’s agreement with staff’s recommendation, the Truth-In-Taxation 
Resolution is included in your packet and can then be approved at the October 16 regular 
meeting. The levy hearing will then be held at the November 20 regular meeting, and the levy 
ordinance will be approved by the Board at that same meeting. The ordinance can then be filed at 
the County Clerk’s office, well before the December 25 filing deadline. 

Health Insurance 
Staff attended the PDRMA Health Plan Membership Council meeting on October 4. The rates 
for health insurance for 2019, as well as benefit plan changes, were discussed and approved by 
the council. A full memo on the renewal was prepared by staff and is scheduled to be discussed 
at the Finance Committee of the Whole meeting on October 16 at 7:00pm. Staff asks the Board 
to approve this recommendation at the following regular board meeting as plan selection forms 
must be returned to PDRMA Health by October 26, and open enrollment begins on October 29. 

Budget In-Service Training/Proposed Capital 
A budget in-service training session was held in early September for department head and 
supervisory staff who helped to complete the annual budget. As in prior years, it helps to ensure 
budget worksheets are completed accurately and on a timely basis, and that staff are aware of 
key dates in this process. Capital wish list items are being submitted to the Executive Director in 
early October, and eventually the management team will rank these items for inclusion in the 
proposed FY2019/20 Budget. 

Trainings/Meetings
September 13 A Supervisor’s Role in Claims Reporting 
September 13 Mud Run Staff Training 
September 18 Distinguished Agency Review 
September 20 Safety Coordinator Training 
September 21 Meeting with GJK To Clarify Payment Procedures/Info 
September 24-25 NRPA Congress in Indianapolis 
October 1 Conference call with Amanda Wethington, Hay Group/Korn Ferry 
October 2 IT Discussion/Planning with Excalibur
October 4 PDRMA Health Council Meeting 
October 9 PDRMA Loss Control Review-Admin 
October 11 Training on New Signature Pads/Waivers-Front Desk 
October 11 Webinar for Health Coordinators for Open Enrollment for 2019 

PDRMA Loss Control Review 
The administration section of the PDRMA Loss Control Review was completed on October 9, 
and all went well. Final sections include parks and Watts Ice operations, and all scoring should 
be finalized by early November. 



Hay Group/Korn Ferry Salary Survey 
Staff has been working with Amanda Wethington, representative from Hay Group/Korn Ferry, 
who did a review and analysis of the District’s current grade levels and salary ranges for all full-
time positions. Staff will look to bring a recommendation to the Board in November. 

Submitted by: 
Carol Mensinger, Director of Finance/Human Resources 



Glencoe Park District 
Recreation and Facilities Department 

October 2018 

Recreation Department Report 
Takiff Center is alive with activity with the start of preschool, fall programing, construction and 
the usual rental season. Adam has been busy planning for the start of fitness season and 
optimizing membership renewals. Staff is also working closely with the Parks Team on the 
parking lot project. 

With fall programs in full swing, the Recreation Team is already planning winter programs and 
preparing to open summer camp enrollment. Program managers are working on the winter 
brochure, developing new programs, and have begun working on the FY2018/19 budget. 

The Great Mud Run brought the whole community together on September 15. The Recreation 
Team worked tirelessly with the Parks Team on this event, which was a huge hit in the 
community including 331 attendees. Staff is already planning for next year’s event.

The beach and boat houses are getting ready to be winterized just in time for staff preparing 
Watts Ice Center to open the day after Thanksgiving.   

Beach: Matt Walker 
The boat house is preparing to close October 14. Boaters have received their winter storage 
application. Again, boaters can now sign up for winter storage online in a continuing effort to 
make the registration process more efficient for the boaters and staff alike. Winter storage 
revenue is expected to be similar to previous years.  

Fall beach weather has been very pleasant with many visitors coming down to the beach on 
warm days. On days when the weather permitted during the month of September, staff opened 
the beach house for the public so they could use the restrooms and showers. Staff received many 
compliments from beach goers who were very pleased we have offered this convenience. Parks 
staff did a great job cleaning the building, especially on weekend days, when we had perfect 
beach weather and the facility was heavily used.  

Early Childhood: Jessica Stockl 
Fall is in full swing in the early childhood wing. Both Children’s Circle and the Early Learning 
Center are enjoying fall field trips and visitors including Glencoe Public Safety, Didier Farms, 
and The Grove. All children aged three and older were provided vision and hearing screenings in 
mid-September. With fall moving quickly, we held our first staff meetings to review DCFS 
requirements and District policies with all of the early childhood staff.

Preschool enrichments started again with our Parent & Tot class, which is now a Parent & Tot 
Music class. Students have enjoyed seeing the magic of math, traveling the world with their own 
passports, and dancing to the beat of the music. Enrichment classes provide families who sign up 
for half-day preschool the flexibility to extend their child’s day. We have had two preschool day-
off programs, Dino Kids and Art Safari, which were well received by children and families alike.  



Children’s Circle has seen another increase in inquiries as families settle into Glencoe and search 
for care. Our waitlist for the Jellyfish (infant) room is growing yet again. We are keeping the 
Frog class small as more than half of the Jellyfish (infants) will need to move up mid-year. The 
mid-year openings in Jellyfish are already full with many current families expecting their second 
child.

Children’s Circle continues working on their sustainability goal by implementing more food 
bought in bulk instead of individual packaging. We also introduced preschool self-pour milk 
containers. These containers offer the children the opportunity to serve themselves, practice fine 
motor skills, and partake in family style dining. 

Children’s Circle Enrollment 
as of 9/6

2018 2017 

Jellyfish 10 15
Frogs 8 14

Turtles (NEW) 15 0 
Starfish 13 17

Dolphins (NEW) 15 0 
Belugas 17 21
Total 78 67

Early Learning Center is working toward introducing the Brightwheel app to all of their families. 
Brightwheel, which was introduced to Children’s Circle last September, allows parents to receive 
updates about their child’s day to their phone. Parents can access pictures, reminders, and 
messages. One of the best features in the app is the parent’s ability to see what their child learned 
that day, so they can continue the conversation at home.  

Arts and Youth - Stephani Briskman: 
Stephani has been busy planning for summer 2019. Our goal for next summer is to create an 
easier registration process for the participant and our staff. Stephani and Erin are redesigning the 
Sun Fun and Camp Adventure brochure pages to assist parents in creating their child’s summer 
schedule. We are working to implement Camp Docs, an electronic management system to track 
forms, allergies and medications throughout the summer. We are in the onboarding process with 
Camp Docs and are excited to see how we can implement it in our camp programs.  

ELC Enrollment 
as of 9/4

2018-2019 2017-2018

2’s classes 15 19 
3’s classes 17 19 
4’s classes 26 42 

Kindergarten Readiness
(Replaced ELC 4s PM) 8 7

Total 66 87



Following District 35’s institute days and holidays, we have one “School Day Off” program 
during the month of October. The children will be traveling to Lincoln Park Zoo. 

School Day Off Enrollment 
2018

as of 10/3 2017

September 10 44 September 21 32 
September 19 45 October 3 33 
October 8 26 October 9 31 
November 8 27 November 9 35 
November 9 21 November 10 35 
November 21 13 November 22 28 
Total 176 Total 194

Special Events & Active Adults: Liz Visteen 
On Saturday, September 15, the District hosted the Second Annual The Great Mud Run. It was 
an overwhelming success! Registration increased by 25% from the previous year. New obstacles 
for this year included the rope swing, balance beam challenge, and the foam maze slip & slide. In 
addition, the Park District added new features/upgrades including b-tag timing, confetti cannons 
at the awards ceremony, showers at the finish line, more motivational signs, spectator seating, 
and music along the course. The District received numerous compliments from spectators, 
parents, and participants.

Special Event Attendance 2018 2017 
Sep 15 – The Great Mud Run 331 265 
Sep 16 – Doggie Dip ~ 40 dogs ~ 50 dogs 
Oct 6 – Harvest Fest ~400 Not offered 

Oct 6 – Tails & Ales ~30 dogs
~80 humans Not offered

Upcoming Fall events:  
October 19 – Art Show 
October 25 – Boo Bash 
November 3 – Nerf Battle 
November 19 – Snoopy Thanksgiving 

Fall Enrollment 
as of 10/4 

2018 2017 

Adult Ceramics 26 38 
Youth Ceramics 46 53 
Adult Art Programs 50 17 
Adult Art Workshops 1 10 
Teen Programs 10 9 

Adult Ceramics enrollment is still low compared to this time last year. However, fewer people 
are currently enrolled in the second session which starts the last week of October. Therefore, 



overall enrollment will increase once participants register for the second session. Adult art is still 
going strong and our art participants are excited to showcase their work in the first Glencoe Park 
District Art Show on October 19. Art workshop enrollment is low; however, neither scheduled 
workshop has taken place. There is still time for students to register.  

Athletics/Teen Camp - Chris Pietrini:  
Our basketball coaches hosted tryouts for travel basketball in September. For the 2018-19 season 
there will be 4 boys’ teams. Our 4th and 5th grade teams will compete in the Mid Suburban 
Basketball League. Our 5th grade developmental team and 6th grade team will compete in the 
Play Hard Hoops League in Long Grove. This league gives our players a chance to compete at a 
more appropriate level. While having a second team at 5th grade will decrease the numbers for 
house league, it does provide additional developmental options for participants since there are 
more practices and games. For 5th and 6th grade girls, we will have 16 girls spread out over 
three teams in conjunction with Winnetka, Wilmette, and Northfield Park Districts. 

Fall Travel Basketball 
Tryout Numbers 2018 2017 2016 

4th Grade Boys 14 16 13 
5th Grade Boys 20 16 12 
6th Grade Boys 15 8 12 
5th Grade Girls 9 8 12 
6th Grade Girls 9 12 0 
Total 67 60 49 

Chris has been working closely with the school district and instructors to ensure a smooth start to 
fall programs. Our Saturday Hot Shots Sports classes continue to grow with 18 signups between 
four classes. These classes were new in the spring and increase our sports offerings to younger 
children on Saturdays. 

Takiff, Fitness, Dance & Watts: Adam Wohl  
Facility rentals in 2018 continue to trend consistently above 2017. Switching to facility rentals 
versus birthday party packages has helped streamline the process. We have booked quite a few 
large rentals that are helping to improve our numbers overall.  

Takiff Center Rental 
as of 10/1/2018 2018 2017 

Facility Rentals $59,928 $43,913 

Glencoe Fitness 
The Glencoe Fitness Center continues to grow in membership.  

During the month of September, we ran a back to school special for all Children’s Circle, ELC, 
and GJK parents. They were able to try the fitness center for the entire month of September for 

Active Fitness 
Members as of 10/1/2018

Fees

199 $55,782



free. Eleven parents tried the fitness center during the month and three joined as a result. Adam 
is working on winter and new year promotions, as well as membership renewals for the one year 
anniversary of Glencoe Fitness.

We started a new fall season of fitness classes in September. A new class was brought in by 
instructor Monica O’Connor called Adult Broadway Dance. Monica had 37 students participate 
in four Tuesday morning classes. We are currently exploring options for additional class options 
for the winter. 

Submitted by: 
Bobby Collins, Director of Recreation & Facilities



Glencoe Park District 
Parks & Maintenance Report 

October 2018 

Administrative 
I have continued to work with Altamanu relating to the playground replacement projects and 
Takiff Parking project. I am continuing to coordinate ACG relating to the Watts RTU HVAC 
replacement project. I have begun the planning process for the 2019 capital projects. 

I attended the NRPA conference in Indianapolis and enjoyed my sessions and the exhibit hall. I 
was able to connect with several new vendors and educate myself on emerging industry trends. 

Grounds/Horticulture
The horticulture crew has been busy maintaining planting beds throughout the District. The crew 
has also been working to continue to ring trees throughout the District. Seasonal flowers needed 
replacement in Lakefront Park and Friends Park. Staff has spent considerable time assessing the 
condition of outlying planting beds to prepare for next year. 

Staff has been busy top dressing and seeding areas where stumps were ground. 

Parks Maintenance & Construction 
Parks staff has been busy making repairs and improvements throughout the District. Staff 
installed the fencing, site amenities, and a park ID sign at Old Elm Park.  

Staff has continued to balance seasonal tasks with routine maintenance such as trash removal, 
grass cutting, park grooming, and beach cleaning.  

Facilities 
Facilities staff has been focusing on seasonal preparations at the Watts Ice Center. Staff is 
working on repairing the ice rink boards and touching up paint throughout the building. 

At the beach, staff has begun the winterizing process by turning off the water and taking down 
the shade covers.  

Athletic
Staff is now lining all soccer fields. We continue to provide weekend field preparation support to 
GBA for fall baseball. Staff has begun the process of fall aerating, fertilizing, and over seeding. 
Each park site takes about four hours to aerate seed and fertilize. This is the third season with 
this new approach and we have begun to see the dividend of healthy turf grass that holds up to 
heavy use better than in previous seasons.

Equipment
We have been focusing on staff training, to continue to familiarize staff with all facets of 
equipment and District operations. 



Shared Services 
Village and Park District staff continue to partner thru the shared services agreement. We have 
made extensive use of the Villages new stump grinder.  

Submitted by: 
Chris Leiner, Director of Parks & Maintenance 



Glencoe Park District 
Marketing/Communications Report 

October 2018

Social Media/Email 
We ended the month of September with 45,900 Facebook impressions (in 2017, we ended the 
month with  60,465 impressions). We now have 1,539 followers on Facebook, 1,006 followers 
on Twitter and 1,042 followers on Instagram. Glencoe Beach has 1,938 followers on Facebook.  
We sent out several targeted email blasts, primarily focused on fall classes and special events.  

Date Subject Total
Sent

Open
Rate

Click
Rate

Link

9/20/2018 Old Elm Park Opening 5113 34.00% 6.60% https://conta.cc/2Dck7aZ
9/19/2018 Tails & Ales 5118 35.20% 1.50% https://conta.cc/2D8NDyq
9/13/2018 New Yoga Classes 318 53.10% 9.10% https://conta.cc/2CQt5e0
9/12/2018 3 more days to Mud Run 2449 20.80% 9.00% https://conta.cc/2CSB75U
9/11/2018 Mud Run Participant Details 214 83.60% 27.00% https://conta.cc/2oWTBIG
9/7/2018 Mud Run This Week 5082 29.40% 10.00% https://conta.cc/2LMzdTX

Inside Glencoe 
The fall issue of Inside Glencoe was sent out in late September. The newsletter includes our 
Village-wide See Something, Say Something campaign, along with project updates and upcoming 
special events. 

Preschool Marketing 
As a benefit to our preschool parents, we offered a 1-month free deal at Glencoe Fitness, along 
with 20% off all adult art classes.  

We redesigned signage for the new Children’s Circle and ELC classrooms. As a result, we are 
now taking a hard look at all the communication coming from the early childhood wing and 
devising a branding strategy for all future communication pieces. This includes revising forms, 
newsletters, schedules, brochure pages, welcome packets, handbooks, and more. We expect to 
have an initial strategy completed in early 2019.  

Special Events 
We worked with the Recreation Team to promote the Great Mud Run, Doggie Dip, and pop-up 
parties for Vernon Playground and Old Elm Park. We created an email blast, flyers, posters, 
event signage, and social media posts to promote the events.  

The Great Mud Run 
The Great Mud Run marketing included multiple targeted email blasts, social media posts to 
promote the course, sponsors, challenges, deadlines, four outdoor banners, and a variety of 
posters and flyers to promote the event. Our department also created artwork for bibs, medals, 
T-shirts, as well as 30+ other directional signs and banners (including a new selfie banner!). We 
also created three short videos to promote the event on social media and made a picture the cover 
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We will host our annual Boo Bash on Thursday, October 25 at Takiff Center from 5:30-7:00pm 
Please let Liz Visteen know if you are interested in volunteering at the event at 847-835-7538. 
ELC and Children’s Circle are once again organizing a Trunk or Treat event for early childhood 
parents and their children on Monday, October 31 from 10:30am-12:00pm. I will be participating 
and I invite you to come out and join in the fun! 

IAPD Legal Symposium
Chris, Bobby, and I will be attending the IAPD Legal Symposium on Thursday, November 8.  

IPRA Conference
The IAPD/IPRA Soaring to New Heights Conference will be held at the Hyatt Hotel in Chicago 
on January 24-26, 2019. We welcome commissioners to attend this excellent learning 
opportunity, even if it is for one day. Details of the conference can be found in the 
September/October issue of Illinois Park and Recreation magazine. Please let us know if you 
would like to attend. 

IAPD does have the Association’s Annual Business meeting on Saturday, January 26, 2018 at 
3:30pm at the Hyatt Regency Hotel. They are requesting a representative attend the meeting. The 
by-laws state, “Each member district shall be entitled to be represented at all Association 
meetings and conferences by a delegate or delegates. Delegates of the Association meetings or 
conference may include members of the governing boards or member districts, the Secretary, 
Attorney, Treasurer, Director or any paid employee of the member district.” I will be there and 
would be happy to represent the District, if you so desire, or you can appoint a Board Member. 

Recommendation on Health Insurance for Employees
Included in our action items is a memo on our recommendation for 2019 Health Insurance 
Renewal. We will be asking for action on this item during this month’s Board meeting. 

Additional Holiday Request 
This request is traditionally made every five years when the Christmas Holiday falls on a 
Tuesday. I would like to request that this year we make December 24 (Christmas Eve) an 
additional holiday day. Takiff, with traditional hours until noon, will still be open until then. 
Watts will be open until 5:00pm. Parks staff would also be required to come in if there is 
snowfall that morning. This does not require formal approval just a consensus from the Board.  

Freedom of Information Report 
There were two FOIA requests during September through October. 

IIIFFC requested Hacienda Landscaping documents regarding the 2018 playground and park 
renovations on September 26 and was responded to in full on October 3. 
Sheet Metal Workers’ LU73 requested information for new construction, renovation, or 
maintenance work planned in any building and our current HVAC maintenance contract on 
October 4 and was responded to in full on October 11.  

Submitted by: 
Lisa Sheppard, CPRP 
Executive Director 
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Introduction 
 
The accessibility of Glencoe Park District sites is mandated by state and federal requirements.  
This report introduces the Integrated Transition Plan and briefly describes the mandates of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), our process, how priorities were established, and other 
subjects.  The purpose of the Integrated Transition Plan is to make Glencoe Park District parks 
and facilities more accessible to people with disabilities. 
 
This is not a stand-alone report.  In late 2017, we delivered reports for each Park District site.  
Those contained a description of each access deficit at each site, specific recommendations as 
to how to retrofit those deficits, in what phase we saw the work occurring, and the District 
employee responsible for barrier removal.  The details are in the site reports.  This report is a 
complement to our earlier work. 
 
A Guide to this Report 
 
The District cannot implement all of our recommendations at once; no local government can do 
so.  We suggest a phased approach to retrofits, that requires a seven-year period. 
 
It is important that Glencoe Park District staffs gain a good understanding of the original findings 
and recommendations.  We suggest a step-by-step approach below. 
 
There are approximately 1,302 access deficits identified in the 30 site reports.  The ADA 
requires that the access audit identify every access deficit at every site.  For each deficit, a 
solution must be identified.  We typically see a ratio of one-to-ten of noncompliant to compliant 
elements, and we saw that at Glencoe sites.  In other words, we saw approximately 13,000 
compliant features. 
 
There is a lot of information to digest.  We suggest the following approach. 
 
First, read this report.  It describes the concepts and requirements invoked throughout the 
development of the Integrated Transition Plan. 
 
Second, review the Integrated Transition Plan.  It provides an order of work for the District. 
 
Third, if necessary to see the detail again, revisit the 30 site reports.  Use your computer 
and you’ll have instant access to the report for that site, the photos, and the checklists. 
 
Fourth, use your knowledge of the sites and the expertise of Park District staff.  Park 
District staff know Glencoe sites better than we do, and Park District staff know the staff better 
than we do.  Blend in what you know with what we recommend in the report.  There are many 
ways to solve access problems, and the successful alternative may well be one you define. 
 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) History and Transition Plan Mandates 
 
The ADA prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability by units of state and local 
government, such as the Glencoe Park District, in title II.  The ADA applies as well to privately 
owned entities that make goods, services, or facilities accessible to the general public, in title III 
of the ADA. 
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The United States District of Justice (US DOJ) issued implementing regulations for title II and 
title III, in 1991.  The title II regulation became effective for the Park District on January 26, 
1992.  The US DOJ also issued a design standard in 1991, and that too became effective for 
the Park District on January 26, 1992. 

In the ensuing 26 years, much has changed.  Technologies we did not know would exist, today 
play a role in making the world more accessible for people with disabilities.  Advances in 
medical science have resulted in more people living longer with disabilities and health 
conditions, thereby increasing the incidence of disability.  Because of that, US DOJ issued an 
amended title II regulation, and it became effective March 15, 2011.  The US DOJ also issued 
the 2010 Standards for Accessible Design, and that final and enforceable Standard became 
effective March 15, 2012.  Of note, the 2010 Standards was the first to include specific design 
standards for park assets such as playgrounds, sports fields and courts, ice rinks, and more. 

There is not a final and enforceable standard for some Park District assets.  That includes 
beaches, trails, and picnic areas, to name a few.  There is very effective guidance in the form of 
a final guideline, and we have used that in our work for reasons made clear later in this report. 

The US DOJ title II regulation has by far the greatest impact on the District.  It has many 
requirements for the District, such as: 

 making programs available in the most integrated setting (35.130(d)); 

 adopting a service animal policy (35.136); 

 permitting the use of other power-driven mobility devices in District parks and facilities 
(35.137); 

 making reasonable modifications that facilitate participation by people with disabilities in 
District programs (35.130); and 

 making District communications, including the District website, as effective for people 
with disabilities as these are for people without disabilities (35.160). 

This report does not address the title II requirements above.  However, it will address the title II 
mandates that apply to the transition plan.  Those are: 

1. 35.105 Self-Evaluation (access audit): The District retained our firm in 2016 to
complete a comprehensive access audit of all sites and facilities.  That is specifically
what 35.105 requires.

2. 35.150(b) Program Access Test: The District must make the programs or opportunities
it offers accessible.  US DOJ states clearly that not necessarily every existing facility
must be made accessible.

The program access test gives the District great flexibility to determine which sites will
be retrofit to meet the 2010 Standards, and when that work will occur.  In guidance
materials, the US DOJ acknowledges that a phased retrofit schedule is an effective
approach, so long as the work does occur annually.
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3. 35.150(d) Transition Plan: The title II regulation requires that the phased retrofit
schedule, a transition plan, have at least four elements:

 It must, at every site, describe access deficits (this is found in our site reports)

 It must, for every deficit at every site, describe a retrofit recommendation (this is
found both in our site reports and in the Integrated Transition Plan) 

 It must identify the person responsible for barrier removal (this is found both in our 
site reports and in the Integrated Transition Plan), and 

 It must note the date by which barrier removal will occur (this is found in the 
Integrated Transition Plan). 

In our experience, units of local government need a fifth element, and that is a cost 
reference for planning purposes.  That is found in our Integrated Transition Plan. 

4. The transition plan includes a public feedback requirement.  The Park District invited
people with disabilities to comment when the transition plan was presented to the Board
in early 2017.  The Park District also established a way for consumers to communicate
regarding the transition plan by creating an email dedicated to the transition plan.
Consumers can comment at transitionplan@glencoeparkdistrict.com.

The Park District is urged to follow smart practices and exceed the minimum requirements.  The 
ADA sets a floor, not a ceiling. 

The Program Access Test 

The program access test is not a new concept; it was embodied in Section 504 of the 1973 
Rehabilitation Act.  It was made a key part of the Congressional and US DOJ efforts to assure 
that community members have access to local government services.  In a sense, it is a simple 
concept: a program is an opportunity made available to the public by the Glencoe Park District. 

A program can be: 

 Using a Park District playground 

 Using a Park District sports field 

 Skating at Watts 

 Sunning at the Glencoe Beach 

 Enjoying Glencoe Park District summer camp 

 Dropping a child off for Glencoe Park District early childhood programs 

 Getting fit at Glencoe Park District fitness classes, whether conducted by District staffs 
or contractors 
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 Enjoying a lunch in the sun at a picnic table at a park, and 
 

 Making public comment at a Park District Board meeting 
 
The regulation includes little concrete guidance.  We note early in this section that the program 
access test does not apply to new construction.  New construction must be designed and 
constructed to comply with the 2010 Standards for Accessible Design, and as we are in Illinois, 
the Illinois Accessibility Code. 
 
In the title II regulation, section 35.150(b) describes the methods an entity can use to make 
programs accessible.  They include: 
 

 Redesign or acquisition of equipment; 
 

 Reassignment of services to accessible buildings; 
 

 Assignment of aides to program beneficiaries; 
 

 Delivery of duplicated services at alternate accessible sites; 
 

 Alteration of existing facilities and construction of new facilities; 
 

 Constructing a new accessible facility with the same programs; 
 

 Use of accessible rolling stock or other conveyances; and 
 

 Any other methods that result in making its services, programs, and activities readily 
accessible to and usable by individuals with disabilities. 

 
Importantly, this section notes that a “...public entity is not required to make structural changes 
in existing facilities...” when any other method, such as those noted above, are effective.  An 
element of the program access test is dispersion.  For example, if there are 20 recurring assets 
in Glencoe, the number to be accessible shall be dispersed throughout Glencoe. 
 
What is the right number, or ratio of accessible to inaccessible, for recurring assets?  No one 
knows.  US DOJ has not and likely never will establish a ratio or percentage.  We do know that 
DOJ guidance indicates that unique assets like the Takiff Center or infrequently occurring 
assets are more likely to require alteration that frequently occurring assets, such as playgrounds 
or sports fields.  Our approach is that a minimum of one of three recurring sites shall be 
accessible.  Additionally, unique sites shall be accessible. 
 
There is an important exception.  The 2010 Standards for Accessible Design note that when 
meeting the technical requirements, if the movement of a load bearing wall or element is 
required, technical infeasibility may arise.  The Glencoe Park District need not make alterations 
at a site when it is technically infeasible to do so. 
 
Our approach of one-of-three has been accepted by Federal District Courts, the US DOJ, the 
District of Interior, state courts, and state enforcement agencies.  It is an effective approach that 
allows local governments to optimize resources and make sites accessible to residents. 
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In the subsequent discussions regarding playgrounds and other assets we will apply our 
interpretation of the program access test.  We note again that this is a summary; for the detailed 
retrofit recommendations, see the individual site reports.  For each category of asset, we will 
note whether we believe the asset is accessible; whether the asset should be retrofit for 
accessibility; or whether the asset should be left as is and inaccessible, because the asset 
category satisfies the program access test. 

We take no position as to whether the Park District has a number of assets in a category 
that is adequate to the demand for that asset in Glencoe. 

The Park District Capital Improvement Plan (CIP)  

The Park District uses a Master Plan, with an embedded Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) to 
schedule anticipated work.  It is important to mesh the transition plan with projects already 
scheduled in the CIP.  Towards that end, we have modified our retrofit recommendations to 
include CIP projects.  Those projects are: 

 Playground replacement at Lincoln and Crescent in FY 19 (Transition Plan Phase One) 

 Playground replacement at Vernon and Jefferson in FY 19 (Transition Plan Phase One) 

 Playground replacement at Old Elm in FY 19 (Transition Plan Phase One) 

 Playground replacement at Woodlawn in FY 19 (Transition Plan Phase One) 

 Playground replacement at Lakefront Park in FY 20 (Transition Plan Phase One) 

 Playground replacement at Milton Park in FY 20 (Transition Plan Phase One) 

 Playground replacement at Takiff playground for 2 to 5 year olds in FY 20 (Transition 
Plan Phase One) 

 Playground replacement at Friends Park in FY 21 (Transition Plan Phase One) 

We recognize that circumstances change.  Should the District redirect CIP monies to a site 
earlier than anticipated, or delay for any reason CIP work at a site, the transition plan should be 
adjusted by District staff.  Master Plans, CIPs, and yes, transition plans must recognize that at 
times circumstances cause an acceleration or a slowing of work on a project.  Do remember 
that replacement projects, such as playground projects, must fully meet the requirements of the 
2010 Standards. 

Establishing Priorities 

We believe that unique sites such as the Takiff Center should be a high priority. 

We believe that recurring sites should be a high priority, but that a dispersion of retrofits should 
occur at recurring assets, such as playgrounds. 
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We believe that complex or costly sites can be made a later priority, as we noted in this report 
regarding Watts Ice Center. 

We have blended these concepts with the District CIP to the best of our knowledge.  The result 
is the Integrated Transition Plan. 

The Integrated Transition Plan 

Generally, local government resources are hard-fought and scarce.  The Park District has an 
excellent relationship with the community and that allows the CIP and transition plan to be 
complemented with private giving. 

Redundant plans impede the delivery of services to Glencoe residents.  The best approach is to 
blend transition plan retrofits with other District plans, such as the Master Plan and the CIP.  We 
have done so in this report, and it resulted in a shifting of our recommendations from 2016. 

As noted earlier, the District must have a transition plan per 35.150(d) of the US DOJ title II 
regulation.  The plan should identify the barrier, the corrective work, the date by which the work 
will occur (in our reports, the Phase), and the person responsible for barrier removal. 

Barriers should be removed as soon as is possible.  Phasing the work to be done allows for 
access to park assets to occur and makes the best use of Glencoe Park District resources.  We 
recognize that each phase requires more than one year for implementation. 

We recommend work in three phases.  Some retrofits, we believe, need not be completed.  We 
note those in a category titled District Option (DO).  Should the District plans change, or should 
other resources become available, the corrective work needed at these sites is known. 

We have made cost references for the corrective work recommended.  We note that these are 
not estimates and should be used only for planning purposes.  The final design, the year in 
which the work will occur, the relationship with the contractor, and many other factors must be 
considered before a cost estimate is made. 

Our total of all cost references is $1,364,027.  We have not aged our cost references over the 
seven-year period, and believe Park District staff can accomplish that more effectively. 

 In Phase One, we recommend work in two categories: easy to do with existing staff and 
fiscal resources (low-hanging fruit), and requirements (such as parking) at sites otherwise 
accessible.  The District asked for the integration of the CIP projects and we have done so.  

We suggest that completion of this phase requires three fiscal years, starting with the year 
ending February 28, 2019 (FY 19).  This Phase includes FY 19, FY 20, and FY 21.  We 
value Phase One cost references at $647,946. 

 In Phase Two, we recommend work in areas that are new to the 2010 Standards.  This 
typically includes sports fields and courts, playgrounds surfaces, playground components 
(other than those in Phase One), and other park assets. 
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We suggest that completion of this phase requires two fiscal years, ending with the fiscal 
year that ends February 28, 2023.  We value Phase Two cost references at $217,135. 

 In Phase Three, we recommend work in areas in two categories: elements not yet 
addressed by a final Standard, such as trails, and elements where correction is complex or 
costly, such as at Watts. 

We suggest that completion of this phase requires two fiscal years, ending with the fiscal 
year that ends February 28, 2025.  We value Phase Three cost references at $264,064. 

We do phase some work as District Option.  There may be two reasons for this assignment.  
The first is that this is work at a site or element with access deficits where we believe the 
District already meets the program access test and need not make these sites accessible, 
until later altered for another purpose.  The second is that some work may be technically 
infeasible, such as making stairs riser heights the same in an existing building.  We value 
District Option cost references at $234,883. 

While no one can say with certainty how long the District can stretch access retrofit projects, the 
District should make access retrofits an ongoing part of its annual plans and budgets.  US DOJ 
officials have said work must be completed as soon as is possible. 

Be certain to understand that the District could be forced to accelerate its pace.  Making 
access work a high priority is critical. 

Funding the Transition Plan Retrofits 

The Glencoe Park District has a source to fund these retrofits.  Illinois statutes permit a park 
district that is a partner in a special recreation joint agreement to use the Illinois Park District 
Code section 5-8 levy to fund the purposes of that special recreation joint agreement.  The 
District is a partner in the Northern Suburban Special Recreation Association (NSSRA).  
NSSRA was formed by the area park districts in 1970, and Glencoe was one of the first to 
recognize the value of this type of collaboration. 

The District uses the 5-8 levy to fund three activities: its share of the costs of operating NSSRA, 
inclusion costs incurred when people with disabilities choose Glencoe Park District programs, 
and accessibility retrofits for existing facilities.  No other state has a statutory source of funds 
dedicated to services and facilities for people with disabilities.  It is important that the primary 
purpose of the 5-8 levy, the programs conducted by NSSRA, not be jeopardized in any way. 

The 5-8 levy does not require a referenda or any other type of voter approval.  The Illinois 
General Assembly recognized the need for this funding and made the 5-8 levy the only 
operating levy for any unit of local government to be exempt from the Property Tax Extension 
Limitation Law (PTELL) in 2003. 

Currently, the equalized assessed valuation (EAV) of the District is $941,200,637.  The District 
levies in this fund at approximately .00033 and that generates in 2018 $31,545.  The District 
could levy for an additional $65,000. 
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In 2019, the Cook County Triennial reassessment occurs and the District EAV will rise, 
conservatively, by 20% to $1,129,440,764.  This affords a greater opportunity for the District to 
fund the transition plan.  An additional $140,000 can be applied to these projects, annually. 

Strategic Implementation Recommendations 

Plans change.  It is important that the District comply with ADA requirements, but also remain 
flexible.  We make three recommendations: 

1. Accept the Integrated Transition Plan and direct staff to implement it.

2. In 2019 and beyond, consider levying for more of the 5-8 resource, and dedicate it to
transition plan tasks, bearing in mind the needs of NSSRA.

3. Continue to seek ways to integrate transition plan activity with Master Plan and CIP
objectives.

Conclusion 

The Glencoe Park District is a thriving service provider that improves the quality of life for all 
Glencoe residents, including those with disabilities.  The Integrated Transition Plan will aid the 
District in efficiently making District programs accessible to and usable by people with 
disabilities. 

The WT Group Accessibility Practice stands ready to assist the District in any way we can.  
Please reach John McGovern at 224-293-6451 or by email at john.mcgovern@rac-llc.com. 

Submitted by: 
John N. McGovern, JD
Partner, Principal-in-Charge
WT Group Accessibility Practice
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DO = District Option, 1 = Phase One, 2 = Phase Two, 3 = Phase Three GLENCOE PARK DISTRICT
INTEGRATED TRANSITION PLAN

Responsible Person: Chris Leiner

See site reports for description of deficit

Site Cite Recommendation Total cost Phase FY 19 FY 20 FY 21 FY 22 FY 23 FY 24 FY 25
DIST

OPTION

Astor Place Park 1.2.1

Create AR  with crushed and compacted stone 
or similar outdoor material from sidewalk to all 
site elements $960 DO 960$             

Astor Place Park 1.2.2

Create  a curb ramp to be max running slope
8.33%, max cross slope 2%, having a top 
landing as wide as the ramp and 36" deep and 
side flares with a max slope 10% $1,063 DO 1,063$          

Astor Place Park 1.3.1

Create designated entry by removing 60"
portion of play area boundary as a smart 
practice $500 DO 500$             

Astor Place Park 1.3.2

Acquire  and install intended user signage and
mount at play area border designating an entry 
as a smart practice $150 DO 150$             

Astor Place Park 1.5.1 Remove bar at transfer for overhead clearance $250 DO 250$

Astor Place Park 1.5.2
Correct or repair  slope in clear floor space of
the transfer system to max 2.08% $0 DO -$              

Astor Place Park 1.5.3
Correct  transfer step riser height to 8” max and 
uniform $1,000 DO 1,000$

Astor Place Park 1.7.1

Adjust height  of platform decks to max 8" for
access to EPCs, in the alternative, install 
compliant transfer steps $2,000 DO 2,000$          

Astor Place Park 1.7.2 Leave as is, remaining EPC’s $0 DO -$

Astor Place Park 1.8.1

Lower the seat, or raise the surface fill level
to achieve entry height to one swing of 11" to 
24" agl $0 DO -$              

Astor Place Park 1.10.1 Relocate garbage can to be along an AR $0 DO -$

Astor Place Park 1.10.2
Raise bench seat to 17" to 19" aff as a smart
practice $250 DO 250$             

Astor Place Park 1.10.3
Acquire and install  at least one armrest to
20% of existing benches as a smart practice $70 DO 70$               

Astor Place Park 1.10.4

Replace one picnic table with one with knee
and toe clearance, 9" deep at 27" high and 25" 
deep at 9" high, with a 36" AR around table as a 
smart practice $800 DO 800$             

Breakwater Sculpture 1.10.1

Create AR  with crushed and compacted stone
or similar outdoor material from sidewalk to the 
Breakwater Sculpture, information rock, and 
park benches $2,880 2 2,880$          

Breakwater Sculpture 1.10.2

Construct firm, stable, and slip resistant 
pads  at least 36” by 48” adjacent to 20% of 
benches, and locate along an AR $115 2 115$             

Breakwater Sculpture 1.10.3

Acquire and install at least one armrest to 
20% of existing benches and raise seat to 17” to 
19” agl as a smart practice $320 2 320$             

1



DO = District Option, 1 = Phase One, 2 = Phase Two, 3 = Phase Three GLENCOE PARK DISTRICT
INTEGRATED TRANSITION PLAN

Responsible Person: Chris Leiner

See site reports for description of deficit

Site Cite Recommendation Total cost Phase FY 19 FY 20 FY 21 FY 22 FY 23 FY 24 FY 25
DIST

OPTION

Clara Dietz Bird Sanctuary 1.2.1
Create AR  with crushed and compacted stone
or similar outdoor material to all site elements $3,600 3 3,600$          

Clara Dietz Bird Sanctuary 1.10.1

Replace existing path with crushed and
compacted stone or similar outdoor material 
within the bird sanctuary $14,400 3 14,400$        

Clara Dietz Bird Sanctuary 1.10.2
Raise bench seat to 17" to 19" aff as a smart
practice $250 3 250$           

Clara Dietz Bird Sanctuary 1.10.3
Acquire and install  at least one armrest to
20% of existing benches as a smart practice $70 3 70$             

Clara Dietz Bird Sanctuary 1.10.4

Construct firm, stable, and slip resistant pads
at least 36" by 48" adjacent to 20% of benches, 
and locate along an AR $115 3 115$           

Friends Park 1.1.1
Repair or correct slope  of parking space and 
access aisle to max 2% in any direction $0 DO -$              

Not owned or operated by the District, 
property of the Village of Glencoe

Friends Park 1.1.2
Resurface stalls and access aisles to eliminate 
gaps and cracks $2,000 1 2,000$        

Friends Park 1.1.3
Remount  parking sign to be within 5’ of the 
front of the stall $0 1 -$

Friends Park 1.1.4
Add one van parking sign to one accessible
stall $150 1 150$           

Friends Park 1.1.5
Reconfigure  stall and access aisle so parked
cars will not block adjacent curb ramp $263 1 263$           

Friends Park 1.2.1
Correct slope  of curb ramp side flares to max 
10% $725 1 725$

Friends Park 1.2.2 Correct curb ramp slopes  to max 8.33% $1,450 1 1,450$

Friends Park 1.2.3
Install compliant detectable warning at curb 
ramps as a smart practice $470 1 470$

Friends Park 1.2.4
Repair  and reset pavers to eliminate CIL and 
gaps $1,500 1 1,500$

Friends Park 1.2.5 Repair gap at curb to be max .5” $138 1 138$

Friends Park 1.2.6
Correct or repair  sidewalk cross slope along 
AR to max 2% $2,188 1 2,188$

Friends Park 1.2.7
Correct or repair  sidewalk running slope along 
AR to max 5% $2,188 1 2,188$

Friends Park 1.4.1
Consider providing a rail or guard at ramp edge 
to prevent wheels from going off the edge $375 1 375$

Friends Park 1.4.2
Fill and compact EWF surface  so that it 
maintains its accessibility characteristics $5,000 1 5,000$
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DO = District Option, 1 = Phase One, 2 = Phase Two, 3 = Phase Three GLENCOE PARK DISTRICT
INTEGRATED TRANSITION PLAN

Responsible Person: Chris Leiner

See site reports for description of deficit

Site Cite Recommendation Total cost Phase FY 19 FY 20 FY 21 FY 22 FY 23 FY 24 FY 25
DIST

OPTION

Friends Park 1.4.3

Establish protocols  for regular and frequent 
inspection and maintenance of accessible 
playground surface $0 1 -$

Friends Park 1.5.1
Relocate  supports to provide 30” X 48” CFS at 
transfer $250 1 250$

Friends Park 1.10.1
Regularly  maintain surface at drinking fountain 
to be free of sand and debris $0 1 -$

Friends Park 1.10.2
Leave as is , swinging bench; other benches 
are accessible $0 1 -$            

Glencoe Beach (2016) 1.1.1
Repaint stalls and access aisles to be 8’ and 8’ 
each and maintain stalls to be free of debris $53 2 53$

Glencoe Beach (2016) 1.1.2
Acquire  and mount correct violation sign for all 
stalls per state or local statute $150 2 150$

Glencoe Beach (2016) 1.2.1

Install compliant detectable warning at
transitions from walkways to vehicular ways as a 
smart practice $235 2 235$

Glencoe Beach (2016) 1.2.2
Correct or repair  boardwalk cross slope along 
AR to max 2% $4,375 2 4,375$

Glencoe Beach (2016) 1.2.3 See 1.10 below  for AR to site elements $0 2 -$

Glencoe Beach (2016) 1.4.1
Extend PIP surfacing to the egress points of the 
elevated structure $4,080 2 4,080$

Glencoe Beach (2016) 1.5.1
Maintain  area around transfer system to be free 
of sand and debris $0 2 -$

Glencoe Beach (2016) 1.7.1 See 1.4 and 1.5  for corrections $0 2 -$

Glencoe Beach (2016) 1.8.1
Extend PIP surfacing  to the slide and at least 
one interactive component $1,200 2 1,200$

Glencoe Beach (2016) 1.10.1
Extend  accessible surfacing to at least one of 
the sprayground features $960 2 960$

Glencoe Beach (2016) 1.10.2
Replace drinking fountain  with a hi-lo bowl 
fountain $3,999 2 3,999$

Glencoe Beach (2016) 1.10.3
Extend an AR  to the rental hut and lower 
service counter to max 34” above the ground $720 2 720$

Glencoe Beach (2016) 1.10.4

Designate 5%  of the lockers as accessible and 
provide hardware usable without a tight pinch or 
grasp $900 2 900$

Glencoe Beach (2016) 1.10.5

Replace  at least one table with one of an 
accessible design and place along an AR as a 
smart practice $800 2 800$

Glencoe Beach (2016) 1.11.1

Relocate  tables to provide 36” AR throughout 
shelter interior and access to the accessible 
table $0 2 -$              

Glencoe Beach (2016) 1.11.2
Provide a smooth stable surface within the 
shelter $5,000 2 5,000$          
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DO = District Option, 1 = Phase One, 2 = Phase Two, 3 = Phase Three GLENCOE PARK DISTRICT
INTEGRATED TRANSITION PLAN

Responsible Person: Chris Leiner

See site reports for description of deficit

Site Cite Recommendation Total cost Phase FY 19 FY 20 FY 21 FY 22 FY 23 FY 24 FY 25
DIST

OPTION

Glencoe Beach (2016) 1.11.3

Add hooks in a location that provides CFS for 
approach and lower to max 48” above the 
ground $250 2 250$             

Glencoe Beach (2016) 1.11.4

Provide accessible tables in at least one small 
shelter as a smart practice and place fully under 
the shade $800 2 800$             

Glencoe Beach (2016) 1.11.5
Extend an AR  from the designated small 
shelter to the grill $480 2 480$             

Glencoe Beach (2016) 1.11.6
Extend an AR from the large shade shelter to 
the grill $480 2 480$             

Glencoe Beach (2016) 1.12.1 Replace portable toilet with compliant model $780 2 780$             

Glencoe Beach (2016) 1.13.1

Provide  a 36" wide AR connecting to normal 
recreational water level of a firm and stable 
material as a smart practice $20,250 2 20,250$        

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.3.1
Mount compliant signage at entrance 
designating it as accessible $150 2 150$             

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.4.1
Regularly inspect and maintain surfaces
outside of exterior doorways to be free of debris $0 2 -$              

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.4.2
Correct or repair slope  at doorway landing to 
max 2% in any direction for level CFS $2,188 2 2,188$          

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.4.3

Relocate storage, furniture, and other 
obstacles  to create adequate 60” maneuvering 
space around doors $0 2 -$              

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.4.4
Replace doors with doors having 80” overhead 
clearance $3,960 2 3,960$          

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.4.5
Repair, bevel, or ramp CIL at 7 door entries to 
be max .25" $344 2 344$             

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.4.6 Fill and maintain gaps at doorways to max .5" $69 2 69$               

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.4.7
Replace hardware  with lever hardware where 
indicated $368 2 368$             

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.4.8
Inspect, adjust, and maintain  8.5 lbf to open 
exterior doors $0 2 -$              

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.6.1

Relocate storage, furniture, and other 
obstacles  to create 60” maneuvering space 
around doors $0 2 -$              

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.6.2
Leave as is , maneuvering clearance in closet 
or storage, correction is technically infeasible $0 2 -$              

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.6.3

Remove and rehang door to swing outward 
rather than inward to provide adequate 18” 
maneuvering clearance on the pull side of door $1,369 2 1,369$          
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INTEGRATED TRANSITION PLAN

Responsible Person: Chris Leiner

See site reports for description of deficit

Site Cite Recommendation Total cost Phase FY 19 FY 20 FY 21 FY 22 FY 23 FY 24 FY 25
DIST

OPTION

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.6.4
Correct or repair slope  at doorway landing to 
max 2% in any direction for level CFS $2,188 2 2,188$          

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.6.5

Remove and rehang  door to open from the 
opposite side to create required 18” of 
maneuvering clearance on the pull side $1,369 2 1,369$          

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.6.6

Remove and rehang both men's locker doors 
to swing outward rather than inward to provide 
adequate 54" maneuvering clearance $2,738 2 2,738$          

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.6.7
Replace doors with doors having 80” of 
overhead clearance $15,840 2 15,840$        

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.6.8
Replace doors ones having 32” clear width 
where indicated $7,920 2 7,920$          

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.6.9
Replace hardware  with lever hardware where 
indicated $1,838 2 1,838$          

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.6.10
Replace hardware  on hazardous area doors 
with knurled hardware $368 2 368$             

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.6.11
Inspect, adjust, and maintain  5 lbf to open 
interior doors $0 2 -$              

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.6.12

Inspect, adjust, and maintain  closing speed 
on door closers so that doors do not close to 3” 
faster than 3 seconds when started at 70 
degrees $0 2 -$              

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.6.13

Relocate protruding objects  along the interior 
AR or place cane detectable warning at foot of 
drinking fountains $250 2 250$             

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.6.14
Raise higher drinking fountain to correct the 
height of spout outlet $250 2 250$             

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.7.1
Lower 36” wide segment of service counter to 
max 34” aff $785 2 785$             

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.8.1

Lower operating mechanisms in first 
aid/reception to max 48” aff to the highest 
operable part $250 2 250$             

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.8.2
Remove  base panel and lower  sink height to 
max 34” aff $2,485 2 2,485$          

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.9.1

Employee only area permit approach, entry, and 
exit, relocate obstacles such as tables and 
chairs to create AR through boat storage and 
exterior storage $0 2 -$              

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.9.2 Room/closet to small for access, leave as is $0 2 -$              

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.9.3

Employee only areas permit approach, entry, 
and exit, relocate obstacles to create turning 
space of 60" in boating manager's office, office, 
and exterior storage $0 2 -$              
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DO = District Option, 1 = Phase One, 2 = Phase Two, 3 = Phase Three GLENCOE PARK DISTRICT
INTEGRATED TRANSITION PLAN

Responsible Person: Chris Leiner

See site reports for description of deficit

Site Cite Recommendation Total cost Phase FY 19 FY 20 FY 21 FY 22 FY 23 FY 24 FY 25
DIST

OPTION

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.9.4

For all other deficits. leave as is, employee
work area pursuant to 2010 Standards 106.5 
Defined Terms, until an employee with a 
disability works here $0 2 -$              

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.11.1

Acquire and mount compliant  signage with 
access symbol, on wall, latch side of door, 60” to 
center of sign $300 2 300$             

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.11.2
Lower mirrors so reflective surface is max 40” 
aff $0 2 -$              

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.11.3
Replace toilet seat, or re-set or replace toilet 
in M RR to 17” to 19” aff $1,306 2 1,306$          

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.11.4
Replace  stall door hardware in M RR with 
compliant hardware $150 2 150$             

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.11.5
Correct or repair  slopes in both to max 5% 
running and 2% cross $4,375 2 4,375$          

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.11.6
Replace stall door of W accessible stall with 
one that swings out and is self-closing $300 2 300$             

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.11.7

Remount rear grab bar  to the correct 
placement behind toilet, 12” to one side of 
center and 24” in W RR $281 2 281$             

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.11.8
Remount grab bars in women’s accessible stall 
to 33” to 36” aff $281 2 281$             

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.11.9

Adjust  stall door in women' s to be self closing 
and re-hang to swing outward due to lack of 
addition depth in stall $300 2 300$             

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.13.1 Lower hooks  to max 48” aff $0 2 -$              

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.13.2

Replace bench in dressing area with one 
having a seat depth of  24” deep, 48” long, 
affixed to the wall or having a back and mounted 
17” to 19”aff $1,200 2 1,200$          

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.13.3
Create compliant accessible shower in each 
locker room $9,763 2 9,763$          

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.14.1
Upon renovation install audible and visual 
alarms in all rooms and spaces $3,260 2 3,260$          

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.15.1

Create template for signs that addresses 
height of sign, size of characters, location of 
Braille, and other requirements $0 2 -$              

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.15.2

Implement a sign revision program 
throughout the building, discriminating between 
directional signs and signs for permanent 
spaces $0 2 -$              
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DO = District Option, 1 = Phase One, 2 = Phase Two, 3 = Phase Three GLENCOE PARK DISTRICT
INTEGRATED TRANSITION PLAN

Responsible Person: Chris Leiner

See site reports for description of deficit

Site Cite Recommendation Total cost Phase FY 19 FY 20 FY 21 FY 22 FY 23 FY 24 FY 25
DIST

OPTION

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.15.3

Mount compliant signage at all permanent 
rooms/spaces having Braille and the 
international symbol of accessibility, mounted at 
60" to the middle of the sign and on the latch 
side of the door $900 2 900$             

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.16.1

Replace menu with one having pictures (smart 
practice) and lettering of compliant size based 
on viewing distance $100 2 100$             

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.16.2

Employee only areas must permit approach, 
entry and exit, relocate obstacles to create 
AR with min clear width 36" $0 2 -$              

Glencoe Beach Building (2011) 1.16.3

For all other deficits, leave as is, employee
work area pursuant to ADA/ABA guidelines 
106.5 Defined Terms, until an employee with a 
disability works here $0 2 -$              

Glencoe Boating Beach 1.2.1

Create an AR  that connects from the 
accessible stall at Lakefront to the boating 
beach that is firm, stable and slip resistant; in 
the alternative, provide an alternate means to 
transport patrons with disabilities to the boating 
area $28,800 3 28,800$

Glencoe Boating Beach 1.4.1

Upon renovation of restrooms, provide required
maneuvering clearance on push and pull side of 
doors $2,500 3 2,500$

Glencoe Boating Beach 1.4.2
Replace doors with doors having 80” overhead 
clearance and 32" clear width $3,960 3 3,960$

Glencoe Boating Beach 1.4.3
Repair, bevel, or ramp CIL at restroom door 
entries to max .25” $1,238 3 1,238$

Glencoe Boating Beach 1.4.4
Inspect, adjust, and maintain  8.5 lbf to open 
exterior doors $0 3 -$

Glencoe Boating Beach 1.6.1

Provide required maneuvering clearance 
around janitor and restrooms doors upon 
renovation of restrooms $3,750 3 3,750$

Glencoe Boating Beach 1.6.2
Replace doors with doors having 80” overhead 
clearance and 32" clear width $3,960 3 3,960$

Glencoe Boating Beach 1.6.3
Replace hardware  with lever hardware at 
janitor $368 3 368$

Glencoe Boating Beach 1.6.4
Inspect, adjust, and maintain  5 lbf to open 
interior doors $0 3 -$

Glencoe Boating Beach 1.6.5
Inspect, adjust, and maintain  closing speed 
on door closers $0 3 -$

Glencoe Boating Beach 1.9.1

For all deficits, leave as is, employee work area 
pursuant to 2010 Standards 106.5 Defined 
Terms, until an employee with a disability works 
here $0 3 -$
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DO = District Option, 1 = Phase One, 2 = Phase Two, 3 = Phase Three GLENCOE PARK DISTRICT
INTEGRATED TRANSITION PLAN

Responsible Person: Chris Leiner

See site reports for description of deficit

Site Cite Recommendation Total cost Phase FY 19 FY 20 FY 21 FY 22 FY 23 FY 24 FY 25
DIST

OPTION

Glencoe Boating Beach 1.11.1

Acquire and mount  signage, including Braille 
and access symbol, mounted on wall, latch side 
of door, 60” to the center of sign upon 
renovation $300 3 300$

Glencoe Boating Beach 1.11.2
Renovate  restrooms to provide accessible 
stalls and features in both $11,850 3 11,850$

Glencoe Boating Beach 1.16.1
Extend new AR to boat storage and storage 
lockers $7,200 3 7,200$

Glencoe Boating Beach 1.16.2
Replace  one table on patio with an accessible 
table and ramp stairs for access $800 3 800$

Glencoe Boating Beach 1.16.1

Provide  a 36" wide AR connecting to normal 
recreational water level of a firm and stable 
material as a smart practice $16,875 3 16,875$      

Green Bay & Jefferson 1.2.1

Create AR with crushed and compacted stone 
or similar outdoor material from parking or 
sidewalk to park elements $9,600 DO 9,600$

Green Bay & Jefferson 1.10.1

Construct firm, stable, and slip resistant 
pads  at least 36” by 48” adjacent to 20% of 
benches, and locate along an AR $115 DO 115$             

Green Bay & South 1.2.1
See 1.3 and 1.10  for corrections to route to site 
elements $0 DO -$

Green Bay & South 1.3.1

Create AR with crushed and compacted stone 
or similar outdoor material from parking or 
sidewalk to play area border, designating an 
entry $9,840 DO 9,840$

Green Bay & South 1.10.1 Relocate 20% of garbage cans to be along AR $0 DO -$

Green Bay & South 1.10.2

Construct firm, stable, and slip resistant 
pads  at least 36” by 48” adjacent to 20% of 
benches, and locate along an AR $115 DO 115$             

Grove & Dundee 1.2.1
Install compliant detectable warning at curb 
ramps as a smart practice $235 2 235$

Grove & Dundee 1.2.2 Repair, bevel, or ramp  CIL along AR $206 2 206$

Grove & Dundee 1.2.3
Correct or repair  sidewalk cross slope along 
AR to max 2% $6,563 2 6,563$

Grove & Dundee 1.2.4
Correct or repair  sidewalk running slope along 
AR to max 5% $4,375 2 4,375$

Grove & Dundee 1.3.1

Create AR with crushed and compacted stone 
or similar outdoor material from parking or 
sidewalk to play area $480 2 480$

Grove & Dundee 1.3.2
Correct or repair running slope of designated 
entry to max 5% $0 2 -$
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DO = District Option, 1 = Phase One, 2 = Phase Two, 3 = Phase Three GLENCOE PARK DISTRICT
INTEGRATED TRANSITION PLAN

Responsible Person: Chris Leiner

See site reports for description of deficit

Site Cite Recommendation Total cost Phase FY 19 FY 20 FY 21 FY 22 FY 23 FY 24 FY 25
DIST

OPTION

Grove & Dundee 1.4.1

Frequently inspect and regularly maintain 
accessible portions of play area surface that are 
comprised of loose fill such as EWF so that 
surface is level with other surfaces $0 2 -$

Grove & Dundee 1.4.2

Establish protocols  for regular and frequent 
inspection and maintenance of accessible 
playground surface $0 2 -$

Grove & Dundee 1.5.1 See 1.4.1 for correction to surface of play area $0 2 -$

Grove & Dundee 1.5.2
Fill and compact EWF surface  so that it 
maintains its accessibility characteristics $5,000 2 5,000$

Grove & Dundee 1.5.3
Remove  bar to provide overhead clearance at 
transfer $250 2 250$

Grove & Dundee 1.7.1
Adjust height of platform decks to max 8” for 
access to EPCs $2,000 2 2,000$

Grove & Dundee 1.7.2
Leave as is , remaining EPCs as the above 
correction will meet 50% $0 2 -$

Grove & Dundee 1.8.1

Lower the seat, or raise the surface fill level 
to achieve entry height of red spinner to 11” to 
24” agl $250 2 250$

Grove & Dundee 1.8.2
Lower entry point for one swing  to 11” to 24” 
aff $0 2 -$

Grove & Dundee 1.8.3
Leave as is , remaining GLPCs as the above 
correction will meet incentive scoping $0 2 -$

Grove & Dundee 1.10.1

Construct firm, stable, and slip resistant 
pads  at least 36” by 48” adjacent to swinging 
bench, and locate along an AR $115 2 115$

Grove & Dundee 1.10.2 Relocate  dog waste bags to be along AR $250 2 250$

Grove & Dundee 1.10.3

Construct firm, stable, and slip resistant 
pads  at least 36” by 48” adjacent to 20% of 
benches, and locate along an AR $115 2 115$

Grove & Dundee 1.10.4
Raise bench seat to 17” to 19” aff as a smart 
practice $250 2 250$

Grove & Dundee 1.10.5
Acquire and install at least one armrest to 
20% of existing benches as a smart practice $70 2 70$

Grove & Dundee 1.10.6

Replace the picnic table with one with knee 
and toe clearance, 9” deep at 27” high and 24” 
deep at 9” high, with a 36” AR around the table 
as a smart practice $800 2 800$

Henry J Kalk Park newly constructed $0 1

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.3.1

Mount signage at inaccessible entrances 
directing patrons in wheelchairs to accessible 
entrance $150 3 150$
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DO = District Option, 1 = Phase One, 2 = Phase Two, 3 = Phase Three GLENCOE PARK DISTRICT
INTEGRATED TRANSITION PLAN

Responsible Person: Chris Leiner

See site reports for description of deficit

Site Cite Recommendation Total cost Phase FY 19 FY 20 FY 21 FY 22 FY 23 FY 24 FY 25
DIST

OPTION

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.3.2

Mount signage at entrance designating it as 
accessible $150 3 150$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.4.1

Provide  required maneuvering clearance on 
push and pull side of doors $3,750 3 3,750$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.4.2

Replace threshold at exterior doors with ADA 
thresholds $181 3 181$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Bldng 1.4.3 Fill and maintain gaps at doorways to max .5” $138 3 138$
Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.4.4

Inspect, adjust, and maintain  8.5 lbf to open 
exterior doors $0 3 -$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.4.5

Inspect, adjust, and maintain  closing speed 
on door closers $0 3 -$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.6.1

Provide  required maneuvering clearance on 
push and pull side of doors $1,250 3 1,250$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.6.2

Replace doors with doors having 32" clear 
width $3,960 3 3,960$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.6.3

Replace hardware  with lever hardware where 
indicated $368 3 368$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.6.4

Inspect, adjust, and maintain  5 lbf to open 
interior doors $0 3 -$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.8.1

Relocate obstacles such as tables and chairs 
to create AR through main room $0 3 -$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.8.2

Relocate protruding objects in main room or 
place cane detectable warning or bollard at foot 
of fire extinguisher $250 3 250$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.8.3

Remove, or relocate storage  in CFS at 
fixtures and operable parts $0 3 -$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.8.4

Lower operating mechanisms in main room to 
max 48” aff to the highest operable part; leave 
as is if employee only operated $250 3 250$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.8.5

Replace or add one work surface max 34" to 
surface and allowing knee and toe clearance $1,600 3 1,600$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.9.1

Employee only area permit approach, entry, and 
exit, relocate obstacles to create AR through 
office $0 3 -$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.9.2

Employee only areas permit approach, entry, 
and exit, relocate obstacles to create turning 
space of 60" in office $0 3 -$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.11.1

Acquire and mount  signage, including Braille 
and access symbol, mounted on wall, latch side 
of door, 60” to the center of sign $150 3 150$
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DO = District Option, 1 = Phase One, 2 = Phase Two, 3 = Phase Three GLENCOE PARK DISTRICT
INTEGRATED TRANSITION PLAN

Responsible Person: Chris Leiner

See site reports for description of deficit

Site Cite Recommendation Total cost Phase FY 19 FY 20 FY 21 FY 22 FY 23 FY 24 FY 25
DIST

OPTION

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.11.2

Remount side grab bar to max 12” from the 
rear wall at the close end and min 54" on the far 
end, if technically infeasible leave as is $281 3 281$           

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.11.3

Remount rear grab bar  to behind toilet, 12” to 
one side of center and 24” to the other, if 
technically infeasible leave as is $281 3 281$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.11.4

Remount grab bars in accessible stall to 33” to 
36” aff $563 3 563$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.11.5

Remount flush mechanism to the open side, in 
the alternative, install an auto flush unit $211 3 211$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.11.6 See 1.6.2  for correction to door width $0 3 -$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.11.7

Remount toilet paper dispenser  max 7” to 9” 
from front of toilet, 15” to 48” aff and min 12" 
above or 1.5" below grab bar $0 3 -$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.11.8

Relocate or recess  hand dryer and hand 
towels to not interfere with clear floor space at 
the sink, protrusions can’t be greater than 4” $250 3 250$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.11.9

Remove under sink cabinets to provide knee 
and toe clearances under sinks and insulate 
exposed pipes $840 3 840$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building

1.11.1
0

Lower  paper towel dispenser to max 48” to 
highest operable part $250 3 250$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building

1.11.1
1 Repair, bevel, or ramp  CIL along AR $69 3 69$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.14.1

Upon renovation install audible and visual 
alarms in all rooms and spaces $1,223 3 1,223$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.15.1

Create template for signs that addresses 
height of sign, size of characters, location of 
Braille, and other requirements $0 3 -$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.15.2

Implement a sign revision program 
throughout the building, discriminating between 
directional signs and signs for permanent 
spaces $0 3 -$

Holmes Warming Shelter-GYS 
Building 1.15.3

Mount signage  at all permanent rooms/spaces 
having Braille and the international symbol of 
accessibility, mounted 48” to baseline of lowest 
character and 60” to the baseline of the highest 
character sign and on the latch side of the door $450 3 450$           
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DO = District Option, 1 = Phase One, 2 = Phase Two, 3 = Phase Three GLENCOE PARK DISTRICT
INTEGRATED TRANSITION PLAN

Responsible Person: Chris Leiner

See site reports for description of deficit

Site Cite Recommendation Total cost Phase FY 19 FY 20 FY 21 FY 22 FY 23 FY 24 FY 25
DIST

OPTION

Lakefront Park 1.1.1
Repaint stalls and access aisles to be 8’ and 8’ 
each $210 2 210$

Lakefront Park 1.1.2
Repair or correct slope  of parking space and 
access aisle to max 2% in any direction $2,188 2 2,188$

Lakefront Park 1.1.3

Reconfigure  accessible stalls to avoid requiring 
pedestrians to cross vehicular way, in the 
alternative, leave as is  with striped crosswalk $263 2 263$

Lakefront Park 1.2.1

Create a curb ramp to be max running slope 
8.33%, max cross slope 2%, having a top 
landing as wide as the ramp and 36” deep and 
side flares with a max slope 10% where 
indicated $2,125 2 2,125$

Lakefront Park 1.2.2
Correct slope  of adjacent street surfaces to 
max 5% $725 2 725$

Lakefront Park 1.2.3
Correct slope  of curb ramp side flares to max 
10% $1,450 2 1,450$

Lakefront Park 1.2.4 Correct curb ramp slope  to max 8.33% $1,450 2 1,450$

Lakefront Park 1.2.5 Correct curb ramp cross slope  to max 2% $1,450 2 1,450$

Lakefront Park 1.2.6
Install compliant detectable warning at curb 
ramps $470 2 470$

Lakefront Park 1.2.7 Repair, bevel, or ramp  CIL along AR $206 2 206$
Lakefront Park 1.2.8 Correct or fill gaps along AR $206 2 206$

Lakefront Park 1.2.9
Correct or repair  sidewalk running slope along 
AR to max 5% $6,563 2 6,563$

Lakefront Park 1.2.10
See 1.10  for corrections to route to site 
elements $0 2 -$

Lakefront Park 1.3.1
Correct or repair running slope of designated 
entry to max 5% $0 2 -$

Lakefront Park 1.3.2
Repair, bevel or ramp CIL at playground 
entry/border $69 2 69$

Lakefront Park 1.5.1
Remove  overhead bar at transfer for 80” 
clearance $250 2 250$

Lakefront Park 1.8.1

Remount  maze panel to be within reach range 
for a child seated in a wheelchair. In the 
alternative, acquire and install  additional maze 
panel or other manipulable component $250 2 250$

Lakefront Park 1.10.1
Correct or repair  running slope to max 5% to 
tennis courts $2,188 2 2,188$

Lakefront Park 1.10.2
Correct or repair  slope to max 2.08% in any 
direction for CFS at information sign $1,050 2 1,050$

Lakefront Park 1.10.3
Replace drinking fountain  with a hi-lo bowl 
fountain $3,999 2 3,999$
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DO = District Option, 1 = Phase One, 2 = Phase Two, 3 = Phase Three GLENCOE PARK DISTRICT
INTEGRATED TRANSITION PLAN

Responsible Person: Chris Leiner

See site reports for description of deficit

Site Cite Recommendation Total cost Phase FY 19 FY 20 FY 21 FY 22 FY 23 FY 24 FY 25
DIST

OPTION

Lakefront Park 1.10.4

Construct firm, stable, and slip resistant 
pads  at least 36” by 48” adjacent to swinging 
bench and locate along an AR $115 2 115$

Lakefront Park 1.10.5

Replace one picnic table with one with knee 
and toe clearance, 9” deep at 27” high and 25” 
deep at 9” high, with a 36” AR around table as a 
smart practic $800 2 800$             

Lincoln & Old Green Bay 1.2.1

Create  a level landing at the top of the curb 
ramp, 36” deep and as wide as ramp and max 
2% slope $2,500 DO 2,500$

Lincoln & Old Green Bay 1.2.2 Correct curb ramp cross slope  to max 2% $1,450 DO 1,450$

Lincoln & Old Green Bay 1.2.3

Install compliant detectable warning at curb 
ramps and transitions from walkways to 
vehicular ways $1,175 DO 1,175$

Lincoln & Old Green Bay 1.2.4 Maintain  overhead clearance of min. 80” $0 DO -$
Lincoln & Old Green Bay 1.2.5 Repair, bevel, or ramp  CIL along AR $69 DO 69$
Lincoln & Old Green Bay 1.2.6 Correct or fill gaps along AR $344 DO 344$

Lincoln & Old Green Bay 1.2.7
Correct or repair  sidewalk cross slope along 
AR to max 2% $32,813 DO 32,813$

Lincoln & Old Green Bay 1.3.1

Create AR with crushed and compacted stone 
or similar outdoor material from parking or 
sidewalk to border of play area to designate an 
entry $1,200 DO 1,200$

Lincoln & Old Green Bay 1.4.1
Fill and compact EWF surface  so that it 
maintains its accessibility characteristics $5,000 DO 5,000$

Lincoln & Old Green Bay 1.4.2

Frequently inspect and regularly maintain 
accessible portions of play area surface that are 
comprised of loose fill such as EWF so that 
surface is level with other surfaces $0 DO -$

Lincoln & Old Green Bay 1.4.4

Establish protocols  for regular and frequent 
inspection and maintenance of accessible 
playground surface $0 DO -$

Lincoln & Old Green Bay 1.5.1 See 1.4.2  for correction to play area surface $0 DO -$
Lincoln & Old Green Bay 1.5.2 Remove  overhead bar to 80” clearance $250 DO 250$

Lincoln & Old Green Bay 1.5.3
Correct transfer step riser height to 8” max and 
uniform $1,000 DO 1,000$

Lincoln & Old Green Bay 1.9.1
Install  raised sand table with knee clearance or 
provide a means of transfer to the sand surface $2,000 DO 2,000$

Lincoln & Old Green Bay 1.10.1

Create AR with crushed and compacted stone 
or similar outdoor material from parking or 
sidewalk to the athletic fields $3,600 DO 3,600$
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DO = District Option, 1 = Phase One, 2 = Phase Two, 3 = Phase Three GLENCOE PARK DISTRICT
INTEGRATED TRANSITION PLAN

Responsible Person: Chris Leiner

See site reports for description of deficit

Site Cite Recommendation Total cost Phase FY 19 FY 20 FY 21 FY 22 FY 23 FY 24 FY 25
DIST

OPTION

Lincoln & Old Green Bay 1.10.2

Construct firm, stable, and slip resistant 
pads  at least 36” by 48” adjacent to swinging 
bench $115 DO 115$

Lincoln & Old Green Bay 1.10.3 Relocate 20% of garbage cans to be along AR $0 DO -$

Lincoln & Old Green Bay 1.10.4 Relocate  dog waste bags to be along AR $250 DO 250$

Lincoln & Old Green Bay 1.10.5

Construct firm, stable, and slip resistant 
pads  at least 36” by 48” adjacent to 20% of 
benches, and locate along an AR $115 DO 115$

Lincoln & Old Green Bay 1.10.6
Raise bench seat to 17” to 19” aff as a smart 
practice $250 DO 250$

Lincoln & Old Green Bay 1.10.7
Acquire and install at least one armrest to 
20% of existing benches as a smart practice $70 DO 70$

Lincoln & Old Green Bay 1.10.8

Replace one picnic table with one with knee 
and toe clearance, 9” deep at 27” high and 25” 
deep at 9” high, with a 36” AR around table as a 
smart practice $800 DO 800$             

Melvin Berlin Park 1.1.1
Assure  that a means of access from street 
parking exists such as curb ramps $1,063 1 1,063$

Melvin Berlin Park 1.2.1 Repair, bevel, or ramp  CIL along AR to tennis $69 1 69$

Melvin Berlin Park 1.10.1
Assure AR  is installed connecting the sidewalk 
to the ball field $9,600 1 9,600$

Melvin Berlin Park 1.10.2

Create AR with crushed and compacted stone 
or similar outdoor material from sidewalk to the 
athletic field $4,800 1 4,800$

Melvin Berlin Park 1.10.3
Replace portable toilet with compliant model 
and place along AR $780 1 780$

Melvin Berlin Park 1.10.4
Correct or repair slope at tennis entries to max 
5% running $4,375 1 4,375$

Melvin Berlin Park 1.10.5

Create AR with crushed and compacted stone 
or similar outdoor material from sidewalk to the 
back entry of tennis and to the spectator 
bleachers/seating $1,200 1 1,200$

Melvin Berlin Park 1.10.6

Extend AR  to tennis shed and replace 
hardware with one operable without a tight pinch 
or grasp $1,440 1 1,440$

Melvin Berlin Park 1.10.7

Replace or add picnic table with knee and 
toe clearance, 9” deep at 27” high and 25” deep 
at 9” high, with a 36” AR around table as a smart 
practice $800 1 800$
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DO = District Option, 1 = Phase One, 2 = Phase Two, 3 = Phase Three GLENCOE PARK DISTRICT
INTEGRATED TRANSITION PLAN

Responsible Person: Chris Leiner

See site reports for description of deficit

Site Cite Recommendation Total cost Phase FY 19 FY 20 FY 21 FY 22 FY 23 FY 24 FY 25
DIST

OPTION

Melvin Berlin Park 1.11.1

Replace one of the picnic tables with one with 
knee and toe clearance, 9” deep at 27” high and 
24” deep at 9” high, with a 36” AR around the 
table as a smart practice $800 1 800$

Melvin Berlin Park 1.12.1

Relocate storage, furniture, and other 
obstacles  to create 60” maneuvering space 
around door $0 1 -$

Melvin Berlin Park 1.12.1

For all deficits, leave as is, employee work area 
pursuant to 2010 Standards 106.5 Defined 
Terms, until an employee with a disability works 
here $0 1 -$

Melvin Berlin Park 1.12.1

Remount side grab bar to max 12” from the 
rear wall at the close end and min 54" on the far 
end, and 33” to 36” aff $281 1 281$

Melvin Berlin Park 1.12.2

Mount rear grab bar  to behind toilet, 12” to one 
side of center and 24” to the other and 33” to 36” 
aff $281 1 281$

Melvin Berlin Park 1.12.3

Relocate or recess  hand dryer to not interfere 
with clear floor space at the urinal, protrusions 
can’t be greater than 4” $250 1 250$

Melvin Berlin Park 1.12.4

Remount toilet paper dispenser  max 7” to 9” 
from front of toilet, 15” to 48” aff and min 12" 
above or 1.5" below grab bar $0 1 -$

Melvin Berlin Park 1.12.5 Insulate exposed pipes under sink $55 1 55$             
Old Elm & Park Place Park 1.2.1 See 1.3.1  for correction to route from entry $0 1 -$

Old Elm & Park Place Park 1.2.2
Create  a level landing at the top of the curb 
ramp, 36” deep and as wide as ramp $625 1 625$

Old Elm & Park Place Park 1.2.3 Correct curb ramp cross slope  to max 2% $725 1 725$

Old Elm & Park Place Park 1.3.1

Create AR with crushed and compacted stone 
or similar outdoor material from curb ramp to 
play area $1,440 1 1,440$

Old Elm & Park Place Park 1.3.2

Create  designated entry by removing 60” 
portion of play area boundary as a smart 
practice $5,000 1 5,000$

Old Elm & Park Place Park 1.4.1
Fill and compact EWF surface  so that it 
maintains its accessibility characteristics $5,000 1 5,000$

Old Elm & Park Place Park 1.4.2

Frequently inspect and regularly maintain 
accessible portions of play area surface that are 
comprised of loose fill such as EWF so that 
surface is level with other surfaces $0 1 -$
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INTEGRATED TRANSITION PLAN

Responsible Person: Chris Leiner

See site reports for description of deficit

Site Cite Recommendation Total cost Phase FY 19 FY 20 FY 21 FY 22 FY 23 FY 24 FY 25
DIST

OPTION

Old Elm & Park Place Park 1.4.4

Establish protocols  for regular and frequent 
inspection and maintenance of accessible 
playground surface $0 1 -$

Old Elm & Park Place Park 1.5.1
Install descending step on transfer system as a 
smart practice $250 1 250$

Old Elm & Park Place Park 1.8.1

Lower or relocate  manipulable components to 
have required CFS and lower to be within reach 
range $500 1 500$

Old Elm & Park Place Park 1.9.1
Install  raised sand table with knee clearance or 
provide a means of transfer to the sand surface $2,000 1 2,000$

Old Elm & Park Place Park 1.10.1
Replace drinking fountain  with a hi-lo bowl 
fountain and extend AR $3,999 1 3,999$

Old Elm & Park Place Park 1.10.2 Relocate 20% of garbage cans to be along AR $0 1 -$

Old Elm & Park Place Park 1.10.3

Construct firm, stable, and slip resistant 
pads  at least 36” by 48” adjacent to swinging 
bench $115 1 115$

Old Elm & Park Place Park 1.10.4

Construct firm, stable, and slip resistant 
pads  at least 36” by 48” adjacent to 20% of 
benches, and locate along an AR $115 1 115$

Old Elm & Park Place Park 1.10.5
Acquire and install at least one armrest to 
20% of existing benches as a smart practice $70 1 70$

Old Elm & Park Place Park 1.10.6

Replace one picnic table with one with knee 
and toe clearance, 9” deep at 27” high and 25” 
deep at 9” high, with a 36” AR around table as a 
smart practice $800 1 800$          

Park 6N 1.10.1
Replace drinking fountain  with a hi-lo bowl 
fountain placed along the AR $3,999 DO 3,999$

Park 6N 1.10.2 Relocate 20% of garbage cans to be along AR) $0 DO -$

Park 6N 1.10.3

Construct firm, stable, and slip resistant 
pads  at least 36” by 48” adjacent to 20% of 
benches, and locate along an AR $115 DO 115$             

Park 14N 1.2.1 See 1.10  for correction to route to site elements $0 DO -$

Park 14N 1.10.1
Replace  surface of woodchip path with an 
accessible surface $10,000 DO 10,000$

Park 14N 1.10.2

Create AR with crushed and compacted stone 
or similar outdoor material from sidewalk or 
street to the woodchip path $3,600 DO 3,600$

Park 14N 1.10.3 Relocate 20% of garbage cans to be along AR $0 DO -$
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Site Cite Recommendation Total cost Phase FY 19 FY 20 FY 21 FY 22 FY 23 FY 24 FY 25
DIST

OPTION

Park 14N 1.10.4

Construct firm, stable, and slip resistant 
pads  at least 36” by 48” adjacent to 20% of 
benches, and locate along an AR $115 DO 115$

Park 14N 1.10.5
Acquire and install at least one armrest to 
20% of existing benches as a smart practice $70 DO 70$               

Park 19S 1.2.1 See 1.3.1 for correction to route to play area $0 DO -$

Park 19S 1.3.1

Create AR with crushed and compacted stone 
or similar outdoor material from sidewalk to play 
area boundary designating and entry $4,800 DO 4,800$

Park 19S 1.8.1
Lower entry point for one swing  to 11” to 24” 
aff $0 DO -$

Park 19S 1.10.1 Relocate  bike rack to be along AR $0 DO -$

Park 19S 1.10.2 Relocate  garbage can to be along AR $0 DO -$              

Robert Everly Wildflower 
Sanctuary 1.2.1

Create AR with crushed and compacted stone 
or similar outdoor material throughout garden 
paths $45,600 3 45,600$

Robert Everly Wildflower 
Sanctuary 1.2.2

Create AR with crushed and compacted stone 
or similar outdoor material from sidewalk to 
garden entries $4,800 3 4,800$

Robert Everly Wildflower 
Sanctuary 1.10.1

See 1.2.1  for correction to surface of paths in 
garden $0 3 -$

Robert Everly Wildflower 
Sanctuary 1.10.2 Repair, bevel, or ramp  CIL at bridge in garden $69 3 69$

Robert Everly Wildflower 
Sanctuary 1.10.3

Construct firm, stable, and slip resistant 
pads  at least 36” by 48” adjacent to bench, and 
locate along an AR $115 3 115$

Robert Everly Wildflower 
Sanctuary 1.10.4

Replace  existing bench with one that has 
armrests, back support, and an entry height 
between 17” and 19” agl as a smart practice $600 3 600$          

Shelton Park 1.1.1

Create one or more  8’ accessible parking 
stalls, with one 8’ adjacent access aisle, with 
proper signage and striping in tennis lot $1,135 DO 1,135$

Shelton Park 1.1.2

Add one van parking sign to one accessible 
stall and repaint stall and access aisle to 11’ and 
5’ or 8’ and 8’ at play area $203 DO 203$

Shelton Park 1.1.3
Resurface stalls and access aisles to eliminate 
gaps and cracks at play area $2,000 DO 2,000$

Shelton Park 1.1.4

Raise existing accessible parking signs so that 
lowest end of bottom sign is min 60” aff at play 
area $0 DO -$

Shelton Park 1.2.1 Remove  parking stops at tennis curb ramp $900 DO 900$
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OPTION

Shelton Park 1.2.2

Re-cut or re-pour curb ramp at tennis to be 
max running slope 8.33%, max cross slope 2%, 
having a top landing as wide as the ramp, 36” 
deep, and max 2.08% slope and side flares max 
slope 10% $1,450 DO 1,450$

Shelton Park 1.2.3

Replace AR with crushed and compacted stone 
or similar outdoor material from parking or 
sidewalk to garden $235 DO 235$

Shelton Park 1.2.4 Repair, bevel, or ramp  CIL along AR $138 DO 138$

Shelton Park 1.2.5
Correct or repair  sidewalk cross slope along 
AR to max 2% $4,375 DO 4,375$

Shelton Park 1.2.6
Correct or repair  sidewalk running slope along 
AR to max 5% $2,188 DO 2,188$

Shelton Park 1.3.1 Correct slope  of entry ramp to max 6.25% $2,188 DO 2,188$

Shelton Park 1.3.2
Widen entry to min 60” clear width as a smart 
practice $500 DO 500$

Shelton Park 1.3.3

Frequently inspect and regularly maintain 
accessible portions of play area surface that are 
comprised of loose fill such as EWF so that 
surface is level with other surfaces $0 DO -$

Shelton Park 1.4.1
Fill and compact EWF surface  so that it 
maintains its accessibility characteristics $5,000 DO 5,000$

Shelton Park 1.4.2

Establish protocols  for regular and frequent 
inspection and maintenance of accessible 
playground surface $0 DO -$

Shelton Park 1.8.1

Add one more interactive GLPC to meet one of 
each type accessible; leave as is, existing 
interactive components $2,000 DO 2,000$

Shelton Park 1.8.2
Lower entry point for one swing  to 11” to 24” 
aff in 2 to 5 area $0 DO -$

Shelton Park 1.9.1
Acquire and install an accessible sand play 
structure and place along AR $2,000 DO 2,000$

Shelton Park 1.10.1
Relocate  park sign to be closer to the AR for 
viewing $250 DO 250$

Shelton Park 1.10.2
Replace brick drinking fountain  with a hi-lo 
bowl fountain $3,999 DO 3,999$

Shelton Park 1.10.3
See 1.4 above  for surface corrections and 
access to swinging bench $0 DO -$

Shelton Park 1.10.4
Widen  path to bike repair station to 60” and 
provide 30” x 48” CFS, leave as is, hardware $480 DO 480$

Shelton Park 1.10.5
Replace portable toilet with compliant model 
and place along AR $780 DO 780$

Shelton Park 1.10.6 Correct or fill gap at tennis to max .5” $69 DO 69$
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Shelton Park 1.10.7

Relocate bench at tennis to an area providing 
adjacent CFS that doesn’t interfere with the AR 
to the gate $250 DO 250$

Shelton Park 1.10.8

Replace  hardware at garden entry and 
greenhouse with one operable without a tight 
pinch or grasp $368 DO 368$

Shelton Park 1.10.9

Fill and compact loose surface in garden to 
eliminate CIL and correct slopes to max 5% 
running $5,000 DO 5,000$

Shelton Park
1.10.1

0
Lower hose in garden or add a second hose 
mounted max 48” above the ground $250 DO 250$

Shelton Park
1.10.1

1

Widen route to gardens to min 36” clear width; 
in the alternative, consider adding raised garden 
beds for access to individuals in wheelchairs $2,400 DO 2,400$

Shelton Park
1.10.1

2
Provide a level 30” X 48” CFS adjacent to a 
least one bench in garden as a smart practice $115 DO 115$

Shelton Park
1.10.1

3

Construct firm, stable, and slip resistant 
pads  at least 36” by 48” adjacent to 20% of 
benches as a smart practice $230 DO 230$

Shelton Park
1.10.1

4
Adjust height of bench seats to 17” to 19” as a 
smart practice $500 DO 500$

Shelton Park
1.10.1

5

Replace one table with one of accessible 
design and place on a firm, stable surface that is 
connect to the AR $800 DO 800$

Shelton Park 1.11.1 Correct or fill 1” gap on shelter entry $69 DO 69$

Shelton Park 1.11.2 Repair, bevel or ramp CIL at shelter entry $69 DO 69$

Shelton Park 1.11.3
Relocate tables to provide route to accessible 
table $0 DO -$              

Vernon and Jefferson Park 1.2.1

Create AR with crushed and compacted stone 
or similar outdoor material from sidewalk to park 
features $1,920 1 1,920$

Vernon and Jefferson Park 1.3.1

Create  designated entry by removing 60” 
portion of play area boundary as a smart 
practice and connect to new AR per 1.2.1 above $500 1 500$

Vernon and Jefferson Park 1.7.1

Leave as is,  existing structure until replaced, 
designate other play areas in the district as 
accessible $0 1 -$

Vernon and Jefferson Park 1.8.1

Leave as is,  existing structure until replaced, 
designate other play areas in the district as 
accessible $0 1 -$
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Vernon and Jefferson Park 1.9.1

Leave as is,  existing structure until replaced, 
designate other play areas in the district as 
accessible $0 1 -$

Vernon and Jefferson Park 1.10.1
Replace drinking fountain  with a hi-lo bowl 
fountain and extend an AR to new fountain $3,999 1 3,999$

Vernon and Jefferson Park 1.10.2 Relocate garbage can to be along AR $0 1 -$

Vernon and Jefferson Park 1.10.3
Leave as is, swinging bench; correct other 
benches $0 1 -$

Vernon and Jefferson Park 1.10.4

Construct firm, stable, and slip resistant 
pads  at least 36” by 48” adjacent to 20% of 
benches, and locate along an AR as a smart 
practice $115 1 115$

Vernon and Jefferson Park 1.10.5

Replace or add picnic table with knee and 
toe clearance, 9” deep at 27” high and 25” deep 
at 9” high, with a 36” AR around table as a smart 
practice $800 1 800$          

Veterans' Memorial Park 1.2.1 Repair  surface of AR to be free of deterioration $2,000 3 2,000$

Veterans' Memorial Park 1.2.2
Correct or repair  sidewalk cross slope along 
AR to max 2% $6,563 3 6,563$

Veterans' Memorial Park 1.2.3
Create a compliant 60” by 60” turning space 
every 200’ $2,050 3 2,050$

Veterans' Memorial Park 1.10.1
Raise bench seat to 17” to 19” aff as a smart 
practice at memorial flag $250 3 250$

Veterans' Memorial Park 1.10.2 Ramp  steps along AR to memorial flag $4,650 3 4,650$

Veterans' Memorial Park 1.10.3

Create AR with crushed and compacted stone 
or similar outdoor material from parking or 
sidewalk to the memorial rock $1,200 3 1,200$

Veterans' Memorial Park 1.10.4 Relocate 20% of garbage cans to be along AR $0 3 -$

Veterans' Memorial Park 1.10.5 Lower  dog waste bags to be max 48” agl $250 3 250$

Veterans' Memorial Park 1.10.6

Construct firm, stable, and slip resistant 
pads  at least 36” by 48” adjacent to 20% of 
benches, and locate along an AR $115 3 115$

Veterans' Memorial Park 1.10.7
Raise bench seats to 17” to 19” aff as a smart 
practice $250 3 250$

Veterans' Memorial Park 1.10.8
Acquire and install at least one armrest to 
20% of existing benches as a smart practice $70 3 70$            

West Park 1.2.1
Correct slope  of adjacent street surfaces to 
max 5% $4,375 2 4,375$
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West Park 1.2.2 Correct curb ramp cross slope  to max 2% $725 2 725$
West Park 1.2.3 Repair, bevel, or ramp  CIL along AR $69 2 69$

West Park 1.2.4
Replace  sewer grate with one that has gaps 
less than .5” across $100 2 100$

West Park 1.2.5
Correct or repair  sidewalk cross slope along 
AR to max 2% $2,188 2 2,188$

West Park 1.2.6
Correct or repair  sidewalk running slope along 
AR to max 5% $4,375 2 4,375$

West Park 1.2.7 See 1.10  for correction to route to site elements $0 2 -$

West Park 1.10.1

Create AR with crushed and compacted stone 
or similar outdoor material from parking or 
sidewalk to the ball fields; in the alternative, 
leave as is  and designate ball fields at other 
sites in the District as accessible $24,000 DO 24,000$

West Park 1.10.2

Repair, bevel, or ramp CIL to enter dugouts at 
ball fields; in the alternative, leave as is  and 
designate ball fields at other sites in the District 
as accessible $138 DO 138$

West Park 1.10.3

Create AR with crushed and compacted stone 
or similar outdoor material from parking or 
sidewalk to the athletic fields; in the alternative, 
leave as is  and designate athletic fields at other 
sites in the District as accessible $3,600 DO 3,600$

West Park 1.10.4
Replace drinking fountain  with a hi-lo bowl 
fountain $3,999 2 3,999$

West Park 1.10.5 Relocate  dog waste bags to be along AR $250 2 250$

West Park 1.10.6

Construct firm, stable, and slip resistant 
pads  at least 36” by 48” adjacent to swinging 
bench $115 2 115$             

Woman's Library Club Park 1.2.1

Create AR with crushed and compacted stone 
or similar outdoor material from parking or 
sidewalk to site elements $4,800 DO 4,800$

Woman's Library Club Park 1.2.2
In the alternative, leave as is, and designate 
other sites in the District as accessible $0 DO -$              

Woodlawn Park 1.2.1
See 1.3.1 and 1.10  for correction to route to site 
elements $0 DO -$

Woodlawn Park 1.3.1

Create AR with crushed and compacted stone 
or similar outdoor material from sidewalk to play 
area $3,120 DO 3,120$
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Woodlawn Park 1.3.2

Create  designated entry by removing 60” 
portion of play area boundary as a smart 
practice $500 DO 500$

Woodlawn Park 1.4.1

Frequently inspect and regularly maintain 
accessible portions of play area surface that are 
comprised of loose fill such as EWF so that 
surface is level with other surfaces $0 DO -$

Woodlawn Park 1.4.2

Establish protocols  for regular and frequent 
inspection and maintenance of accessible 
playground surface $0 DO -$

Woodlawn Park 1.5.1
Install transfer supports on transfer platform 
and steps $375 DO 375$

Woodlawn Park 1.8.1

Relocate play bench to location that provides 
required 80” overhead clearance. In the 
alternative, provide  an alternative climbing 
GLPC that is accessible $250 DO 250$

Woodlawn Park 1.9.1
Install  raised sand table with knee clearance or 
provide a means of transfer to the sand surface $2,000 DO 2,000$

Woodlawn Park 1.10.1

Create AR with crushed and compacted stone 
or similar outdoor material from parking or 
sidewalk to the park sign $1,200 DO 1,200$

Woodlawn Park 1.10.2
Replace drinking fountain  with a hi-lo bowl 
fountain $3,999 DO 3,999$

Woodlawn Park 1.10.3

Construct firm, stable, and slip resistant 
pads  at least 36” by 48” adjacent to swinging 
bench $115 DO 115$

Woodlawn Park 1.10.4

Construct firm, stable, and slip resistant 
pads  at least 36” by 48” adjacent to 20% of 
benches $115 DO 115$

Woodlawn Park 1.10.5
Acquire and install at least one armrest to 
20% of existing benches as a smart practice $70 DO 70$

Woodlawn Park 1.10.6
Raise bench seat to 17” to 19” aff as a smart 
practice $250 DO 250$

Woodlawn Park 1.10.7

Replace one picnic table with one with knee 
and toe clearance, 9” deep at 27” high and 25” 
deep at 9” high, with a 36” AR around table as a 
smart practice $800 DO 800$          

Reinsdorf Field 1.2.1 Repaint pedestrian path $263 2 263$

Reinsdorf Field 1.2.2

Install compliant detectable warning at curb 
ramps and transitions from walkways to 
vehicular ways $235 2 235$

Reinsdorf Field 1.2.3 Repair, bevel, or ramp  CIL along AR $69 2 69$
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Reinsdorf Field 1.2.4
Correct sidewalk cross slope along AR to max 
2 $4,375 2 4,375$

Reinsdorf Field 1.2.5
Remove or relocate bench to allow 48" clear 
width at U turn $250 2 250$

Reinsdorf Field 1.10.1

Create AR of crushed and compacted stone or 
other material from parking or sidewalk to ball 
field and soccer field $12,000 2 12,000$

Reinsdorf Field 1.10.2

Construct firm, stable, and slip resistant 
pads  at least 36” by 48” adjacent to 20% of 
benches, and locate along an AR $115 2 115$

Reinsdorf Field 1.10.3
Acquire and install at least one armrest to 
20% of existing benches as a smart practice $70 2 70$

Reinsdorf Field 1.10.4

Replace one picnic table with one with knee 
and toe clearance, 19” deep at 27” high and 24” 
deep at 9” high, with a 36” AR around table and 
locate along the AR $800 2 800$             

Takiff Center 1.1.1

Create one or more  8’ accessible parking 
stalls, with one 8’ adjacent access aisle, with 
proper signage and striping $1,135 1 1,135$

Takiff Center 1.1.2
Repair or correct slope  of parking space and 
access aisle to max 2% in any direction $328,125 1 328,125$

Takiff Center 1.1.3
Add one van parking sign to one accessible 
stall in each lot $300 1 300$

Takiff Center 1.2.1

Create lined cross walk where pedestrian 
pathway crosses through vehicular traffic as a 
smart practice $525 1 525$

Takiff Center 1.2.2

Re-cut or re-pour curb ramp to max running 
slope 8.33%, max cross slope 2.08%, with top 
landing as wide as the ramp and 36” deep and 
side flares max slope 10% $2,175 1 2,175$

Takiff Center 1.2.3
Install detectable warning at curb ramps and 
transitions from walkways to vehicular ways $705 1 705$

Takiff Center 1.2.4

Create ramp connecting emergency exit to AR, 
in the alternative, enlarge route and create 
outdoor area of refuge $4,650 1 4,650$

Takiff Center 1.2.5
Replace drain with one having gaps .5” or 
smaller $100 1 100$

Takiff Center 1.2.6
Correct or repair  sidewalk cross slope along 
AR to max 2% $4,375 1 4,375$

Takiff Center 1.2.7
Correct or repair  sidewalk running slope along 
AR to max 5% $6,563 1 6,563$

Takiff Center 1.2.8
Repaint loading zones to be 8’ wide with 5’ 
wide access aisles $105 1 105$
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Takiff Center 1.2.9
Repair or correct slope  of loading zone to max 
2% in any direction $2,188 1 2,188$

Takiff Center 1.2.1.
Leave as is, lack of level landing, correction is 
technically infeasible $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.2.2
Lower rail along bottom edge of ramp to 
prevent a 4” sphere from passing through $375 1 375$

Takiff Center 1.2.1 Correct risers  on stairs to consistent 4” to 7” $1,733 DO 1,733$

Takiff Center 1.2.2
Install detectable warning strip on top tread of 
each stairway $300 1 300$

Takiff Center 1.2.3

Install compliant handrails on exterior side of 
stairway, mounted 34” to 38” aff with top and 
bottom extensions $700 1 700$

Takiff Center 1.2.4 Replace or remount handrails to 34” to 38” aff $700 1 700$

Takiff Center 1.3.1

Mount compliant signage at inaccessible 
entrances directing patrons in wheelchairs to 
accessible entrance $300 1 300$

Takiff Center 1.3.2
Mount compliant signage at entrance 
designating it as accessible $300 1 300$

Takiff Center 1.4.1
Correct or repair slope  at doorway landing to 
max 2% in any direction for level CFS $13,125 1 13,125$

Takiff Center 1.4.2
No maneuvering clearance at door due to stairs, 
leave as is,  correction is technically infeasible $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.4.3

Remove a 12" portion of the wall on the push 
side of the door to provide maneuvering 
clearance $1,250 1 1,250$

Takiff Center 1.4.4
Enlarge  wooden platform on the exterior of the 
doors and ramp away from the doors $1,875 1 1,875$

Takiff Center 1.4.5
Repair, bevel, or ramp CIL’s at 5 door entries 
to max .25” $1,100 1 1,100$

Takiff Center 1.4.6
Replace threshold at exterior doors with 
compliant thresholds $181 1 181$

Takiff Center 1.4.7 Fill and maintain gaps at doorways to max .5” $69 1 69$

Takiff Center 1.4.8
Inspect, adjust, and maintain  5 lbf to open 
interior doors $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.4.9

Inspect, adjust, and maintain  closing speed 
on door closers so that doors do not close to 3” 
faster than 3 seconds when started at 70 
degrees $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.5.1

Lower call buttons  to max 42" to the 
centerline of the highest operable part, if 
feasible $675 3 675$
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Takiff Center 1.5.2
Raise emergency control buttons to min. 35" aff 
if feasible $15,994 3 15,994$

Takiff Center 1.5.3
Replace and remount handrails with ones 1.5" 
diameter max to 32" to 36" aff $151 3 151$

Takiff Center 1.5.4
Adjust elevator doors  to open and close with 
the proper timing on both elevators $0 3 -$

Takiff Center 1.6.1

Relocate storage, furniture, and other 
obstacles  to create 60” maneuvering space 
around doors $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.6.2
Correct or repair slope  at doorway landing to 
max 2% in any direction for level CFS $4,375 1 4,375$

Takiff Center 1.6.3
Remove  a portion of the wall on the pull side to 
provide 18" maneuvering clearance $2,500 1 2,500$

Takiff Center 1.6.4
Replace shipping/receiving door one having 32” 
clear width $1,980 1 1,980$

Takiff Center 1.6.5
Inspect, adjust, and maintain  5 lbf to open 
interior doors $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.6.6

Inspect, adjust, and maintain  closing speed 
on door closers so that doors do not close to 3” 
faster than 3 seconds when started at 70 
degrees $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.6.1 Correct or fill gap along ramp $69 1 69$

Takiff Center 1.6.2

Lower operating mechanisms along the 
interior AR to max 48” aff to the highest 
operable part $500 1 500$

Takiff Center 1.6.3
Replace  locker hardware on 5% of the lockers 
with ones operable without a tight pinch or grasp $300 1 300$

Takiff Center 1.6.4
Remove, or relocate storage  in CFS at 
fixtures and operable parts along the AR $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.6.5

Relocate protruding objects  along the interior 
AR or place cane detectable warning at foot of 
lights and fire extinguisher $750 1 750$

Takiff Center 1.6.6
Correct riser heights  on stairs listed so they 
are a consistent height between 4” to 7” $10,684 1 10,684$

Takiff Center 1.6.7
Correct tread depth on stairs so they are 11” 
minimum and consistent $3,465 DO 3,465$

Takiff Center 1.6.8
Install detectable warning strip on top tread of 
each stairway $1,350 1 1,350$

Takiff Center 1.6.9

Install compliant handrails on both sides of 
stairway, mounted 34” to 38” aff with top and 
bottom extensions $3,500 1 3,500$

Takiff Center 1.6.1
Correct slopes  of ramps listed  to max 8.33% 
running and 2% cross $10,938 1 10,938$
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Takiff Center 1.6.2
Remove storage, create level landing at 
shipping and receiving $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.6.3

Replace handrails  with ones that are rounded 
and/or extend to the ground, with handrail 
extensions and mounted 34” to 38” aff having an 
additional rail along the bottom for edge 
protection $1,400 1 1,400$

Takiff Center 1.7.1
Lower 36” wide segment of service counter to 
max 34” aff $1,570 1 1,570$

Takiff Center 1.8.1

Relocate obstacles such as tables and chairs 
to create AR and turning space through activity 
storage $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.8.2 Provide  ramp access to stage $4,650 1 4,650$

Takiff Center 1.8.3
Remove, or relocate storage  in CFS at 
fixtures and operable parts $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.8.4

Lower operating mechanisms in rooms 
indicated to max 48” aff to the highest operable 
part $750 1 750$

Takiff Center 1.8.5
Replace one table in art room with one having 
30" wide; 27" aff  knee clearance $800 1 800$

Takiff Center 1.8.6
Remove base cabinets to provide knee 
clearance and lower sink height to max 34” aff $2,485 1 2,485$

Takiff Center 1.8.7
Replace  hardware on doors indicated with 
hardware operable without a tight pinch or grasp $735 1 735$

Takiff Center 1.9.1

Employee only area permits approach, entry, 
and exit, relocate obstacles such as tables 
and chairs to create AR through rooms indicated $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.9.2

Employee only areas permit approach, entry, 
and exit, relocate obstacles to create turning 
space of 60" in activity storage and hall storage 
and janitor $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.9.3

For all other deficits. leave as is, employee
work area pursuant to 2010 Standards 106.5 
Defined Terms, until an employee with a 
disability works here $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.11.1

Remount rear grab bar  to correct placement 
behind toilet, 12” to one side of center and 24” to 
the other and 33” to 36” aff in both $563 1 563$

Takiff Center 1.11.2
Lower mirrors so reflective surface is max 40” 
aff $0 1 -$
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Takiff Center 1.11.3 Insulate exposed pipes under sink in both $110 1 110$

Takiff Center 1.11.4
Acquire and mount signage with access 
symbol $150 1 150$

Takiff Center 1.11.5
Replace toilet seat, or re-set or replace toilet 
to 17” to 19” aff  $1,306 1 1,306$

Takiff Center 1.11.6
Lower hook  in single-users to max 48” aff and 
remove storage from CFS at hook $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.11.7 Correct or repair  slope in CFS of toilet $2,188 1 2,188$

Takiff Center 1.13.1 Remove or reduce curb at shower to max .5” $69 1 69$

Takiff Center 1.13.2
Remount shower bench so that the front edge 
of the L is 16" from wall $250 1 250$

Takiff Center 1.14.1

Install audible and visual alarms  in rooms 
and spaces where alarms have been installed 
since 1992 $408 1 408$

Takiff Center 1.14.2
Upon renovation install audible and visual 
alarms in all rooms and spaces $2,241 1 2,241$

Takiff Center 1.15.1

Create template for signs that addresses 
height of sign, size of characters, location of 
Braille, and other requirements $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.15.2

Implement a sign revision program 
throughout the building, discriminating between 
directional signs and signs for permanent 
spaces $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.15.3

Mount compliant signage at all permanent 
rooms/spaces having Braille and the 
international symbol of accessibility, mounted at 
60" to the middle of the sign and on the latch 
side of the door $1,500 1 1,500$

Takiff Center 1.6.1

Relocate storage, furniture, and other 
obstacles  to create 60” maneuvering space 
around doors $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.6.2

Remove and rehang to swing inward rather 
than outward and remove closer to provide 18” 
maneuvering clearance on the pull side of door $1,369 1 1,369$

Takiff Center 1.6.3

Widen entries to allow for 18” of maneuvering 
clearance on the pull side of doorways, in the 
alternative, remove door and frame and widen 
entry to 36” for access $1,250 1 1,250$

Takiff Center 1.6.4
No maneuvering clearance at door due to stairs, 
leave as is,  correction is technically infeasible $0 1 -$
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Takiff Center 1.6.5

Remove and rehang  door to open from the 
opposite side to create required 18” of 
maneuvering clearance on the pull side $1,369 1 1,369$

Takiff Center 1.6.6

Leave as is, double closet doors at 31.5"; citing 
construction tolerance and keep second door 
unlocked for access $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.6.7
Fill and maintain gap mechanical room to max 
.5” $69 1 69$

Takiff Center 1.6.8
Replace hardware  with lever hardware where 
indicated $1,103 1 1,103$

Takiff Center 1.6.9
Inspect, adjust, and maintain  5 lbf to open 
interior doors $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.6.1
Install detectable warning strip on top tread of 
each stairway $300 1 300$

Takiff Center 1.6.2 Replace or remount handrails to 34” to 38” aff $700 1 700$

Takiff Center 1.6.1
Leave as is, ramp slope, and cite construction 
tolerance $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.8.1 Closets too small for turning space, leave as is $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.8.2

Place cane detectable warning  at foot of 
dance bars or extend bars so that the cover the 
entire wall $150 1 150$

Takiff Center 1.8.3 Bevel the edge of the patio for accessibility $69 1 69$

Takiff Center 1.8.4
Remove, or relocate storage  in CFS at closet 
outlets $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.8.5

Acquire and mount  compliant signage, 
including international symbol of accessibility, 
designating specified number of wheelchair 
seats $300 1 300$

Takiff Center 1.9.1

Employee only area permit approach, entry, and 
exit, relocate obstacles such as tables and 
chairs for AR through indicated room $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.9.2

Employee only areas permit approach, entry, 
and exit, relocate obstacles to create turning 
space of 60" in indicated rooms $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.9.3

For all other deficits. leave as is, employee
work area pursuant to 2010 Standards 106.5 
Defined Terms, until an employee with a 
disability works here $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.11.1
Lower mirror so reflective surface is max 40” 
aff $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.11.2
Remount grab bars in both accessible stalls to 
33” to 36” aff $1,125 1 1,125$
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Takiff Center 1.14.1

Install audible and visual alarms  in rooms 
and spaces where alarms have been installed 
since 1992 $408 1 408$

Takiff Center 1.14.2
Upon renovation install audible and visual 
alarms in all rooms and spaces $374 1 374$

Takiff Center 1.6.1

Remove and rehang door to swing outward 
rather than inward to provide adequate 18” 
maneuvering clearance on the pull side of door  $1,369 1 1,369$

Takiff Center 1.6.2

Relocate storage, furniture, and other 
obstacles  to create 60” maneuvering space 
around doors  $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.6.3
Leave as is , maneuvering clearance in closet 
or storage, correction is technically infeasible $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.6.4
Replace doors ones having 32” clear width 
where indicated $7,920 1 7,920$

Takiff Center 1.6.5
Inspect, adjust, and maintain  5 lbf to open 
interior doors $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.6.6

Inspect, adjust, and maintain  closing speed 
on door closers so doors do not close to 3” 
faster than 3 seconds when started at 70 
degrees $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.7.1
Lower 36” wide segment of service counter to 
max 34” aff $785 1 785$

Takiff Center 1.8.1
Relocate obstacles such as tables and chairs 
for AR in rooms indicated $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.8.2

Leave as is,  lack of overhead at play lofts; 
correction is technically infeasible; provide 
alternate play experience for children with 
disabilities unable to access this structure $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.8.3

Relocate obstacles (such as tables and chairs) 
to create adequate turning space in conference 
room 252 $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.8.4

Relocate protruding objects in tot gym and 
enrichment 212a or place cane detectable 
warning at foot of shelves $500 1 500$

Takiff Center 1.8.5
Secure rug  edges in classroom 246 to prevent 
trip hazard $200 1 200$

Takiff Center 1.8.6
Remove, or relocate storage  in CFS at 
fixtures and operable parts $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.8.7

Lower operating mechanisms in rooms 
indicated to max 48” aff to the highest operable 
part $2,750 1 2,750$
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Takiff Center 1.8.8

Replace one table in preschool rooms with one 
having an adjustable height for use by a child in 
a wheelchair, having 24" knee clearance $800 1 800$

Takiff Center 1.8.9

Replace one table in multi-purpose rooms with 
an adjustable height table for use by an 
individual in a wheelchair having 27" knee 
clearance $800 1 800$

Takiff Center 1.8.10
Replace one conf room table with one with 
knee and toe clearances $800 1 800$

Takiff Center 1.8.11
Remove base cabinets  and sink apron to 
provide knee clearance at sinks $7,850 1 7,850$

Takiff Center 1.9.1

Employee only area permit approach, entry, and 
exit, relocate obstacles such as tables and 
chairs to create AR through rooms indicated $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.9.2

Employee only areas permit approach, entry, 
and exit, relocate obstacles to create turning 
space of 60" in rooms indicated $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.9.3

For all other deficits. leave as is, employee
work area pursuant to 2010 Standards 106.5 
Defined Terms, until an employee with a 
disability works here $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.11.1
Lower mirrors so reflective surface is max 40” 
aff $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.11.2
Remount grab bars in accessible stalls to 33” to 
36” aff $1,125 1 1,125$

Takiff Center 1.11.3
Sink protrudes; install cane detectable warning 
at sink edge $150 1 150$

Takiff Center 1.11.1

Acquire and mount signage with access 
symbol, mounted on wall, latch side of door, 60” 
to center of sign $450 1 450$

Takiff Center 1.11.2
Adjust timing  of sink faucets to remain on for 
min 10 seconds $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.11.3
Remount toilets to 16” to 18” from the side wall 
to centerline $3,918 1 3,918$

Takiff Center 1.11.4

Remount rear grab bar  to correct placement 
behind toilet, 12” to one side of center and 24” to 
other and 33” to 36” aff in all $844 1 844$

Takiff Center 1.11.5
Lower baby changer in 244-246 to max 48" to 
the handle $750 1 750$

Takiff Center 1.11.6

Remount toilet paper dispenser  in 201-210 
and 247-250 restrooms to max 7” to 9” from 
front of toilet and 15” to 48” aff $0 1 -$
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Takiff Center 1.11.1

Acquire and mount signage with access 
symbol, on wall, latch side of door, 60” to center 
of sign $600 1 600$

Takiff Center 1.11.2
Remount toilets to 16” to 18” from the side wall 
to centerline $5,224 1 5,224$

Takiff Center 1.11.3

Remount rear grab bar  to correct placement, 
12” to one side of center and 24” to other and 
33” to 36” aff in all $1,125 1 1,125$

Takiff Center 1.11.4
Remount toilet paper dispenser  to max 7” to 
9” from front of toilet and 15” to 48” aff  $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.11.5

Relocate or recess shelf in children's circle RR 
to not interfere with general circulation path, 
protrusions can’t exceed 4” and remount max 
48" aff $250 1 250$

Takiff Center 1.11.1
Lower mirror so reflective surface is max 40” 
aff $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.14.1

Install audible and visual alarms  in rooms 
and spaces where alarms have been installed 
since 1992 $1,223 1 1,223$

Takiff Center 1.14.2
Upon renovation install audible and visual 
alarms in all rooms and spaces $1,121 1 1,121$

Takiff Center 1.6.1

Remove a portion of the wall; 12" on push side 
or 18" on pull to provide adequate maneuvering 
clearance at doorways, if not technically 
feasible leave as is $330 1 330$

Takiff Center 1.6.2

Relocate storage, furniture, and other 
obstacles  for 60” maneuvering space around 
doors $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.6.3
Inspect, adjust, and maintain  5 lbf to open 
interior doors $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.6.4

Inspect, adjust, and maintain  closing speed 
on door closers so doors do not close to 3” 
faster than 3 seconds when started at 70 
degrees $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.8.1

Relocate protruding objects in community 
rooms 1, 2, 3, and 4 or place cane detectable 
warning at foot of shelves $1,000 1 1,000$

Takiff Center 1.8.2
Relocate storage  in CFS at fixtures and 
operable parts $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.8.3

Lower operating mechanisms in community 
rooms 1,2,3, and 4 to max 48” aff to highest 
operable part $1,000 1 1,000$

Takiff Center 1.8.4
Remove base cabinets to provide knee 
clearance at sink $785 1 785$
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Takiff Center 1.9.1

Employee only areas permit approach, entry, 
and exit, relocate obstacles such as tables 
and chairs for AR through rooms indicated $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.9.2

Employee only areas permit approach, entry, 
and exit, relocate obstacles to create turning 
space of 60" in rooms indicated $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.9.3

For all other deficits. leave as is, employee
work area pursuant to 2010 Standards 106.5 
Defined Terms, until an employee with a 
disability works here $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.11.1 Insulate exposed pipes under sinks $110 1 110$

Takiff Center 1.11.2
Remount toilets to 16” to 18” from side wall to 
centerline $2,612 1 2,612$

Takiff Center 1.11.3
Remount grab bars in accessible stalls to 33” to 
36” aff $1,125 1 1,125$

Takiff Center 1.11.4
Lower mirror in men's so reflective surface is 
max 40” aff $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.11.5
Relocate garbage, paper towel and soap for 
CFS at fixtures $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.11.6
Lower sinks to max 34” aff to front of rim in W 
RRs $1,700 1 1,700$

Takiff Center 1.11.7 Lower hook  in W RR to max 48” aff $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.11.1

Remount rear grab bars  to the correct 
placement behind toilet, 12” to one side of 
center and 24” to the other $563 1 563$

Takiff Center 1.11.2 Remount grab bars to 33” to 36” aff $563 1 563$

Takiff Center 1.11.3
Lower mirror so reflective surface is max 40” 
aff $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.11.4 Lower hooks to max 48” aff $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.11.5
Remount toilet in unisex 1 to 16” to 18” from 
side wall to centerline $1,306 1 1,306$

Takiff Center 1.11.6
Lower sinks to max 34” aff to front of rim in 
unisex 1 $1,700 1 1,700$

Takiff Center 1.11.7 Insulate exposed pipes under sink in unisex 1 $55 1 55$

Takiff Center 1.12.1

Employee only areas must permit approach, 
entry and exit, relocate obstacles to create 
turning space of 60” $0 1 -$
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Takiff Center 1.12.2

For all other deficits, leave as is, employee
work area pursuant to 2010 Standards 
guidelines 106.5 Defined Terms, until an 
employee with a disability works here $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.6.1

Relocate storage, furniture, and other 
obstacles  for 60” maneuvering space around 
doors $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.6.2

Remove and rehang door to swing outward not 
inward for 18” maneuvering clearance on the 
pull side of door $2,738 1 2,738$

Takiff Center 1.6.3
Replace doors ones having 32” clear width 
where indicated $1,980 1 1,980$

Takiff Center 1.6.4
Inspect, adjust, and maintain  5 lbf to open 
interior doors $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.6.5

Inspect, adjust, and maintain  closing speed 
on door closers so doors do not close to 3” 
faster than 3 seconds when started at 70 
degrees $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.6.6 Replace or remount handrails to 34” to 38” aff $700 1 700$

Takiff Center 1.8.1

Relocate protruding objects in break room or 
place cane detectable warning at foot of 
television $250 1 250$

Takiff Center 1.8.2
Lower operating mechanisms in break room 
to max 48” aff to the highest operable part $250 1 250$

Takiff Center 1.8.3

Replace sink with shallower basin allowing 27" 
knee clearance and 34" aff and insulate
exposed pipes $3,169 1 3,169$

Takiff Center 1.9.1

Employee only area permit approach, entry, and 
exit, relocate obstacles such as tables and 
chairs to create AR through rooms indicated $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.9.2

Employee only areas permit approach, entry, 
and exit, relocate obstacles to create turning 
space of 60" in indicated $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.9.3

For all other deficits. leave as is, employee
work area pursuant to 2010 Standards 106.5 
Defined Terms, until an employee with a 
disability works here $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.3.1
Widen designated entry to 60” width (smart 
practice) $500 1 500$

Takiff Center 1.3.2
Correct designated entry running slope to max 
5% $4,375 1 4,375$
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Takiff Center 1.3.3
Correct or repair cross slope of designated 
entry to max 2% $2,188 1 2,188$

Takiff Center 1.4.1
Repair or correct running slope  of play area 
accessible surface to max 5% $4,375 1 4,375$

Takiff Center 1.4.2
Repair or correct cross slope  of play area 
accessible surface to max 2% $6,563 1 6,563$

Takiff Center 1.4.3
Raise basketball hoop to allow 80" overhead 
clearance $250 1 250$

Takiff Center 1.4.4
Raise shelter tunnel to min 80”, or pad object to 
prevent hazard in overhead clearance $250 1 250$

Takiff Center 1.4.5 Correct or fill gaps on turf surface $500 1 500$

Takiff Center 1.4.6

Frequently inspect and regularly maintain 
surface to be free of sand so it maintains its 
accessible characteristics $0 1 -$

Takiff Center 1.10.1
Correct or repair cross slope of basketball 
court to max 2% $2,188 1 2,188$

Takiff Center 1.10.2
Acquire and install at least one armrest to 
20% of existing benches as a smart practice $140 1 140$

Takiff Center 1.11.1

Raise decorative lattice to not less than 80”, or 
pad object to prevent hazard in overhead 
clearance $110 1 110$           

Watts Ice Arena 1.1.1 Mount van sign on one accessible stall $150 3 150$

Watts Ice Arena 1.1.2
Repair or correct slope  of parking space and 
access aisle to max 2% in any direction $8,750 3 8,750$

Watts Ice Arena 1.1.3
Raise existing accessible parking signs so that 
lowest end of bottom sign is min 60" $0 3 -$

Watts Ice Arena 1.1.4
Move accessible parking sign  to 5’ of 
accessible parking stall $0 3 -$

Watts Ice Arena 1.2.1

Install compliant detectable warning at
transitions from walkways to vehicular ways as a 
smart practice $235 3 235$

Watts Ice Arena 1.2.2 Correct or fill gaps along AR $206 3 206$

Watts Ice Arena 1.3.1
Mount signage at entrance designating it as 
accessible $300 3 300$

Watts Ice Arena 1.4.1

Relocate storage, furniture, and other 
obstacles  to create adequate 60” maneuvering 
space around doors $0 3 -$

Watts Ice Arena 1.4.2

Enlarge cement pad at exit to allow 18” 
clearance on the latch side, and extend a 
pathway away from the building for emergency 
egress $5,625 3 5,625$

Watts Ice Arena 1.4.3
Replace door with door having 80” overhead 
clearance $1,980 3 1,980$

Watts Ice Arena 1.4.4 Widen doors to 32”  for any doors indicated $3,960 3 3,960$
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Watts Ice Arena 1.4.5
Repair, bevel, or ramp CIL at 7 door entries to 
be max .25" $1,238 3 1,238$

Watts Ice Arena 1.4.6
Replace thresholds at exterior doors with 
compliant ones $906 3 906$

Watts Ice Arena 1.4.7 Fill and maintain gaps at doorways to max .5" $206 3 206$

Watts Ice Arena 1.4.8
Replace hardware  with lever hardware where 
indicated $368 3 368$

Watts Ice Arena 1.4.9
Inspect, adjust, and maintain  8.5 lbf to open 
exterior doors $0 3 -$

Watts Ice Arena 1.4.10

Inspect, adjust, and maintain  closing speed 
on door closers so that doors do not close to 3” 
faster than 3 seconds when started at 70 degree $0 3 -$

Watts Ice Arena 1.6.1

Relocate storage, furniture, and other 
obstacles  to create 60” maneuvering space 
around doors $0 3 -$

Watts Ice Arena 1.6.2
Leave as is , maneuvering clearance in closet 
or storage, correction is technically infeasible $0 3 -$

Watts Ice Arena 1.6.3

Remove and rehang door to swing outward 
rather than inward to provide adequate 18” 
maneuvering clearance on the pull side of door $4,106 3 4,106$

Watts Ice Arena 1.6.4
No maneuvering clearance at door due to stairs, 
leave as is,  correction is technically infeasible $0 3 -$

Watts Ice Arena 1.6.5
Replace doors with doors having 80” of 
overhead clearance $5,940 3 5,940$

Watts Ice Arena 1.6.6
Replace doors ones having 32” clear width 
where indicated $9,900 3 9,900$

Watts Ice Arena 1.6.7
Replace hardware  with lever hardware where 
indicated $2,205 3 2,205$

Watts Ice Arena 1.6.8
Replace hardware  on hazardous area doors 
with knurled hardware $368 3 368$

Watts Ice Arena 1.6.9
Inspect, adjust, and maintain  5 lbf to open 
interior doors $0 3 -$

Watts Ice Arena 1.6.10

Inspect, adjust, and maintain  closing speed 
on door closers so that doors do not close to 3” 
faster than 3 seconds when started at 70 
degrees $0 3 -$

Watts Ice Arena 1.6.1

No AR to upper level employee area, leave as 
is, and reassign duties if an employee with 
disabilities requires access here $0 3 -$
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Watts Ice Arena 1.6.2
Provide vertical access to all public areas 
required to be accessible $31,165 3 31,165$

Watts Ice Arena 1.6.3

Lower operating mechanisms along the 
interior AR to max 48” aff to the highest 
operable part $250 3 250$

Watts Ice Arena 1.6.4

Relocate protruding objects  along the interior 
AR or place cane detectable warning at foot of 
AED and lockers $500 3 500$

Watts Ice Arena 1.6.5
Replace drinking fountain  with a hi-lo bowl 
fountain $3,999 3 3,999$

Watts Ice Arena 1.6.6
Remove, or relocate storage  in CFS at 
fixtures and operable parts along the AR $0 3 -$

Watts Ice Arena 1.6.7
Correct riser heights  on stairs so they are a 
consistent height between 4” to 7" $12,128 DO 12,128$

Watts Ice Arena 1.6.8
Correct tread depth on stairs so they are 11” 
minimum and consistent $8,085 DO 450$         8,085$

Watts Ice Arena 1.6.9
Install detectable warning strip on top tread of 
each stairway $450 3 2,100$

Watts Ice Arena 1.6.10

Install compliant handrails on both sides of 
stairway, mounted 34” to 38” aff with top and 
bottom extensions $2,100 3 440$

Watts Ice Arena 1.6.11

Provide  80” overhead clearance if feasible, in 
the alternative, pad the obstruction to prevent 
injury $440 3 -$

Watts Ice Arena 1.8.1 Room/closet to small for access, leave as is $0 3 250$

Watts Ice Arena 1.8.2
Relocate protruding objects in common room 
or place cane detectable warning at foot of AED $250 3 -$

Watts Ice Arena 1.8.3
Remove, or relocate storage  in CFS at 
fixtures and operable parts $0 3 750$

Watts Ice Arena 1.8.4

Lower operating mechanisms in preschool 
room, rec room, and team 2 dressing room to 
max 48” aff to the highest operable part $750 3 2,485$

Watts Ice Arena 1.8.5
Remove base cabinets to provide knee 
clearance and lower sink height to max 34” aff $2,485 3 600$

Watts Ice Arena 1.8.6

Replace bench in dressing area with one with 
seat 24” deep, 48” long, affixed to the wall or 
having a back and mounted 17” to 19”aff $600 3 -$
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Watts Ice Arena 1.9.1

Employee only area permit approach, entry, and 
exit, relocate obstacles such as tables and 
chairs to create AR through skate sharpening 
room $0 3 -$

Watts Ice Arena 1.9.2 Room/closet to small for access, leave as is $0 3 -$

Watts Ice Arena 1.9.3

Employee only areas permit approach, entry, 
and exit, relocate obstacles to create turning 
space of 60" in rooms indicated $0 3 -$

Watts Ice Arena 1.9.4

For all other deficits. leave as is, employee
work area pursuant to 2010 Standards 106.5 
Defined Terms, until an employee with a 
disability works here $0 3 300$

Watts Ice Arena 1.11.1

Restrooms not accessible, acquire and mount 
compliant  signage, mounted on the wall, latch 
side of the door, 60” to the center of the sign, at 
restroom directing patrons to accessible 
restroom $300 3 300$

Watts Ice Arena 1.11.1

Acquire and mount signage, with access 
symbol, on wall, latch side of door, 60” to center 
of sign $300 3 -$

Watts Ice Arena 1.11.2
See 1.6.6  under doors above for correction to 
door width $0 3 -$

Watts Ice Arena 1.11.3
Lower mirror so reflective surface is max 40” 
aff $0 3 500$

Watts Ice Arena 1.11.4 Lower  diaper deck to max 34” when open $500 3 1,306$

Watts Ice Arena 1.11.5
Replace toilet seat, or re-set or replace toilet 
in M RR to 17” to 19” aff $1,306 3 -$

Watts Ice Arena 1.11.6
Remove, or relocate storage  in CFS at 
fixtures and operable parts in M RR $0 3 211$

Watts Ice Arena 1.11.7

Replace toilet tank in W with one having flush 
mechanism on the open side, in the alternative, 
install an auto flush unit $211 3 -$

Watts Ice Arena 1.11.8
Remount toilet paper dispenser  in W RR to 
max 7” to 9” from front of toilet and 15” to 48” aff $0 3 1,700$

Watts Ice Arena 1.11.9 Lower sink in W to max 34” aff to front of rim $1,700 3 -$

Watts Ice Arena 1.15.1

Create template for signs that addresses 
height of sign, size of characters, location of 
Braille, and other requirements $0 3 -$
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Watts Ice Arena 1.15.2

Implement a sign revision program 
throughout the building, discriminating between 
directional signs and signs for permanent 
spaces $0 3 1,200$

Watts Ice Arena 1.15.3

Mount compliant signage at all permanent 
rooms/spaces having Braille and the 
international symbol of accessibility, mounted at 
60" to the middle of the sign and on the latch 
side of the door $1,200 3 785$

Watts Ice Arena 1.16.1
Lower 36" wide portion of service counter to 
max 34" aff $785 3 -$

Watts Ice Arena 1.16.2
If counter from preschool is used for service; 
relocate storage  from CFS $0 3 100$

Watts Ice Arena 1.16.3

Replace menu with one having pictures (smart 
practice) and lettering of compliant size based 
on viewing distance $100 3 -$

Watts Ice Arena 1.16.4

For all other deficits, leave as is, employee
work area pursuant to ADA/ABA guidelines 
106.5 Defined Terms, until an employee with a 
disability works here $0 3 1,000$

Watts Ice Arena 1.16.1
Repair, bevel, or ramp  CIL to studio rink and 
main rink $1,000 3

Watts Park 1.2.1 Repaint  pedestrian path for visibility $263 DO 263$

Watts Park 1.2.2

Replace  existing detectable warning with 
compliant truncated dome template integrated 
into the walking surface $470 DO 470$

Watts Park 1.2.3
Install compliant detectable warning at
transitions from walkways to vehicular ways $235 DO 235$

Watts Park 1.2.4
Correct or fill gaps and sidewalk disintegration 
along AR $550 DO 550$

Watts Park 1.2.5
Correct or repair  sidewalk cross slopes along 
AR to max 2% $10,938 DO 10,938$

Watts Park 1.2.6
Correct or repair  sidewalk running slope along 
AR to max 5% $13,125 DO 13,125$

Watts Park 1.2.7
Establish protocols  for regular and frequent 
inspection and maintenance of AR $0 DO -$

Watts Park 1.3.1

Create AR with crushed and compacted stone 
or similar outdoor material from parking or 
sidewalk to play area $4,800 DO 4,800$

Watts Park 1.3.2
Create  designated entry by removing 60” 
portion of play area boundary (smart practice) $500 DO 500$
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INTEGRATED TRANSITION PLAN

Responsible Person: Chris Leiner

See site reports for description of deficit

Site Cite Recommendation Total cost Phase FY 19 FY 20 FY 21 FY 22 FY 23 FY 24 FY 25
DIST

OPTION

Watts Park 1.3.3

Replace and install intended user signage with 
signage having larger text and mount at newly 
created designated entry as a smart practic $150 DO 150$

Watts Park 1.4.1
Repair or correct running slope  of play area 
accessible surface to max 5% $0 DO -$

Watts Park 1.4.2
Repair or correct cross slope  of play area 
accessible surface to max 2% $0 DO -$

Watts Park 1.4.3
Fill and compact EWF surface  so that it 
maintains its accessibility characteristics $5,000 DO 5,000$

Watts Park 1.4.4

Establish protocols  for regular and frequent 
inspection and maintenance of accessible 
playground surface $0 DO -$

Watts Park 1.6.1
Provide  a ramp extension that continues to the 
ground $2,325 DO 2,325$

Watts Park 1.6.2
Inspect  ramp segments and adjust or raise 
segments to achieve ramp slope of max 8.33% $2,000 DO 2,000$

Watts Park 1.6.3
Install compliant handrails along both sides of 
ramp at 20” to 28” aff $700 DO 700$

Watts Park 1.7.1
See section 1.6  above for corrections to the 
ramp for access to the EPC's $0 DO -$

Watts Park 1.7.2
Leave as is , other EPC's as corrections to the 
ramp will give access to 4 of 7 EPC's $0 DO -$

Watts Park 1.10.1
Leave as is,  disc golf as no current standards 
exist for disc golf $0 DO -$

Watts Park 1.10.2

Create AR with crushed and compacted stone 
or similar outdoor material from parking or 
sidewalk to the Bronco field and provide access 
to the dugout $5,280 DO 5,280$

Watts Park 1.10.3 Relocate  the bike rack to be along the AR $0 DO -$

Watts Park 1.10.4

Create AR with crushed and compacted stone 
or similar outdoor material from parking or 
sidewalk to sled hill base $3,840 DO 3,840$

Watts Park 1.10.5 Relocate 20% of garbage cans to be along AR $0 DO -$

Watts Park 1.10.6
Replace drinking fountain with a hi-lo bowl 
fountain $3,999 DO 3,999$

Watts Park 1.10.7

Create AR with crushed and compacted stone 
or similar outdoor material from parking or 
sidewalk to the toilet enclosure $1,200 DO 1,200$

Watts Park 1.10.8
Extend  AR to tennis entry and bevel or ramp 5" 
CIL $1,200 DO 1,200$
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Watts Park 1.10.9

Create AR with crushed and compacted stone 
or similar outdoor material from parking or 
sidewalk to the soccer field $3,600 DO 3,600$

Watts Park 
1.10.1

0 Extend  AR to one of the two dog stations $480 DO 480$

Watts Park 
1.10.1

1

Construct firm, stable, and slip resistant 
pads  at least 36” by 48” adjacent to 20% of 
benches, and locate along an AR $230 DO 230$

Watts Park 
1.10.1

2
Raise bench seat to 17” to 19” aff as smart 
practice $500 DO 500$

Watts Park 
1.10.1

3
Acquire and install at least one armrest to 
20% of existing benches as a smart practice $140 DO 140$

Watts Park 
1.10.1

4

Replace picnic table with one with knee and 
toe clearance, 9” deep at 27” high and 25” deep 
at 9” high, with a 36” AR around table $800 DO 800$             

$1,364,027 40,766$     511,064$      96,116$      100,539$      116,596$      98,649$      165,415$   234,883$      

PHASE 1 TOTAL $647,946
PHASE 2 TOTAL $217,135
PHASE 3 TOTAL $264,064

$1,129,144

DISTRICT OPTION TOTAL $234,883

INCLUDING DISTRICT OPTION $1,364,027

JNM/GLENCOE PARK DISTRICT INTEGRATED T-PLAN 201801
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XI. Action Item A
Approval of Resolution NO. 888: Truth in

Taxation

Glencoe Park District
October 2018 Board Meeting



 
 

 
GLENCOE PARK DISTRICT 

RESOLUTION No. 888 
 

 TRUTH IN TAXATION LAW RESOLUTION 
 

RESOLVED, by the Board of Park Commissioners of the Glencoe Park District, 
Cook County, Illinois that based upon the most recently ascertainable information, the 
following estimate of taxes to be levied is hereby made in accordance with Section 60 of 
the “Truth in Taxation Law”: 
 

1. The corporate and special purpose property taxes extended or abated 
for 2017 were $4,362,410. The proposed corporate and special 
purpose property taxes to be levied for 2018 are $4,546,000. This 
represents a 4.21% increase over the previous year. 

 
2. The property taxes extended for debt service and public building 

commission leases for 2017 were $1,226,663. The estimated property 
taxes to be levied for debt service and public building commission 
leases for 2018 are $1,164,500. This represents a 5.07% decrease 
over the previous year. 

 
3. The total property taxes extended or abated for 2017 were $5,589,073. 

The   estimated total property taxes to be levied for 2018 are 
$5,710,500. This represents a 2.17% increase over the previous year. 

 
4. Based on the foregoing, no public hearing or publication is required 

under the Truth in Taxation Law. However, the Board will still hold a 
public hearing on the proposed levy on November 13, 2018. 

 
Passed this 16th day of October 2018. 
 

AYES:  
NAYS:  
ABSENT:  

 
 _________________________               
 

Lisa Brooks, President 
Board of Park Commissioners 
 
Attested and filed this 16th day of October 2018. 
 
 
___________________________                      
 

Lisa Sheppard, Secretary 
Board of Park Commissioners  

 
[SEAL] 



 
 

STATE OF ILLINOIS ) 
) SS 

COUNTY OF COOK ) 
 
 
 SECRETARY'S CERTIFICATE 
 
I, Lisa M. Sheppard,  do hereby certify that I am Secretary of the Board of Park 
Commissioners of the Glencoe Park District, Cook County, Illinois, and as such official, I 
am keeper of the records, ordinances, files and seal of said Park District; and,  
 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing instrument is a true and correct copy of Resolution No. 
888: 
 

TRUTH IN TAXATION LAW RESOLUTION 
 
adopted at a duly called Regular Meeting of the Board of Park Commissioners of the 
Glencoe Park District, held at Glencoe, Illinois, in said District held at 7:00pm on the 16th 
day of October 2018. 
 
I DO FURTHER CERTIFY that the deliberations of the Board on the adoption of said 
resolution were conducted openly, that the vote on the adoption of said resolution was 
taken openly, that said meeting was called and held at a specified time and place 
convenient to the public, that notice of said meeting was duly given to all of the news media 
requesting such notice, that said meeting was called and held in strict compliance with the 
provisions of the Open Meetings Act of the State of Illinois, as amended, and with the 
provisions of the Park District Code of the State of Illinois, as amended, and that the Board 
has complied with all of the provisions of said Act and said Code and with all of the 
procedural rules of the Board. 
 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto affix my official signature and the seal of the Glencoe 
Park District at Glencoe, Illinois this 16th day of October 2018. 
 
 
 

      
 

Lisa M. Sheppard, Secretary 
Board of Park Commissioners  
Glencoe Park District  

 
 
 
 
[SEAL] 
 



XI. Action Item B
Approval of Health Insurance
Recommendation for 2019

Refer to documents under agenda item VII
Review of 2019 Health Insurance Renewal

Glencoe Park District
October 2018 Board Meeting



XI. Action Item C
Approval Watts Recreation Center Rooftop

HVAC Replacement Bid

Glencoe Park District
October 2018 Board Meeting
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Glencoe Park District / 999 Green Bay Road / Glencoe, IL  60022 / (847) 835-3030 / fax (847) 835-4942 
www.glencoeparkdistrict.com 

Staff is recommending the approval of Core Mechanical Incorporated’s bid for components; 
Base Bid, Alternate 1 and Alternate 2 for a total of $44,315.

Staff is recommending using the surplus funds available from the Takiff Lead Paint Abatement 
project to cover the cost difference and any unknown contingency issues. The first phase of the 
abatement project was budgeted at $145,000 and was completed for a total of $107,595.  

Typically, bid development, mobilization, and crane costs for a project of this nature are $5,000-
$10,000. If the Park District was to forgo one of the alternates, the work would still need to be 
completed next fiscal year with the additional costs outlined above included. Furthermore, by 
replacing all the units at one time, the disruption to facility operation is limited and the warranty 
process is simplified. 

Core Mechanical has excellent references and staff has previously worked with this contractor. 
This contractor extensively works with park and school districts.

Recommended Motion: The approval of the lowest responsible bidder, Core Mechanical, 
Incorporated of Chicago Illinois, for the Watts RTU HVAC replacement including the base bid, 
and alternates 1 & 2 for a total of $44,315. 



XI. Action Item D
Approval of IAPD Annual Meeting Delegates

No Documents

Glencoe Park District
October 2018 Board Meeting



XI. Action Item E
Approval to Change the November Regular

Board Meeting to November 13

No Documents

Glencoe Park District
October 2018 Board Meeting
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